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Introduction

In 1978, the American anthropologist Alvin W. Wolfe wrote an ar-
ticle with the title The Rise of Network Thinking in Anthropology. In 
his paper, he discuss a recent, but prominent theoretical trend, 
namely the use of the concept and model of network in explaining 
social and cultural phenomena. Wolfe argues than in less than 25 
years the model of network has established itself in anthropology 
as an approach permitting more advanced studies of social net-
works that enables anthropology to engage in an ever-expanding 
list of complex social problems. So, why this rise in the use and 
application of network thinking, he asks. In an attempt to answer 
his own question about the increase and usefulness of a theoreti-
cal network approach, Wolfe points to three distinct qualities that 
such an approach carries as he defines network as a set of links, as 
generated structures and as flow processes. These qualities and 
thus the background for the rise of network thinking are, accord-
ing to Wolfe, identifiable in at least four areas: in social theory, in 
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ethnographic experience, in mathematics and in the technology of 
electronic data processing (Wolfe 1978, p 56).

Wolfe identifies four mutually reinforcing trends in the current 
social theory, which taken together lead toward a network ap-
proach. As he describes: “(1) There is a trend toward interest in 
relations rather than things. (2) There is a trend toward interest in 
process rather than form. (3) There is a trend toward seeking out el-
ementary phenomena rather than institutions. (4) There is a trend to-
ward constructing generative models rather than functional ones 
(Wolfe 1978, p. 56)”. The field experience of the anthropologist is 
the second area where Wolfe see another grounding for the net-
work thinking. The hallmark of ethnography, the direct, first-hand 
observation is highly dependent on getting access to the commu-
nities, people and places that the anthropologist wish to study. An 
access, which requires getting in contact, building relations and 
creating links with the people and places. This ethnographic expe-
rience gives the network approach an almost intuitively entry in 
anthropology. Finally, Wolfe points to how the influence of math-
ematics and the expanding use of computers play an immense 
role in establishing network thinking as a key feature of modern 
anthropology. With computers, he foresee a bright future where 
anthropologists will be able to processes huge amount of data in 
collaboration with mathematicians and create formal models of 
complex social networks.  

Since Wolfe, network theories and methodologies focusing on 
agency, interactions and relations have become even more influen-
tial and widespread in the social sciences and humanities. In the 
1990’s two important additions or corrections to the network con-
cept appeared. In 1996, the Spanish/American sociologist Manuel 
Castell described how global economy, production and consump-
tion are created through networks that cannot be isolated geograph-
ically, but that envelop and shape the entire world. He coined the 
term of the ‘Network Society’ as a concept for a society no longer 
bounded and shaped by geography, but which emerges and exists 
by way of social, economic and information streams linking indus-
try, organizations and people in large global networks.  Another 
addition came with the theoretical fields of Science and Technology 
Studies (STS) and Actor-Network Theory (ANT) as formulated by, 
among others, the French philosopher of science Bruno Latour (see 
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for instance Latour 1988, 1993 and 1996). A principal idea in ANT is 
that an entity is not significant in and by itself, but attains meaning 
and produces effect through its relations to numerous other entities 
(Blok and Elgaard Jensen 2001).  The term actor-network thus de-
scribes this constant and changing establishing of relations that 
helps stabilize or destabilize a given phenomenon. Furthermore, a 
key feature of this understanding of network is their hybrid hetero-
geneous constitution as they consist of relations between humans 
and material objects. 

In sum, the network perspective seem to have become the go-to 
analytical approach within the social sciences and the humanities 
that emphasizes relation-making processes, descriptions of how 
phenomena come into being and discussions of the effects and im-
plications of the phenomena. So, some 40 years later, we found our-
selves asking a related question to the one Wolfe asked in 1978 – not 
a question of a rise in network thinking, but a question of the con-
tinued significance of a network approach, both on a theoretical 
and empirical level to researchers of human culture and society. Ac-
knowledging that the network approach has consolidated itself as 
an almost axiomatic way of thinking about social and cultural oc-
currences, with this issue, we wanted to engage in a discussion of 
the appropriateness and relevance of the network approach, and to 
ask; what do we (still) gain by applying a network perspective?

The call for paper that we sent out for this issue was deliberately 
very open, as we wanted to invite articles dealing with a broad - 
both thematic and methodological - approach to the network con-
cept, including those taking a critical stance. The response to the 
call, represented by the articles in this issue, clearly reflects and con-
firms that the concept of network is still very much on the research 
agenda. Though never as a taken for granted concept, but as a vivid 
and stimulating approach for dealing with a diverse set of prob-
lems and discussions such as the intricate relation between social 
media and public debate and between social media and visual 
practices of memory, as well as discussions of networks of surveil-
lance and networks as socio-technical infrastructures. 

In the article Unscrewing social media networks, twice Andreas Birk-
bak investigate an often made claim that social media is an impor-
tant new force in politics where the public voice can be heard. 
Through an analysis of seven Facebook pages mobilizing citizens 
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either for or against in the heated debate on road pricing in Copen-
hagen in 2011-2012 Birkbak discuss the way social media comes 
with a predefined understanding as facilitating democratic pro-
cesses where many actors are united into some kind of unified larg-
er force or public voice. In a critical engagement with the network 
understanding in ANT, Birkbak argues that the classic ANT notion 
of network is so vague that it too easily can be combined with liberal 
notions producing exactly this image of social media, where one 
facebook page, is seen as a proxy for a singular public spheres de-
spite profound differences among the participants. 

In their article, Reassembling surveillance creep Ask Risom Bøge 
and Peter Lauritsen analyses the way surveillance technologies are 
constantly introduced, transformed, and spread to new practices 
for new purposes  - in other words how surveillance creep. In their 
article, they thus address a fundamental dynamic whereby our cur-
rent surveillance societies are created and maintained. This is done 
through a historical study of the Danish DNA database. The data-
base has evolved from a small-scale database introduced in year 
2000 with a very restricted purpose to a large-scale DNA collection 
with profiles from more than 110.000 citizens, integrated in all types 
of police investigations and which is accessible not only to the Dan-
ish police force but to all EU police forces. Using the concept of 
chains of translation from ANT the article seeks to understand the 
nature and impact of surveillance creep on the various actors in-
volved in or affected by the database. This involves an understand-
ing of the processes of translating interests and forming adequate 
alignments between heterogeneous actors such as laws, technolo-
gies, the watchers and the watched. 

In her article Visualising Historical Networks: Family Trees and Wiki-
pedia Henriette Roud Cunliffe explore different methods for visual-
ising and understanding a historical family network using the 
Drachmann family of 19th century Copenhagen as a case. The first 
method is a more traditional way of visualising family networks 
with a hierarchical family tree and an encoded data structure using 
the file format GEDCOM. The second method looks at the same 
family in Wikipedia first through hyperlinks and secondly as linked 
data in Wikidata. The article thus discusses the similarities and dif-
ferences between these network representations of the same family, 
employing a theoretically informed network perspective from ANT 
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and feminism. Using a network approach is, according to Roud 
Cunliffe, very useful to the identification of and engagement with 
persons and connections that otherwise disappear in the visual rep-
resentations, thereby making it possible to create a more holistic 
and equalizing understanding of historical relations. 

This way of using the network approach as a way to improve 
and develop methods is also a key point in the next article The Pho-
tograph as Network. Tracing – Disentangling – Relating: ANT as a 
Methodology in Visual Culture Studies by Frauke Wiegand. In the ar-
ticle, Wiegand discusses the usability of the concepts entangle-
ment, relationality, and traceability as analytical tools for studying 
visual materials and visual practices as well as the dynamic visual 
work of cultural memory. Reading the net-work of two tourist 
snapshots taken in Regina Mundi Church in Soweto, South Africa, 
Wiegand shows how the photographs are much more than just a 
snapshot of a situation or a material visual representation. Accord-
ing to Wiegand the photos holds all the acts and technologies that 
created it which makes it possible to trace and engage with other, 
more hidden, stories also entailed in the photographs. By way of 
the three concepts she makes visible how approaching snapshots 
from a network perspective opens for an understanding of photo-
graphs not only as cultural objects, but also as continuous media-
tors of memory.

The emphasis on the workings of networks is also very promi-
nent in Marie Anna Svendsen and Astrid P Jespersen’s article. In 
“Here comes my son!” On the underlying invisible work and infrastruc-
ture of a telepresence robot in a Danish nursing home, focus is on the 
many unseen elements at play in the establishment of an infra-
structure to support the implementation of a technological solu-
tion in old age care. The main argument of the article is that imple-
mentation of new technology is dependent on large amounts of 
work on the part of both of human and technical actors. Much of 
this work is normally invisible to and often lack acknowledgment, 
and the article argues that a focus on infrastructure proves crucial 
in the understanding the importance of this invisible work taking 
place in implementation processes.

In the next article Reconnection work: A network approach to house-
holds’ dealing with ICT breakdowns Nina Heidenstrøm and Ardis 
Storm-Mathisen investigates the effect of an ICT infrastructure 
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breakdown on the concerns of households viewed as socio-material 
networks. The purpose is to use the ICT breakdown in Lærdal, Nor-
way in 2014 as a lens to show how crises open up the black box of 
these household networks that normally functions as a whole. 
Throughout the analysis, Heidenstrøm and Storm-Mathisen de-
scribe how the networks reconnect and are stabilised at a house-
hold level through strategies where people mobilise actants such as 
cars and intact pieces of ICT to establish new temporal associations 
of actor-networks. The article thus highlight the need to pay atten-
tion to the workings and changes in the interplay between material 
and human actors in the management of crises and disasters. 

Mikkel Jensen chooses a very different take on the concept of net-
work in is his article Social Reproduction and Political Change in 
The Wire. In the article, he performs a systemic analysis of how so-
ciety is portrayed and framed in the acclaimed TV-series The Wire. 
The network approach is hereby highlighting the interconnectivity 
of the social system as a complex web of relations. Jensen points to 
how the shows insistence on social reproduction at an institutional 
and structural level create a coherent and consistent political argu-
ment, and must be interpreted as a call for political and paradig-
matic change. By making this claim, Jensen contributes to, the on-
going scholarly debate about the political potential of The Wire and 
more broadly to the debate about political elements and potential in 
TV series.  The article thereby contributes with insights into the cur-
rent societal role of mass communication and fiction and how fic-
tional worlds interplays with interpretations and conceptualiza-
tions of “real world” societies.

The interplay between humans and things external to the human 
mind such as material objects or communication technologies is at 
the heart of the article Networks as a case of distributed cognition, writ-
ten by Bo Allesøe. In the article, Allesøe analyses networks as in-
volving distributed social cognition. He employs an extended mind 
approach that allows him to focus on the contribution to cognitive 
processes by structures and things external to the mind. Through a 
presentation of the extended mind hypothesis and the illustrative 
use of a crime scene investigation he shows how participating in a 
network is committing to something macrocognitive, involving a 
normative relation between a communality both presupposed and 
projected. Allesøe thereby shows how the network approach has 
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the potential to enrich perceptions of cognition to something that 
inevitably goes beyond the mind of the individual.

The final article in the issue Networks of expertise: an example from 
process consulting by Casper Elmholdt and Klaus Elmholdt deals 
with the configuration and enactment of expertise in consultancy 
work in public sector organizations. Through an empirical exam-
ple from a process consultancy assignment in a hospital, they dis-
cern four modes of practice by which a network of expertise comes 
to work. In doing so, the article contributes to recent discussions 
of the role and enactment of expertise and skilled performance in 
organizational settings and contemporary work. Moreover, the ar-
ticle contributes to practice-based studies of expertise and a soci-
ology of expertise by showing how expertise is assembled and 
enacted in action.

In the light of our ambition with initiating a renewed discussion 
of network, it is thus interesting to see with this fantastic palette of 
articles how much of what Wolfe described and predicted 40 years 
ago that still influences the thinking in social sciences and humani-
ties. However, what is also striking is that the approaches and dis-
cussions in this sample of articles never appears dated. The articles 
are all very much concerned with phenomena and debates, which 
are high on the societal agenda, contributing both empirically, 
methodologically and theoretically.   

We hope that you will enjoy reading them.
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Unscrewing social media networks, twice

Abstract
Social media are often claimed to be an important new force in pol- 
itics. One way to investigate such a claim is to follow an early call 
made in actor-network theory (ANT) to “unscrew” those entities 
that are assumed to be important and show how they are made up 
of heterogeneous networks of many different actors (Callon and 
Latour 1981). In this article I take steps towards unscrewing seven 
Facebook pages that were used to mobilize citizens for and against 
road pricing in Copenhagen in 2011-2012. But I encounter the diffi- 
culty that social media are already explicitly understood in Internet 
Studies and beyond as facilitating processes where many actors are 
united despite their differences into some kind of larger force, as 
expressed in concepts such as the “networked public sphere” (boyd 
2010; Ito 2008). This challenges the usefulness of ANT, I argue, be-
cause the notion of network is so vague that it can be combined 
with liberal notions of a singular public sphere (Somers 1995b; 
1995a). In order to unscrew social media as a political force, I sug- 
gest that we need to work through both the assembling of social 
media networks and attend to corresponding reconstructions of 
liberal political narratives. As such, I argue for the need to unscrew 
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social media twice, and I take this as an occasion to deal with some 
of the limitations of ANT when it comes to digital media.

Keywords networks, ANT, social media, public pressure, Facebook

Introduction

The political centers of power are moving away from the 
parliaments and out to social media. It is especially so in 
crises, where the digital reality poses en- tirely new chal-
lenges to political leadership. (Mandag Morgen 2015:1)1

Social networking sites, or social media, are today positioned as an 
important new force in politics.

The quote above, which stems from a prominent political analy- 
sis magazine in Denmark, illustrates how this interest is marked by 
hopes that social media offer new avenues for public participation 
in politics. Such claims about the redistribution of political power 
with web technologies have moved out of the academic literature 
(e.g. Castells 2009) and become commonplace in the press in recent 
years. At the same time, these hopes are accompanied by a number 
of corresponding critiques, which highlight various shortcomings 
of social media participation. The impact of social media has for 
some time now been understood to be strongest in crises or in rela- 
tion to single issue politics (Bennett and Segerberg 2012), and social 
media are claimed to facilitate the development of so-called “echo 
chambers,” where people group together with people they agree 
with and only receive information that confirms their existing views 
on an issue (Sunstein 2006; Pariser 2012).

What is noteworthy about the hype about social media participa- 
tion, whether optimistic or pessimistic, is that it is to a significant 
extent modeled on previous understandings of the role of media in 
democratic societies. When social media are described as giving 
rise to a “networked public sphere” (boyd 2010; Ito 2008) and the 
identification of echo chambers becomes one of the main way of 
assessing the health of this sphere, a parallel is drawn between so- 
cial media and the critical role that the free press was once sup- 
posed to play in democratic societies. This idea is also expressed in 
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the notion of the Internet, and not least social media, as the “fifth 
estate” of modern democracies (Dutton 2009).

Similarly to the ‘offline’ press that went before, scholars in Inter-
net Studies associate social media with an ability to generate public 
pressure. The notion of a digital “reality” used in the opening quote 
is suggestive. Following this line of thinking, one reason why social 
media should be taken as a force to be reckoned with is that it is not 
always possible to impose a certain version of reality on social me-
dia platforms. On the contrary, social media seem to facilitate the 
organization of large groups of people who understand things dif-
ferently from those in power. Once this happens, it does not matter 
so much who is right and who is wrong, because social media as-
semblies are themselves a “digital reality” that cannot be ignored.

A case of such social media driven public pressure appeared in 
Denmark in 2011 and 2012, when protests broke out against plans 
to introduce congestion charges in Copenhagen by constructing 
what came to be known as a ‘payment ring’ around the city center. 
Some of these protests appeared on social media, which became the 
occasion for claims such as the following in the Danish news media:

The payment ring (…) [belongs to a set] of issues, where 
the political agenda seem to have been strongly influ-
enced by opposition from groups in the population that 
have started their protests on social media, and where the 
protests have been picked up by the large media compa- 
nies in the country – and in the end by the politicians, 
who have turned on a dime after media storms lasting 
days or weeks. (Rekling 2014)

The payment ring controversy offers a specific instantiation, 
then, of the new force in politics that social media are claimed to 
be. The question I wish to raise in this paper is how this force can 
be scrutinized.

The ANT craft of unscrewing
One way to probe the idea that social media are a new political force 
is to follow an early call made in actor-network theory to unscrew 
those entities that are assumed to be “large” or “macro” actors (Cal- 
lon and Latour 1981). Callon’s and Latour’s argument takes off 
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from Thomas Hobbes’s social contract theory (Hobbes 1996), which 
they see as the first formulation of a relationship between micro and 
macro actors, where all differences in size are the results of transac- 
tions (Callon and Latour 1981). While there are thus no a priori larg- 
er or smaller social actors in Hobbes’s political philosophy, humans 
unite through a social contract to create a sovereign, making each 
individual appear as a micro actor and the sovereign as a macro ac- 
tor. As Callon and Latour formulate it: “The sovereign is not above 
the people, either by nature or by function, nor is he higher, or 
greater, or of different substance. He is the people itself in another 
state – as we speak of a gaseous or a solid state” (Callon and Latour 
1981:278, italics in the original).

Callon and Latour do not believe that Hobbes’s social contract 
theory is a good description of reality. But they see his formulation 
of the relationship between micro and macro in society as valuable 
because it speaks to the notion of translation. This is a key concept 
in ANT, which captures the work and sometimes violence it takes 
to transform several actors into a single will (Callon 1986). Contrary 
to Hobbes’s thinking, this is not a primordial ceremony of society 
that happens once and for all, but something that happens all the 
time and in several ways at once.

The methodology that Callon and Latour propose for doing a 
sociology of translation is to think of actors as networks. There is an 
important difference here between the radical position of thinking 
of actors as networks and the more superficial understanding of ac- 
tors in networks. Thinking of actors as networks is to take the con- 
sequence of the role of translation in social life: to insist that differ- 
ences in size (or better, perhaps, “reach”) of actors as the result of 
“net-work,” in the sense of translation work (Latour 2005).

Unscrewing social media
Thinking of social media as networks, however, does not necessar- 
ily require actor-network theory. Social media already operate ex- 
plicitly in terms of networks. The content you are served on a social 
media site, such as Facebook or Instagram, is based on the network 
of friends and acquaintances that you have registered connections 
with on that site. More specifically, the importance of something is 
already defined in terms of aggregates of micro actors. A Twitter 
tweet is arguably only as “large” as the number of actors who 
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choose to retweet it and thus make the tweet appear among their 
own tweets. The number of retweets is emphasized by the Twitter 
interface, and its significance is ensured by the algorithms that se- 
lect tweets for extra exposure based on retweet popularity. Face- 
book posts and Facebook pages grow in size in the same way by 
associating itself with more people (Gerlitz and Helmond 2013).

So while Callon and Latour propose that we pay special attention 
to how micro actors are translated into macro actors, social media 
already foreground translations of this sort. The space for a ‘net- 
work argument’ thus seems to be pre-occupied when it comes to 
these media. However, once these processes are scrutinized in a 
bit more detail, it becomes evident that while social media already 
foreground networks, their political significance tends not to be un-
derstood in network terms – at least not in the way networks are 
thought to work in ANT.

In the following, I try to demonstrate this by unscrewing a set of 
Facebook pages related to the abovementioned controversy over 
congestion charges in Copenhagen. I go into some detail about how 
such pages combine individual actors into a larger force. At the 
same time I observe how the networked character of these opera- 
tions gets lost in popular interpretation. My argument is that even 
though a social media platform such as Facebook seems to lend it- 
self easily to ‘unscrewing’ of larger political forces into individual 
actors, social media participation continue to be understood in rela- 
tion to a public that remains firmly ‘screwed’ together.

An alternative strategy for problematizing the use of the network 
concept in relation to social media would be to point out that there 
is a substantial distance from the notion of social networks to the 
ANT analysis of heterogeneous networks (Venturini, Munk, and 
Jacomy forthcoming; Marres 2006). This is an important point, but 
it comes with a risk of reverting to an analysis that instead privi- 
leges materiality (Parks and Starosielski 2015). In this paper I focus 
on a different challenge, proposing that in order to gain analytical 
purchase from the explicitly networked affordances of social me- 
dia, we need to unscrew social media twice – both in terms of trac- 
ing their networked nature and in terms of opening the liberal un- 
derstandings of their political significance for scrutiny.
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Quantitative analysis and the petition critique
While the payment ring issue generated a variety of activity on 
social media, I limit my analysis here to 7 Facebook pages that 
were all open to public viewing, and which all attracted a mean- 
ingful amount of contributions from Facebook users. Five of the 
pages were positioned against the payment ring project, while 
two were pro-payment ring pages. Here is an overview of the Fa-
cebook pages including their numbers of supporters, or ‘likes’, 
from September 2013:

Page name Supporters

Contra payment ring pages
“15 good reasons to oppose the payment ring” 2231
“Motorists against the payment ring” 1254
“No thanks to the payment ring” 638
“No to the payment ring” 2452
“I believe all motorists should be able to drive in and out 
of Copenhagen for free” 1496

Pro payment ring pages
“Congestion ring now” 241
“I am for a payment ring” 1624

TOTAL 9936

Table 1: Seven payment ring-related Facebook pages and numbers of 
supporters

Counting support is a way of analyzing such pages that I share with 
Facebook. The number of likes that a page has received is auto- 
matically summarized and shown. For some analysts, these num- 
bers raise the question of whether they are large or small. When a 
journalist found some of these Facebook pages in relation to the 
payment ring controversy, he argued they were not very impressive 
given how more than half of all Danes have a Facebook account, 
and that there are other protest pages that have managed to attract 
supporters in the tens of thousands (Meilstrup 2012).

The Facebook pages are here understood as a sort of online peti- 
tions. The result is that the number of likes a given page has is 
compared to a hypothetical number of potential likes that is deter-
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mined by the size of the Danish population. If the numbers are 
found to be small in comparison, they are argued not to be repre- 
sentative of the Danish public (ibid.). What gets lost in such an 
analysis, however, is how a Facebook page is more than a like 
count. It is also a stream of activity where administrators and other 
users post content. Indeed, this is what makes it into a ‘page’. The 
following table includes a new set of numbers that count activities 
such as posting and commenting.

Page Supporters Posts total Comments All acts of 
engagement2

“15 good reasons…” 2231 163 306 2116
“Motorists against the…” 1254 186 269 1288
“No thanks to payment…” 638 212 216 1540
“No to the payment 
ring…”

2452 470 1069 6604

“I think all motorists…” 1496 373 985 4531
“Congestion charges now” 241 66 22 333
“I am for a payment ring” 1624 111 95 685
TOTAL 9936 1581 2962 17097

Table 2: Activity counts on the seven Facebook pages

Contrary to the number of likes, these other counts were not offered 
by Facebook’s user interface, but had to be found through accessing 
the Facebook API with the research app Netvizz (Rieder 2013). The 
table shows that there are a total of almost 3000 comments on the 
seven pages. Contrary to the number of likes/supporters, the num- 
ber of comments does not lend itself to be measured against the size 
of the population in Denmark. While each individual Facebook 
user can only press ‘like’ once, he or she can choose to submit many 
comments – or none. Indeed, the distribution of comments proves 
to be quite uneven across users. For example, the page on the top of 
the list, called “15 good reasons to oppose the payment ring,” gath- 
ered 2231 users. Out of these, the Netvizz data shows that only 169, 
or less than 10%, made comments. Of the 169, 45 made more than 
one comment, and only two users made more than seven com- 
ments. These two users were very active, however – both made 
more than 20 comments. In total, the comments of these two users 
constitute 16% of the total number of 306 comments on that page.
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This observation suggests that while the pages lend themselves 
to be understood and critiqued as petitions, at the same time they 
are different from petitions. More specifically, they are produced 
by networks of users that interact and play strongly differing roles in 
these interactions. Some users are very active with comments and 
posts, while many users are passive aside from having liked the 
page in the first instance. Understanding the pages as networks of 
more or less active users allows for a more nuanced understanding 
of how public pressure is constructed with Facebook, but the un- 
derstanding of the Facebook pages as online petitions does not have 
room for such distinctions, although they are well-known dynam-
ics on the web (Shirky 2008).

Network analysis and the echo chamber critique
Facebook facilitates the ongoing development of complex interac- 
tions that can be understood in network terms. This is foreground- 
ed by Facebook in various ways, such as when a personal profile 
page consists of links to various other actors and settings that to- 
gether make up a description of a particular person. Latour has re- 
marked that this technique facilitates a sort of ANT analysis by ex- 
plicitly presenting an actor as a sum of relations (Latour et al. 2012). 
In relation to the protest pages examined here, it was just observed 
that these pages are made up of not only a number of supporters, 
but also of comments and posts that are unevenly distributed across 
these supporters. As such, each page can be understood as the sum 
of relations to a number of Facebook users, who are heterogeneous 
in the sense that they each have their individual patterns of activity. 
For instance, one supporter may be posting comments on several 
anti-payment ring pages, while another may never have posted a 
single comment.

With the aid of Netvizz, it is possible to access a graph of how the 
7 Facebook pages are connected by user activity. The below graph 
visualization shows interactions between individual users and in- 
dividual posts on the 7 pages:
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Figure 1: A Gephi visualization of user-post interaction on the seven 
Facebook pages

The posts are colored according to what page they belong to. All the 
black nodes are users. Each time a user has engaged with a specific 
post, a tie is created between the user and the post, pulling the two 
nodes closer together in the visualization (Jacomy et al. 2014). The 
network consists of two components. In the center, there is the main 
component, which consists of five Facebook pages. Their closeness 
can be interpreted in relation to the smaller component in the lower 
right corner. Here are the two last pages, which cluster quite nicely 
around themselves, but also, to some extent, with one another. The 
distance between the two components proves to be analytically 
meaningful, because the five pages in the main cluster are all op- 
posed to the payment ring project, while the two pages to the right 
are both supportive of the project.
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One way to interpret the network of user-post interaction, then, 
is that the controversy appears clearly polarized. Such a conclusion 
would underpin to the abovementioned critique of social media 
participation concerned with the formation of echo chambers, 
where users are shielded from those they do not agree with (Pariser 
2012, Sunstein 2006). An echo chamber critique could highlight that 
there are only about ten ties between the two clusters in the net- 
work, meaning that only about ten users out of ten thousand have 
been active across the pro and con divide.

However, the notion of echo chambers assumes that there is an 
open space of public deliberation that the echo chambers are shut- 
ting users out of. But the quantitative analysis indicated that the 
Facebook pages are not sites of equal deliberation in any straight- 
forward way. Most users are completely passive when it comes to 
taking part in the more “deliberative” aspects of posting and com- 
menting. A few users get to dominate the space by posting and 
commenting much more than others. Instead of arguing that there 
should have been an open dialogue, it seems more relevant to ask 
questions about who these users are and why some are more active 
than others. Such an approach could use the network visualization 
to identify actors that contribute in various ways to constructing 
public pressure with Facebook.

Unscrewing Facebook in two ways
So far, I have shown how Facebook pages used in relation to a pub- 
lic controversy can be unscrewed in different ways. The purpose 
has not been to perform a fully-fledged quantitative or network 
analysis of the pages, but to demonstrate the need to unscrew the 
Facebook pages in two senses of the word.

The first sense of unscrewing is the classic ANT sense (Callon 
and Latour 1981). In this perspective, one should deploy whatever 
method is needed in order to unpack the ‘net-work’ that happens 
each time a social media assembly comes across as a powerful po- 
litical force. For example, I have shown that there are many Face- 
book users involved, some of which are much more active than oth- 
ers. This suggests that what was taken by some observers as a poll 
of the Danish population, given the widespread use of Facebook in 
Denmark, is also the work of a few industrious activists. We have 
also seen how Facebook users can support several Facebook pages, 
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making each of them look larger than they are if treated as petitions 
in the mode of “one vote per head.” These observations help ex- 
plain how social media can come to be seen as a macro actor in 
contemporary democratic politics.

In observing these dynamics, I have suggested that they come 
with connections to ideas and concepts found elsewhere, such as 
petitions and public debate. Facebook’s political importance is un- 
derstood with the help of quite conventional understandings of 
public participation in politics. To recapitulate, social media was 
accounted for and critiqued as a sort of online petition with an in- 
sufficient number of participants, and as a trap that leads users into 
echo chambers and robs them of the capacity of rational delibera- 
tion they are assumed to have.

These critiques are flipsides of the hopes noted in the introduction 
that social media have the capacity to unite people into a new politi- 
cal force. An important part of this hope is that social media have 
network affordances that allow people to organize in ways that are 
alternative to existing political institutions. From an ANT under- 
standing where no actors are a priori micro or macro, social media 
are interesting because they explicate how individuals shift dynam-
ically in and out of assemblies such as Facebook pages that can then 
constitute public pressure to some extent. What decides the extent of 
such pressure is the difference it makes in practice. For instance, the 
anti-payment ring Facebook pages may have contributed to solidi- 
fying the view that a payment ring is undesirable in Copenhagen by 
carefully mobilizing particular observations and people.

However, when such social media dynamics are analyzed with 
concepts like petitions and public debate, the question shifts into an 
all-or-nothing question of whether social media assemblies consti- 
tute the free voice of the people or not. Margaret Somers (1995a, 
1995b) has shown that while the notion of a public sphere tries to 
mediate between the classic liberal domains of the public and the 
private, it remains grounded in the private, or the social, as a voice 
against public authorities and the state. The result is that the di- 
chotomy at the bottom of liberal political philosophy is reproduced, 
and the public sphere remains singular in its opposition to the state, 
as with the similar notion of civil society. A particular set of prob- 
lems follow, which have to do with the legitimacy of such a social 
counter force to established authorities. In the Copenhagen case 
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such questions took center stage when the Facebook pages were 
understood as either an on-going polling of the Danish population 
or the tracing of vested interests locked into echo chambers.

Part of what is at stake here is what the word “social” in “social 
media” comes to mean. When the political significance of social me- 
dia is interpreted with concepts such as public sphere and civil so- 
ciety, the world is cleaned up into distinct domains of authorities on 
one side and a social counter-force on the other. The result is that 
the networked character of social media only plays a role in so far 
as it can legitimize a civic political force by affording openness. Fol- 
lowing an ANT understanding of “social”, however, what is at 
stake is not a distinct social domain, but the construction of associa- 
tions (Latour 2005). Here is a way to approach social media that 
focuses on how particular groups and issues emerge and are quali- 
fied through specific dynamics of liking, commenting and posting 
that I have discussed above.

What is also at stake is how to make analytical use of the status of 
social media as social ‘networking’ sites. The current hopes and 
fears for social media as a political force suggests that the network 
dynamics here easily come to be understood in pre-existing regis- 
ters of liberal political philosophy. Perhaps this is an added risk 
when dealing with media, since studies of media have often been 
cast in terms of liberal understandings of political participation as 
something that takes place in the public sphere (Carpentier 2011; 
Dahlgren 2013). The problem for ANT here is that the construction 
work that ANT can usefully foreground is taken as suspect when it 
seems to reveal how social media participation only mimics the 
‘real’ civil society or public sphere.

In order for the ANT understanding of networks to be useful in 
an era of social media, the ANT method must be equipped to not 
just trace translations of agencies, but also deal with the presence of 
what could be called counter-methods that are already operative in 
the understanding of social media assemblies. When a Facebook 
page is understood as a petition by journalists or the designers of 
Facebook’s user interface, these understandings are performative 
of how Facebook gets used for political participation. At the same 
time, Facebook has networked dynamics beyond the counting of 
likes that can be traced and analyzed. In order understand social 
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media as a political force, both things must be unscrewed and ex- 
amined carefully.

Conclusion
The following challenge has been identified for ANT-inspired anal- 
yses of social media as a political force: The ways in which such 
media are already explicitly networked in their operations can 
stand in the way of understanding them with an approach that sees 
the world in terms of networks. I showed this for the case of seven 
Facebook pages that were created to put pressure on the introduc- 
tion of road pricing in Denmark. Inspired by the classic ANT call to 
unscrew political macro actors, I showed how Facebook was used 
to translate many users into a ‘social media actor’. At the same time, 
however, I noticed that this was critiqued not as a hard-won achieve- 
ment, but as an insufficient representation of the civil society in Den- 
mark, or as a deficient version of public debate. Part of the explana- 
tion, I proposed, is that the explicitly networked character of social 
media such as Facebook is attractive not just to ANT perspectives 
but also to liberal ideals about a freely-organizing civic counter- 
force to the state. Here, the analysis of the political significance of 
social media is modeled on previous analyses of the role of the me- 
dia as a ‘fourth estate’ in liberal democracies. I suggest that this 
cannot be ignored by ANT analysts since highlighting the net-work 
done with social media can easily come to be co-opted by liberal 
narratives that clean up the world in public or private. As such, 
ANT needs to be able to unscrew both the translation of many into 
one with social media and the political philosophies that are cur- 
rently shaping social media participation.
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Reassembling surveillance creep 

Abstract
We live in societies in which surveillance technologies are constantly 
introduced, are transformed, and spread to new practices for new 
purposes. How and why does this happen? In other words, why 
does surveillance “creep”? This question has received little attention 
either in theoretical development or in empirical analyses. Accord-
ingly, this article contributes by demonstrating how Actor-Network 
Theory (ANT) can advance our understanding of ‘surveillance 
creep’. Based on ANT’s model of translation and a historical study 
of the Danish DNA database, we argue that surveillance creep in-
volves reassembling the relations in surveillance networks between 
heterogeneous actors such as the watchers, the watched, laws, and 
technologies. Second, surveillance creeps only when these heteroge-
neous actors are adequately interested and aligned. However, ob-
taining and maintaining such alignment may be difficult. 

Keywords surveillance, creep, Actor-Network Theory, translation, 
DNA databases
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Introduction
When the Danish police implemented their DNA database in the 
year 2000, it was a tool for preventing and investigating a limited 
set of serious crimes. Only a small group of individuals were to be 
registered in the database: those who had been charged with crimes 
such as terrorism, homicide, sexual assaults, battery, and arson 
(Justitsministeriet 2000). Today, however, the database is an inte-
grated part of all types of police investigation. Anyone may be 
registered by the police in the DNA database if they have been 
charged with a criminal offence incurring a prison sentence of 18 
months or more. The database has grown rapidly, and today it 
holds the DNA profiles of more than 110,000 people. In parallel 
with the increase in the database’s scale and scope, the individu-
als registered in it are now subject to control not only by the Dan-
ish authorities but, following the European Union (EU) Prüm 
Treaty, by all EU police forces, who can order searches in each 
other’s DNA databases.

Such developments are frequently described as “surveillance 
creep” or “function creep” (Nelkin and Andrews 2002; Marx 2005; 
Pierpoint 2011). Scholars of surveillance have characterised these 
phenomena as key dynamics in the formation of surveillance socie-
ties (e.g. Haggerty and Ericson 2005, 18). Yet these notions of creep 
are rarely distinguished, subjected either to empirical analyses or to 
theoretical discussion. Instead, they are used for criticising un-
checked and undemocratic diffusions of surveillance in society 
(Webster 2009; Ball, Haggerty and Lyon ed. 2012; Fuchs 2013). Con-
cepts and analyses are therefore in short supply which can guide 
our understanding not only of how surveillance technologies pro-
liferate but also of how that proliferation contributes to the devel-
opment of surveillance societies.

The purpose of this article is to demonstrate how Actor-Net-
work Theory (ANT) can be used to understand “creep”. ANT’s 
focus on chains of translation is useful for understanding how 
technologies move through society and are transformed in the 
process. Although we focus specifically on surveillance creep, 
ANT is an approach that makes it possible to study all kinds of 
technological creep.

The choice of ANT as a theoretical framework has a number of 
implications. First, surveillance creep is not seen as an automatic 
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diffusion of surveillance in society. Rather, creep is seen to occur 
when actors take up and reassemble the heterogeneous relations in 
surveillance networks – between e.g. the watchers, laws, technolo-
gies, and the watched – to suit their own purposes. Surveillance 
creep is therefore not necessarily a negative phenomenon, but is 
simply understood as a relation between the spread and transfor-
mation of technologies. Second, surveillance creep can only happen 
when these actors are adequately aligned. Such alignments may be 
difficult to obtain and maintain. Betrayal or conflict may lead to 
disalignment, which could cause the new network to dissolve or 
end up in a state of limbo (Latour 1996). 

In the article, we demonstrate these ideas through two stories of 
surveillance creep from the history of the Danish DNA database 
(Bøge 2015). The first case of creep concerned a shift in the purpose 
of the database from being a tool meant for investigating serious 
crimes to one aimed predominantly at burglary. This shift occurred 
as a local police district created a new practice of investigation by 
changing the relations between laws, technologies, and the people at 
whom they were aimed. The second occurrence of creep concerned 
the transformation of the DNA database from a national tool of in-
vestigation to a node in a European network of DNA databases. In 
this story, we see how making surveillance creep can be difficult 
when actors are disaligned, and how creep is stalled because of it.

Surveillance creep as translating 
interests and aligning actors
“Creep” is often used to describe a perpetually evolving under-
growth of alterations in surveillance practices and technologies 
which are often difficult to perceive and which can have negative 
consequences (Marx 1988; Pierpoint 2011). In surveillance discours-
es, creep has to do with changes which lead away from the original 
purpose of surveillance technologies or practices (Dahl and Sætnan 
2009; Lyon 2007, 201). Such changes may occur when, for example, 
collected data are suddenly used in a different way when new func-
tions are added to a surveillance system, or when technology 
spreads from one sphere in society to another (Bøge 2015). As men-
tioned, despite the importance of such phenomena for our under-
standing of the surveillance society, there has been little theoretical 
discussion or empirical investigations.
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According to David Lyon (2007, 52), surveillance creep is often 
understood from a technological determinist perspective (Ellul 
1964; Winner 1977). In this perspective, surveillance technologies 
will automatically spread through society and change it to fit an 
intrinsic logic. Such interpretations mirror public discussions of 
surveillance, which see it as an existential threat to democratic so-
ciety. Although David Lyon and others warn against technologi-
cal determinism, this understanding still seems to thrive in stud-
ies of surveillance.

Yet other interpretations also exist. For instance, Dahl and Sætnan 
(2009) employ ideas from Social Construction of Technology (SCOT) 
to explain surveillance/function creep. They argue that creep occurs 
because the users are creative, because surveillance technologies 
have interpretive flexibility, and because of shifts in the “moral ter-
rain” once surveillance technologies have been installed.

In this article, we are also pursuing a constructivist line of 
thought, but from a different angle. In general ANT enables an un-
derstanding of surveillance as networks in which human and non-
human actors are arranged and aligned. At the same time, ANT 
contains a specific theory about how creep can be understood. This 
is the model of translation (Latour 1984; Callon 1986), which is ex-
plained through its contrasting (technologically determinist) model 
of diffusion. In the model of diffusion, technologies are endowed by 
their creator with an original inner force or inertia which sets them 
in motion until they meet resistance. Conversely, society is under-
stood as a medium of resistance, which stops or slows down the 
technology. In other words, the technology moves through an al-
ready existing society and if the technology has sufficient impetus, 
it will penetrate society without changing its character. Thus what 
needs to be explained and understood according to this model is 
not the successful spread of a technology, but rather the societal 
forces that set obstacles in its path. In the context of surveillance 
creep, this is akin to saying that cameras have spread from banks 
and high-risk areas to stores and public spaces because no social 
resistance was encountered.

In the ANT model of translation, the inertia of technologies and 
resistance in societies are taken away. There is no energy that can 
be conserved, and no a priori distribution of agency. Instead, it is 
argued that:
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“... the spread in time and space of anything – claims, or-
ders, artefacts, goods – is in the hands of people; each of 
these people may act in many different ways, letting the 
token drop, or modifying it, or deflecting it, or adding to 
it, or appropriating it [...] In other words, there is no iner-
tia to account for the spread of a token. When no one is 
there to take up the statement or the token then it simply 
stops.” (Latour 1984, 267).

If we accept the model of translation, we must try to identify and 
describe the moments of translation in order to understand the prolif-
eration of technologies or surveillance creep. Translations, in La-
tour’s terminology, are processes by which actors are drawn togeth-
er or apart. During moments of translation human and non-human 
actors are interested, enrolled, mobilised or displaced in networks 
around technologies or ideas, which are made more or less real in 
the process. The socio-technical is thus formed through transla-
tions, and both the ideas/technologies and the networks around 
them are likely to change when actors are added to the network. 
Importantly, these translations do not stop simply because technol-
ogies are implemented in practice. As de Laet and Mol (2000) have 
demonstrated, translations of technologies continue long after they 
are seemingly “black boxed,” which makes them appear “fluid”. 
When surveillance technologies undergo continuous translations of 
this kind after their implementation in a way that changes their 
purpose, we can identify them as surveillance creep. This idea is 
demonstrated in our first story.

Importantly, ANT asserts that aligning an adequate network of 
actors in a common cause and keeping them aligned can be a dif-
ficult task. Enabling surveillance creep can therefore be hard work. 
It may require creative acts of seduction, persuasion, brute force or 
even Machiavellian strategies to keep everyone in check (Latour 
1987). Actors are considered to be volatile, and the betrayal of just 
a few actors can in the worst-case scenario lead to the dissolution 
of the whole network (Callon 1986). However, ANT also opens up 
the possibility that ideas or technologies can become stuck in lim-
bo as the networks around them become temporarily disaligned 
without collapsing. Bruno Latour’s (1996) study of the French 
high-tech automated subway system called “Aramis” exemplifies 
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a prolonged version of this state of existence in recounting the slow 
demise of a glorious project. A similar situation is demonstrated in 
our second story.

Lastly, in this game of “adequate alignment,” technologies are 
not passive entities merely open to interpretation or objects that are 
simply “picked up.” Technologies and other non-human actors 
have agency, according to ANT. They may interest human actors 
and ascribe roles to them or resist enrolment. They bend the space 
and time around human actors and are able to make them more (or 
even less) moral. For instance, Latour describes how speedbumps 
pose a threat to fast-moving cars and therefore force us to drive 
more carefully, while the availability of weapons may cause us to 
seek rapid and violent solutions to problems (Latour 1992; 1999).

Two stories of the Danish DNA database 
and surveillance creep
We turn now to analysing two historical instances of surveillance 
creep in the context of the Danish DNA database. Through these 
stories, we illustrate our two main theoretical points: first, that sur-
veillance creep occurs when actors take up and reassemble the het-
erogeneous relations of surveillance networks; and second, that 
surveillance creep requires an adequate alignment in the new con-
stellation, but that this may be difficult to obtain.

First story: from murderers and rapists to burglars and pushers
In January 2001, the Danish DNA database was six months old. It 
contained the DNA profiles of some 400 people in addition to 300 
unidentified biological samples. At this point, the database soft-
ware had found its very first hits. But the results were surprising, 
because the hits contained DNA profiles from burglars. This was 
surprising because the database had been implemented by the Dan-
ish parliament primarily to investigate homicide, sexual assault, 
arson, and battery. Burglary had never been mentioned in the six 
years of political debates or the stream of official documents on the 
DNA database prior to its implementation, and registration of bur-
glars in the DNA database was not permitted. What had changed 
the purpose of the DNA database and caused this surveillance 
creep? In this first story, we show that this surveillance creep oc-
curred because a local police department wanted to solve their bur-
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glary problem and created a new investigatory practice by reassem-
bling the relations between the law, new technologies and the 
burglars. Furthermore, we describe how other police departments 
take up the new practice and normalises it but also changes it for 
their own purposes.   

The surveillance creep began in the autumn of 2000 on the Dan-
ish island of Bornholm. In order to combat “an epidemic of burgla-
ries,” the local police force decided on a new initiative and figured 
out a way to exploit the new police DNA database. As mentioned, 
the database had been implemented for investigating specific seri-
ous crimes; the police were not permitted to register persons who 
had been identified as having been charged with burglary. How-
ever, the Bornholm police force found a way to use the DNA data-
base for their new purpose by aligning three actors into a new prac-
tice, which caused the database to creep.

The first actor was a new and improved DNA analysis technique 
(PCR). The old technique (RFLP) required visible amounts of blood 
or semen. DNA analyses had therefore not been used in burglary 
investigations. The new technique, however, made it possible to 
create DNA profiles from minuscule biological traces such as the 
saliva on cigarette butts or on used soft-drink bottles. In ANT terms, 
the new technique translated the police’s crime scenes and filled 
them with new potential traces of DNA. The second actor was the 
burglars themselves. The police had observed that burglars tended 
to leave these specific traces behind. DNA profiles could now be 
extracted from the cigarette butts or soft-drink bottles that police 
frequently found left behind at crimes scenes. The burglars them-
selves thus became inscribed as actors in this surveillance creep (see 
also Albrechtslund and Lauritsen 2013). The third important actor 
was a loophole in the law regulating the DNA database. This loop-
hole meant that although identified burglars could not be registered, 
the police could register unidentified DNA profiles from all the bio-
logical traces left at all crime scenes – including burglaries – in the 
DNA database.

In combination, these three actors allowed the Bornholm police 
to use the DNA database to target their burglary problem in a crea-
tive fashion. A new investigatory practice was established, whereby 
the Bornholm police would carefully search for and collect used 
soft-drink bottles and cigarette butts likely to have been left behind 
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by the unsuspecting burglars, then ask the national police to store 
the DNA profiles drawn from these traces in the DNA database. 
When individuals were charged with burglary, they were then also 
required to give a blood sample for a DNA profile. This was com-
pared with the DNA database, but not registered in the database, as 
this would have been against the law.

The new practice was publicised in the early months of 2001, 
when the Bornholm police succeeded in catching a burglar whose 
DNA profile, when it was searched in the DNA database, matched 
four unidentified DNA profiles. The hit led to a wider investigation 
and the burglar was eventually charged with 44 counts of burglary 
and theft. This was a great success for the new practice, which had 
shown its potential. The case was reportedly followed closely by 
the national police, as this was the first time the DNA database had 
been used in this way. In the following years, the practice became 
normalised: most police districts took it up and applied it in their 
own work. Thus, in 2004, the number of unidentified DNA profiles 
from burglaries in the DNA database greatly exceeded all other 
types of identified and unidentified DNA profiles combined. But 
the practice had also been translated by different police districts for 
their own purposes. For instance, in Copenhagen the police began 
collecting DNA evidence from cigarette butts and soft-drink bottles 
during raids on hash markets, with a view to connecting pushers to 
the pusher stands they so quickly abandoned when the police 
showed up. Such different uses were possible because the connec-
tions made between the new DNA analysis technique and the loop-
hole in the DNA database regulations were so broad.

A new practice had thus been created by the Danish police 
through the successful translation of technology, law, and the bur-
glars themselves by a local police force enacted in order to solve a 
specific problem. The practice spread and became normalised af-
ter a spectacular success, which in turn informed other police dis-
tricts and became the dominant way of using the database. But it 
was also taken up and translated by police districts for additional 
purposes. Finally in 2005, the Danish parliament agreed to ex-
pand the DNA database so that burglars, pushers, and most other 
criminals charged with crimes bearing prison sentences could be 
registered as well.
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Second story: building an international surveillance network
In the first story, the burglars and pushers, the DNA technologies, 
and the laws were brought together quite easily by the police. How-
ever, this is not always so easy as the same kinds of actors may resist 
being enrolled and aligned. The following short account illustrates 
such difficulties of alignment. We describe the efforts made to trans-
late the various national European DNA databases into a compre-
hensive surveillance network, as well as the problems with aligning 
laws, DNA profiles, software, and politicians.

When the Danish DNA database was decided on, it was intend-
ed as a tool for investigation and control by the Danish police. 
However, as with the first story of surveillance creep, the purpose 
of the database became imperceptibly broadened as it was used to 
support other European countries’ police investigations. By 2004, 
the exchange of DNA profiles with other EU police forces had be-
come normal. As the head of the DNA section at the Danish na-
tional police explains, “We have perhaps a couple of hundred DNA 
profiles from unsolved crimes in other countries in our database” 
(Søgaard 2004). This statement was made to the Danish press after 
the practice had helped connect a Danish man to a murder in Nor-
way. But bilateral exchanges of DNA profiles like these were only 
the beginning of a much more extensive surveillance creep. Simul-
taneously, a development was taking place within the EU whereby 
member states sought to connect all their DNA databases in a Eu-
ropean network. On 27 May 2005, representatives of seven EU 
countries gathered in the German city of Prüm agreed on a treaty 
intended to intensify EU cross-border police cooperation. Three 
years later, on 23 June 2008, important parts of the treaty became 
elevated to EU law. Among other things, the treaty envisioned con-
necting all EU member states’ police DNA databases. Rather than 
providing full access, member state police forces would be able to 
ask each other’s DNA databases to search for specific DNA profiles 
and get an automatic “hit” or “no hit” response within 15 minutes. 
The network was supposed to be in place by August 2011. How-
ever, a series of actors proved difficult to align. As Barbara Prain-
sack and Victor Toom (who have described the history in greater 
detail) have argued (2012), the story of Prüm has been “heteroge-
neous and halting” rather than “linear and harmonious.”
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First, not all EU countries had DNA databases in 2008. Those that 
did not had to implement them, and several governments had 
problems “with mobilising political majorities to adapt national 
law to the Prüm provisions” (Prainsack and Toom 2012, 75). Sec-
ond, the DNA profiles differed from member state to member state, 
as they had been defined based on national genetic compositions. 
In 2008 there was only a partial overlap between the systems in the 
various DNA profiles. This was problematic because it was proven 
that the partial comparability combined with the hugely increased 
numbers of comparisons in the new network could lead to false 
positives. Only after intense collaboration between geneticists 
across Europe was it possible to create and standardise a set of com-
mon DNA systems, which has now been added to the member 
states’ original DNA profiles. Third, many of the DNA database 
software systems controlling the member state DNA databases had 
been “home-grown” and so could not be made to communicate 
with the other databases. These systems had to be replaced. This 
proved not only technically difficult, but slow and expensive. This 
in particular is the reason why the network is only partially func-
tional five years after it was supposed to be fully implemented. 
While the network is working for core countries such as Germany, 
the Danish DNA database, like those of some other countries, is not 
yet fully connected. Lastly, Britain’s exit from the EU will mean that 
the largest DNA database in the union will cease to be a partner in 
the network.

The lack of DNA databases and political majorities, differing 
DNA profiles and differing DNA database systems are all examples 
of disalignments that have slowed down the effort to create an in-
ternational network of European DNA databases. Several of these 
problems have been solved, or are expected to be solved soon, but 
the point remains: aligning actors and achieving surveillance creep 
can be hard work.

Conclusion
The concept of surveillance creep addresses a fundamental dynam-
ic whereby surveillance societies are created and maintained. It is 
therefore surprising that so few attempts to study and discuss sur-
veillance creep have been made. 
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In this article, we have demonstrated that ANT offers concepts 
and ideas that are productive for this purpose. Through ANT and 
our analyses of the historical development of the Danish DNA da-
tabase we learn that surveillance does not creep simply because of 
creative actors or technological impetus. Rather, surveillance creep 
can be seen as the art of reassembling existing surveillance net-
works. This involves a translation of interests and the achieving of 
adequate alignments between heterogeneous actors such as laws, 
technologies, the watchers and the watched in order to shift the 
purpose of surveillance technologies or practices. Importantly, 
while these developments may appear fluid as actors continue to 
re-shape practices for their own purposes, the processes are not au-
tomatic. In fact, rearranging relations may be hard work. 

ANT can contribute to our understanding of surveillance creep 
but further empirical and theoretical work is needed. In particu-
lar, studies are needed to understand phenomena like the rapid 
spread of surveillance cameras, the mushrooming of government 
databases, and parents’ increasing surveillance of their children 
through smartphones.
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Visualising Historical Networks
Family Trees and Wikipedia

Abstract
This article situates itself within the growing field of digital heritage 
and will explore methods for digital representation of historical net-
work. This includes a social family network as it is typically pre-
sented in a genealogical structure, consisting of all family members, 
as well as a network created by hyperlinks and linked data on Wiki-
pedia. It uses the family tree of the Drachmann family in 19th cen-
tury Copenhagen as a case to explore and compare these networks 
in a digital framework. 

It will use the potential conflicts between Actor-Network Theory 
and Feminist Theory to frame this discussion.

Keywords family trees, GEDCOM file format, Wikidata, linked data, 
visualising history 

Introduction
Publishing and visualising heritage material on digital platforms is 
important for research purposes as well as public dissemination 
and is a growing research area within the field of digital heritage. 
This cross-disciplinary field brings information science discussions 
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of data management, information retrieval and access to the work 
of digitisation and dissemination of heritage materials online (Ruth-
ven and Chowdhury 2015). Many current information systems in 
heritage include very basic search and browse facilities, which be-
come difficult to navigate when more and more heritage informa-
tion becomes available through massive and continuous digitisa-
tion. Therefore, other methods for visualisation that encourage 
engagement and interaction with this material are currently being 
explores from several angles (Clough et al. 2015, 213-214). 

Today the most popular form of engagement with heritage mate-
rial in the public sphere is through family-history or genealogy. The 
web is host to thousands of websites and communities that allow 
the public to sift through history in search of their own ancestors 
and their own history (De Groot 2016, 71-72). In order to tap into 
this keen interest in the very pressing quest for social impact it 
makes sense to consider methods for visualising heritage material 
that also focus on family networks. 

Social networks, such as families, and the influence of these in 
historical power structures is a well-established subject within the 
field of history, particularly in relation to medieval power struc-
tures across Europe. This is most noticeable when it comes to the 
inter-marriage between powerful families and royal houses, as well 
as being a key element in the control of property (Lyon 2013, 16). 
However, in relation to intellectual and creative developments in 
19th century, the role of families has largely been ignored. When 
family relationships are acknowledged in a medieval context it is 
also with a strong focus on male lineage rather than, sisters, moth-
ers, daughters or the entire family network, thus leaving large gaps 
in our understanding of family relationships and the opportunities 
which they afforded to individual family members (Bastress-Duke-
hart 2008, 62). 

This article will explore two different methods for visualising and 
understanding a historical family network using the Drachmann 
family of 19th century Copenhagen as a case. The first is a more 
traditional method with a hierarchical family tree, which explores a 
visual tree-like structure and an encoded data structure using the 
file format GEDCOM. The second method looks at the same family 
in Wikipedia first through hyperlinks and secondly as linked data 
in Wikidata. The article will discuss the similarities and differences 
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between these two network representations of the same family and 
the consequences of this as it is related to the potential conflicts be-
tween Actor-Network Theory (ANT) and Feminist Theory.

Case: Drachmann family
The 19th Century Drachmann family in Copenhagen, Denmark, is 
perhaps best known through poet and artist, Holger Drachmann. 
Other notable family members include his older sister, Erna Drach-
mann (married Juel-Hansen), who was active as a Danish suffra-
gette and pedagogue, as well as his cousins: Teacher and vice head-
mistress, Emma Holmsted (married Hørup), who married another 
cousin, politician, editor and co-founder of the Danish newspaper 
Politiken, Viggo Hørup, who again had a long-standing relation-
ship with a third cousin, teacher and suffragette, Henriette Steen. 
What makes this a remarkable and interesting family is that despite 
their shared grandparents’ (Lovise Kobiersky and Mathias Drach-
mann) rather humble life in Copenhagen, several members of this 
third generation acquired some quite prominent intellectual and 
creative positions in 19th Century Copenhagen. Nevertheless, only 
the achievements of the male family members were recorded out-
side of the Danish Women’s Biographical Lexicon hosted by KVIN-
FO  (Danish Centre for Gender, Equality and Diversity), thus con-
struing their place in history as their own singular achievements 
rather than their part in a family network of intellectually and crea-
tively active men and women. 

This is mainly because understanding of the past is not influ-
enced directly by the past but by the dominant versions of the past 
(Corrigan and Mills 2012). So if the dominant views of the past only 
visualise a partial network of historical person’s connection to each 
other as in the case of the Drachmann family, then our historical 
understanding of the past is based on this biased network. The in-
fluence of siblings, cousins, and in-laws, and in particular female 
family members is hidden. This leads to an understanding of his-
tory that excludes family networks in general and women specifi-
cally (Ewan and Nugent 2008).

The focus on family networks comes from genealogy where there 
would traditionally be a focus on finding direct (male) lineage (Bas-
tress-Dukehart 2008). However, genealogy or family history has 
become such a popular leisure activity, stereotypically among the 
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newly retired elderly, but certainly also amongst other age groups 
too (Ridge 2017). The web facilitates this activity immensely and is 
the main reason for the growth in popularity of this leisure activity. 
First and foremost it has become much easier to access information 
about family members over the web. Secondly, the web has facili-
tated the building of family trees in an effortless and fairly uncom-
plicated manner. Thirdly, and most importantly for some, the web 
allows for the sharing and connecting between family trees/net-
works. Suddenly, it is possible with the click of a button to get in 
touch with a distant family member who also has an interest in 
your shared ancestors. 

It can be argued that Wikipedia forms one of the most dominant 
views of the past, with its overarching goal of providing access to 
the ”sum of all human knowledge” (‘Wikipedia:Purpose’ 2016; 
Rosenzweig 2006). Wikipedia is however currently in the midst of 
an ideological battle about what should be included in the concept 
of all the world’s knowledge and particularly who should be in-
cluded (Ford 2016). Feminist and black lives matter movements are 
currently working on including more women and people of colour 
into the fabric of history by adding these people and their histories 
to Wikipedia (Roued-Cunliffe 2017). But one of the main obstacles 
is the concept of notability which has over time become a corner-
stone for Wikipedia (Wagner et al. 2015). The doubts cast on these 
peoples notability in terms of inclusion into Wikipedia (Borgen et al. 
2016) is mirrored by their absence from traditional historical ac-
counts. However, “all constructions are historically contingent, 
no matter how stabilized” (Star, 1991, p. 38). This goes for Wikipe-
dia as well as more traditional historical accounts, bibliographies 
and encyclopedias. This is a matter that the Wikimedia Foundation 
is focused on and one analysis found that when comparing to tra-
ditional biographies Wikipedia already contained a much better 
weighting of women (Reagle and Rhue 2011). 

The Family Tree
There are two traditional ways of viewing a family in a tree-struc-
ture. You can begin from the bottom and show the ancestors of a 
person above them with the parents to either side and the parent’s 
parents above them. This is a very popular chart in most current 
genealogy software as most people would begin their own family 
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history research with themselves or their parents in the middle and 
then work back from there. Langholz (1989) does this by tracing 
back the male lineage of Holger Drachmann to his ancestor Geert 
Drachmann, born around 1679 in Bremen. 

The other method, begins with someone further back in time, or 
an older family member, perhaps a couple and draw connections 
down to their children. Each child leads to further connections to a 
spouse and their children and so forth. Today many family histori-
ans would input their family members into a digital system where 
you can add family members both forwards and backwards in time. 
In other words, for a single person, you can add both their parents 
and their children at the same time, which gives more of an hour-
glass appearance to the individual’s family chart. Once these family 
members are in the database you can choose to view a chart of the 
person’s ancestors, descendants or both at the same time. 

In the case of the Drachmann family the focus is on the descend-
ants of Lovise Kobersky and Mathias Drachmann, beginning with 
them and listing their children together with their spouses. Under the 
children is listed each new family’s children and their spouses and so 
forth (fig. 1).   

Fig. 1 Family tree for Lovise Kobiersky and Mathias Drachmann with 
select descendants (not complete).
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The GEDCOM file
Most family history research today happens digitally with more 
and more people being able to connect their family tree datasets to 
each other, thus potentially creating a large historical network of 
humans that have lived. It is a fascinating thought and there are big 
collaborative projects dedicated to do just that1. Others focus more 
on their own family and meeting distant living relatives. Whatever 
the motivation some sort of standard file type that enables sharing 
of these family networks and the years of work that has gone into 
them, needed to be developed. The most resilient one has turned 
out to be the GEDCOM (Genealogical Data Communication) for-
mat. It was first released in 1984 by The Church of Jesus Christ of 
Latter-day Saints (Jones 2010). GEDCOM files are plain-text files 
which list individuals after a unique numbering system. For each 
individual the GEDCOM format lists bibliographical metadata as 
well as links to families. Individuals are linked through families 
and each family can contain only parents and their children (fig. 2). 
Perhaps not surprising when you consider the origin of the GED-
COM format it does promote a very binary view on genders and 
family structures. For example families can only contain one moth-
er and one father, or rather one wife and one husband. However, 
due to a quirk in the format there is an assumption that the indi-
vidual linked to the family as a husband is male and the individual 
linked as a wife is female (Jones 2016). Therefore, neither GEDCOM 
or GEDCOM readers actually run checks to make sure that this is 
the case and people are thus free to add a same sex couple as hus-
band and wife in GEDCOM. They will however still be referred to 
as husband and wife, mother and father. 

Fig. 2: GEDCOM records featuring Amalie Drachmann. 1) the family she 
was born into where she is listed as a child, 2) her record, 3) the family 
she had with her husband. 
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Wikipedia
On Wikipedia people just as concepts, places, and everything else 
are linked together through hyperlinks. Hyperlinks are the founda-
tion stone of the web as Tim Berners-Lee imagined it (Berners-Lee 
et al. 2001). Each page on Wikipedia will through hyperlinks in the 
text link to many other pages. For example, on Holger Drachmann’s 
article, his father’s name, Andreas Georg Drachmann, is a link to 
the article on the father. How many links and where they are placed 
is completely up to the editors working on the page. Because these 
links form a part of the text that is written they can in theory be 
links to anything. Here it is possible to write that Holger Drach-
mann is a cousin of Viggo Hørup, Emma Holmsted and Henriette 
Steen, or that he was very close to his older sister Erna Drachmann. 
Each mention of these people will have a link to each of their own 
pages if they themselves are deemed notable enough to have a 
page. Sometimes someone is deemed notable enough to have a 
page but the page just has not been created yet. In these cases the 
hyperlink to the person will be displayed in Wikipedia as red in-
stead of the active blue link (fig. 3). 

Fig. 3: Screenshot showing how  Holger Drachmann’s family network 
could be mentioned on Danish Wikipedia. 

Wikidata
Wikidata is, like Wikipedia, an entity under the Wikimedia Foun-
dation. It is built on the concept of linked data which can be ex-
pressed in many different formats and mainly consist of triplets 
linking together the subject, the predicate and the object (Berners-
Lee et al., 2001). 

subject -> predicate -> object

These triplets can be used to express any kind of relationship be-
tween elements for example:
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Holger Drachmann -> is part of -> Drachmann family

Where “Holger Drachmann” is the subject, “is part of” is the predi-
cate linking the subject to the object and “Drachmann family” is the 
object that is being linked to. In Wikidata it is possible to tie people 
together in family relationships through the predicates: mother, fa-
ther, child(ren), sister, brother, and spouse (fig. 4).

Fig. 4: Screenshot of Wikidata for Holger Drachmann with family ties to 
his father and sister.

The strength of the linked data approach of Wikidata is that you 
can produce tools like GeneaWiki2 (fig. 5), which can visualise this 
family network through the use of certain predicates (i.e. mother, 
father and children). In order to view this network in a manner 
bearing a closer resemblance to a family tree it would be useful if 
the network also used the predicate spouse. However, the nature 
of Wikidata tools is such that anyone could develop this if they 
found a need for it. The main advantage of WikiData is the ability 
to link instances of a Wikipedia article in one language to the same 
article in another language. For example a page about Holger 
Drachmann is available in 16 different languages on Wikipedia 
because he is an internationally renowned poet. Other family 
members may not be of the same interest to as many language 
Wikipedias as him, but through Wikidata they and their relation-
ship to Holger can still be discovered. 
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Fig. 5: Screenshot of GeneaWiki network based on Wikidata links 
which shows the relationship between Holger Drachmann and 
journalist and author Ellen Hørup. Red arrows: Mother of, Blue ar-
rows: Father of, Grey arrows: Child of.

Comparing family network visualisations
While feminist scholarship encourages us to look through the lense 
of the marginalised to see power structures it is also clear that in 
order to understand the full messiness of this creative network of 
family members it requires something like ANT to comprehend its 
full extent and potential (Quinlan 2012). However, ANT does not let 
us see what is missing in the network (Corrigan and Mills 2012), 
only Feminist Theory will spot that there are few women on Wiki-
pedia for example.  

The above-mentioned four methods for visualising family net-
works each include and exclude different parts of this potential 
family network. On Wikipedia it is possible to add information 
about family members but in order to link them each family mem-
ber must have their own Wikipedia article and this is at odds with 
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Wikipedias notability policy. I first became interested in the Drach-
mann family through journalist Ellen Hørup. At the time only her 
father, Viggo Hørup, was on Wikipedia and there was a short men-
tion of how he was a cousin of Holger Drachmann. Keeping in 
mind my knowledge of genealogy I was intrigued and as I exam-
ined the female members of the family I realised how this connec-
tion was not only between Viggo Hørup and Holger Drachmann 
but that there was a larger family network present, tied together 
by Holger’s father and at least four of his sisters. The women in 
the family were particularly active in the Danish suffragette move-
ment of the late 19th century.

On the other hand, the traditional methods for visualising fam-
ily networks used in genealogy only allow us to link spouses, par-
ents and children. However, it is by no means a guarantee that 
people who are directly related have a relationship that can for 
example lead to creative and intellectual innovation. However, in 
Wikipedia, the free-text format with embedded hyperlinks allows 
for the expression of these kinds of relationships. For example in 
the words of Emma Holmsted, when writing about her uncle, An-
dreas Georg Drachmann:

His house was an open and hospitable refuge both before 
and after my marriage with Viggo Hørup;  here we met 
many distinguished men and women, and made friends 
with not so few of the circle of young people who gradu-
ally gathered around Holger Drachmann and his family.3 

This type of information or even the quote itself is suitable on Wiki-
pedia, where links can be added to the different people mentioned 
and their Wikipedia pages. This enables us to express that certain 
family members had a very close relationship as well as include 
people with no direct family ties in this relationship, but only if they 
are notable. In contrast a typical family tree has room for everyone 
directly related no matter how obscure they may be in the public 
eye. In Wikidata there is also a notability demand with an excep-
tion, in that elements can be added if they serve a structural pur-
pose for the network. I would argue that the women in the Drach-
mann family, in particular the sisters of the second generation, 
indeed do serve a structural purpose, even if not enough is known 
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about them to deem them notable, simply because they connect 
the different family members of the third generation in order to 
understand the family as a network rather than a collection of no-
table people.

Family Tree GEDCOM Wikipedia WikiData

Only notable 
people

No No Yes Mainly 
with 
exceptions

Only direct 
family relation-
ships

Yes Yes No Yes

Include nature of 
relationship

No No Yes No

Easily accessi-
ble online

Partially Partially Yes Partially

Conclusion
The different methods for visualising family networks presented 
here serve different purposes for understanding family networks 
and the way they have influenced the people in and connected to a 
certain family. A traditional family tree in a digital format and as a 
GEDCOM can be accessed online if it has been made public and it 
is open to all family members no matter how well-known they are. 
However, it only allows for direct family relationships between par-
ents, children and spouses and does not tell us anything about the 
nature of these relationships. 

This is also the case for WikiData with the exception that here the 
people included must be notable unless they serve a structural pur-
pose. In contrast Wikipedia enables the inclusion of other relation-
ships and the nature of these as well as being very easy to access 
online. The issue here is the exclusion of people not thought to be 
notable from the network. From the perspective of ANT it would be 
fully possible to understand the very messy network of people sur-
rounding someone like Holger Drachmann through the informa-
tion available on Wikipedia. However, when adding Feminist The-
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ory into the mix the necessity of extending this network to family 
members who were not as notable as Holger Drachmann is evident. 
In other words when publically visualising and historically docu-
menting family networks and their significance for society as well 
as the individual family members it is well worth taking into ac-
count the different approaches. 

The consequents of this, in terms of using family networks as a 
method for visualising heritage material, is that no one method pro-
vides a complete solution. However, any one of the aforementioned 
methods is potentially useful for those with an interest in history 
and can thus give digitised heritage material a wider social impact 
than is currently the case.
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The Photograph as Network
Tracing – Disentangling – Relating: ANT as a Methodology in 
Visual Culture Studies

Abstract
Inspired by actor-network theory (ANT), this article develops a theoretical 
framework for grasping the dynamic visual work of cultural memory. It 
introduces three sensitizing concepts derived from Latourian actor-net-
work methodology, namely entanglement, relationality, and traceability, 
operationalizing them as methodological tools for reading the net-work of 
images. The objects of study are two visitor snapshots of the photographic 
exhibition, The Story of Soweto, at the famous Regina Mundi Church in 
Soweto, South Africa. I demonstrate that, when slightly adjusted for re-
search engaging with visual materials, Latourian concepts are indeed pro-
ductive for analyzing visual material and visual practices at memorial sites.

Keywords snapshots, cultural memory, visual culture, ANT, tourism

In the study of photography, actor-network theory (ANT) as intro-
duced by Bruno Latour, John Law, and Michel Callon, has been ap-
plied in quite a few ways, underlying, for instance, the entwinement 
of technology and social practice, the camera as social actor (Latour 
1991), tourist photography (Jóhannesson et al. 2012), and the study 
of algorithms of digital photography platforms (van Dijck 2013). The 
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photograph’s inherent visuality, however – its visual work – has not 
yet been approached as part of or as an actor-network in itself.

The research leading to my investigation of the (digital) photo-
graphic document as an actor-network is based on the following 
initial question: What can we learn about the dynamics of cultural 
memory by examining mundane accounts of touristic encounters 
with sites of memory? While looking at tourist snapshots at and of 
sites of memory with a methodology inspired by ANT and visual 
theorist Ariella Azoulay’s notion of the event of photography, a 
new relational reading of the visual evolves. The work of Latour 
and Azoulay can be combined in an approach that captures the 
agency, the living, of the vernacular, often digital, tourist snapshot. 
Such a relational analysis of visual cultural memory includes the 
recording and becoming of the photograph – the practice of pictur-
ing and visual encounters with memories at sites – as well as the 
relations its visual content creates across visual culture.

I will, in this article, focus on and disentangle the event of the 
visual in such mnemonic acts, describing what it is that we see or 
are potentially able to see in the tourist snapshot, what we overlook 
when taking a snapshot, only noticing it later, because the snapshot 
itself remembers (Azoulay 2012), and what is being connected in 
visual materials. Central to this investigation is the understanding 
of the encounter with a site of memory via its visual materials and 
practices as a networking visual association.

I will outline how actor-network methodology helps us to gather 
all the participants in the visual “event” (Azoulay) of cultural mem-
ory work by following their tracing activities. Latour’s methodologi-
cal considerations let us treat and analyze the event of the visual in 
cultural memory as an “effect of collective activity” (Crawford XX) 
enacted by humans and nonhumans, by objects and other props. 
The “agency” of objects and media of memory, like photographs, 
has been analyzed in many classic texts from visual culture studies, 
such as those by Sturken and Cartwright in Practices of Looking (2001) 
and by WJT Mitchell in What do Pictures Want? (2005). In visual an-
thropology, the work of Elizabeth Edwards and Janice Hart has been 
ground-breaking in its grasp of the materiality of the physical pho-
tograph-as-print and its “archaeology of use.” What is further need-
ed in this current moment is an understanding of the digital image 
and its net-work in yet other nets: the Internet first and foremost. 
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Reading Tourist Snapshots Relationally
Let us look at the life of one such mobile visitor snapshot, and, in 
doing so, get a closer view of the work of photographs at specific 
sites of memory. Figure 1 shows Candice Mncwabe’s Instagram post 
from her visit to the photography exhibition The Story of Soweto at 
the Regina Mundi Church in Soweto, South Africa, in May 2014. 

Candice herself appears in the small, almost hidden photogra-
phy exhibition on the gallery of the famous church that hosted po-
litical congregations during and after the Soweto Uprisings in the 
1970s and was later home to hearings of the Truth and Reconcilia-
tion Commission. Candice is posing with one of the exhibited pho-
tographs by Jürgen Schadeberg, called “Mandela in his Cell,” taken 
on Robben Island during a visit to Mandela’s former prison cell in 
1994. The post also features a range of hash tags from Candice, such 
as #MySouthAfrica #OurJourney and #OurStruggle. These com-
municate to others that this exhibition is in fact about the anti-apart-
heid struggle and inform us that Candice feels attached to this, 
“our,” struggle, being herself South African. Then there is the tag 
#ReginaMundi, which made it possible in the first place for me to 

Fig. 1: Candice Mncwabe’s Instagram post from Regina Mundi Church. May 28, 
2014. Reproduced here with the photographer’s permission.
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find, to trace, the snapshot.1 It relates this snapshot to other snap-
shots by visitors to the site. This relation is enabled by quite a com-
plex material actor, or rather, an actor-network: Candice, together 
with her smartphone, its screen, the Instagram app, an Internet con-
nection, the frame she holds – and of course the person who took 
the photo of her, are all related in this image-cum-post (see also 
Callon & Law 1997).

What else is happening here? What can we see in her photo-
graph? The walls behind Candice are tagged with little notes. Visi-
tors have left their thoughts and feelings on the walls next to the 
exhibited photographs and next to other notes. And isn’t that frame 
that she’s holding supposed to hang on the wall, like others in the 
background? Yes, but for some reason, it keeps falling off, as I 
learned from following other images taken at the same site. I visited 
the church in 2012 during some of the rare periods when it remained 
in place, and I remember a weird bandage that was attached to it. 
The fact that the frame is sometimes detached from its destined 
spot on the wall motivates visitors to engage with it, for instance to 
take a photo of or with it, or to write a note on the walls that com-
ments on how the frame fell down. When the frame is put back up, 
the note about its past travels remains (see Wiegand 2017, 236-8). 
These walls record an immense number of stories – more than just 
the story of Soweto, as the name of the exhibition would suggest. 
They attract very different visitors, who engage with the comments 
in different ways, with many choosing to preserve a memory of 
them in a photograph. The traceable tourist photograph itself then 
becomes an actor of memory, of mediated memory. The snapshot 
carries a mediation of memory in two ways. On the one hand, it is 
the tourist’s memory of the travel experience which is mediated 
through the photograph, on the other hand, a snapshot of an object 
of memory – such as a photograph in an exhibition – further medi-
ates the memory communicated in the original image. 

People increasingly make public digitalized recordings of their 
encounters with a site of memory, an exhibition, or a photograph 
exhibited at a site. This makes both the individual work of memory 
and the associations of objects of memory like a tourist snapshot, 
increasingly traceable – as Bruno Latour notes in the following quote 
about readers’ reactions to novels:
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Apart from the number of copies sold and the number 
and length of reviews published, a book in the past left 
few traces. Once in the hands of their owners, what hap-
pened to the characters remained a private affair. If read-
ers swapped impressions and stories about them, no one 
else knew about it. The situation is entirely different with 
the digitalisation of the entertainment industry: charac-
ters leave behind a range of data. In other words, the scale 
to draw is not one going from the virtual to the real, but a 
scale of increasing traceability. (Latour 2007)

Just like the reading traces of novels and their characters, the reac-
tions to sites of memory and the memory media staged there be-
come increasingly traceable. Snapshots of memorial sites are able to 
make new connections and literally distribute pasts and memories 
attached to them further. The memory work is not limited to the 
human capacity of remembering; it also emerges in entanglements 
of both human and nonhuman networks. Paraphrasing Ariella 
Azoulay’s “event of photography,” the resulting event of the visual, 
when visitors encounter sites of memory with their cameras, is 
“made up of an infinite series of encounters” (Azoulay 2011, 77), “a 
special form of encounter between participants where none of them 
possess a sovereign status” (70). The visual results from the collec-
tive effort of people, practices, technologies, places, pictures and 
objects. Entangled with cultural memory – the public reworking of 
(exteriorized) memories of the past in still new memories – it relies 
on mediation. Here, “mediation” as used by Latour is understood, 
on the one hand, as the ways that actors translate, even manipulate, 
a certain event, account or story, and, on the other hand, or even at 
the same time, how a photograph acts in an exhibition to communi-
cate and further mediate the memory of the anti-apartheid struggle. 
Mediation describes how this memory is translated into new mate-
rials that in turn become actors on their own, like the comments 
that visitors leave on the walls of the Soweto exhibition and the 
snapshots of these comments that are published in an online travel 
forum, individual blog or social media account. The particular in-
terest of these mediating interventions in cultural memory work is 
when we see them turning from performances to having compe-
tence (Latour 2014, 51). The exhibited photographs, the scribbled 
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walls around them, and the stories they work out obviously afford 
certain actions: Mediating memory therefore seems to be one of the 
competencies of this exhibition setup. It is reflected in tourist snap-
shots. I call these competent snapshot actors appropriations: the ma-
terialized, sharable, and creative outcomes of visitors’ encounters 
with a memorial site (Wiegand 2015, 31ff). The photograph as actor 
of cultural memory can be read as a visual mnemonic network. 
The ‘cultural’ in memory refers to the many actors involved in me-
diations: It is the outcome of participating and sharing, of collec-
tive composition. 

ANT and the Study of Visual Material
The visual is both medium and technique of memory. Visual figura-
tions and the realm of the visual itself work both as important inter-
mediaries that transport views, and as crucial mediators that trans-
form the stuff of memory, thereby maintaining it. Visual acts of 
memory are entangled, relational, and traceable, transvisual, form-
ing a network of visual associations across a visual culture, en-
meshed with visual practices (see Wiegand 2015, 15ff). Image work– 
especially with images that do not act as references or mere 
visualizations of research – has not been central to the work of ac-
tor-network theorists. ANT might also not be the most suitable 
method to engage with the visual. But it leads us away from ‘image 
work or object work only’ towards the composition of the visual as 
medium, technique, practice, and technology. 

Visual anthropologist Sarah Pink argued in 2003 for a more col-
laborative approach to visual research (186). Most research that 
prominently engages with images (like art history and study of 
visual cultures) in some way still focuses on the researcher’s inter-
pretation of the image and its social or cultural (often semiotic and 
discursive) implications, without engaging with ‘the people,’ those 
who meet and read images in different ways – anthropology’s main 
concern. While I fully support this observation, I wish to invert the 
argument for a moment – admittedly thus risking oversimplifica-
tion. By investigating only the social practices by means of which 
photographs are produced, viewed, distributed, and shared, the 
visual materials’ “content” – the visible participants in the image 
and the connections they make across visual culture – are often dis-
dained or at least not fully fathomed. Methodologies and theoreti-
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cal frameworks that help us to creatively balance between the two 
focuses are needed to confront the bias of individual disciplines 
and to unite research of the visual. We cannot forget the people (and 
other nonhuman actors) that join in photography and image-mak-
ing, but we must also look closely at the image, as object and story, 
and take it serious as an actor – and a network – on its own. Build-
ing on this observation, I have been considering Ariella Azoulay’s 
understanding of the event of photography and the photograph 
as platform. Azoulay takes the image itself as an operating space, a 
space to intervene in, so that the encounter with a concrete photo-
graphic image becomes a forum to (net)work. She writes (2011, 76):

The photograph is a platform upon which traces from the 
encounter between those present in the situation of pho-
tography are inscribed (…). Many of these traces are nei-
ther planned nor are they the result of an act of will. That 
which is seen, the referent of the photograph in other 
words, is never a given but needs to be constituted to pre-
cisely the same degree as the interpretations which have 
become attached to it. 

The “event of photography,” to deploy Azoulay’s concept, is a mu-
tual enactment of apparatus, photographer, and photographed 
scene (and all the actors present and performing in that scene, from 
buildings, things and other people down to the weather condi-
tions, and of course the light conditions). I understand the tourist 
snapshot as the outcome of associations made between these ac-
tors. ANT proves helpful as a tool to disentangle the composition 
of snapshots involved in mundane memory work of visitors to a 
site. There are three premises derived from actor-network method-
ology which I consider particularly suitable for the study of the 
photograph’s work in cultural memory today: entanglement, rela-
tionality, and traceability. I take my clues mainly from Latour but 
further develop all three concepts and methodological tools for the 
study of the visual in cultural memory.

Entanglement
In its focus on the entanglement of the human and the nonhuman 
in meaningful action, ANT has a non-anthropocentric agenda. 
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Latour underlines the premise of symmetry, the symmetrical agen-
cy of objects and subjects, of humans and nonhumans. This sym-
metry essentially makes any dichotomization between the two im-
possible because they are already entangled (see also Hodder 2012). 
All actions are “an exchange of human and nonhuman properties 
inside a corporate body” (Latour 1994, 46); as such, the tourist snap-
shot is an outcome of the exchange of photographer, photographed 
scene, participants in the image, and future viewers encountering 
the photograph. The ‘stuff’ of memory is constantly set in motion 
by a range of actors – people, accounts, or technologies, as the dis-
entangling of Candice’s Instagram snapshot illustrates.

Relationality
An ANT study focuses on relations and associations, on how differ-
ent actors work together in actor-networks. It implies observing 
how actors become tied (or untied) so that they enable and com-
pose an action in a certain place at a particular moment, and which 
other actions are needed (or happen simultaneously) to make that 
particular actor act and the network function: What relations or as-
sociations does an actor build, how do actors socialize? This calls 
for a relational analysis of the photograph underlining its “com-
pound realities.” It is “the product of a process of composition” 
(Callon & Law 1997, 170). Latour underlines this claim when writ-
ing that every action, also the taking of, getting ready or posing for, 
or the looking at a photograph, should be felt “as a node, a knot, 
and a conglomerate of many surprising sets of agencies that have to 
be slowly disentangled” (2005, 44). With regard to the task of disen-
tangling visual materials and their inherent relations, the almost 
forensic interest we should bring to snapshots as cultural memory 
points to the third premise: traceability.

Traceability
ANT works through tracing – following actors back and forth be-
tween the relations they make and the actions they are involved in 
via the traces they leave. Latour writes that “ANT is not about 
traced networks but about a network tracing activity. (…) No net 
exists independently of the very act of tracing it, and no tracing is 
done by an actor exterior to the net. A network is not a thing, but the 
recorded movement of a thing” (1996, 378). This implicitly makes 
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the researcher in my study part of the network of cultural memory 
that the exhibition space of The Story of Soweto enables and de-
scribes. The act of tracing implies watching how the actors zoom in 
and out of their actions. To trace also means to actively look for as-
sociations without postulating them in advance. When I think about 
the (after)life of a photographic image of an encounter with a me-
morial site, for example, my task is to map the relations and constel-
lations that brought this photograph into existence, the connections 
the photograph makes while circulating. Thirdly – and this goes 
beyond the aim of a strict ANT study – we can trace the scene of 
associations that an entity lists and shows, not only the shaping of 
memory but also its ‘shape.’ As we already saw in Candice’s post, a 
snapshot of the scribbled walls in the Regina Mundi Church traces: 
i.e., it lists a range of participants as its visual actors. The shape and 
‘content’ of the record is not of primary interest to ANT. Neverthe-
less, this specific shape is crucial in my analysis because it allows us 
to trace the work of cultural memory on yet another level of crea-
tive appropriation.

The following practiced relational reading transfers the traceabil-
ity of accounts from the digital photograph and source to the site 
that it mediates and returns them to its mediator, the digital snap-
shot. The tourist snapshot is a brilliant example of how cultural 
memory functions, not least because it makes the memories com-
municated at tourist sights “migrate” (Baylis 2008, 4).

Zooming in and out of Snapshots: Relating Statements
This snapshot by South African journalist Chris Roper, published 
on his former blog and tweeted on 5 June 2011, illustrates the com-
position of traces at Regina Mundi Church: first, it shows us one of 
the exhibition walls with all the comments. Second, as a photo-
graph, it inscribes a particular situational and personal view of the 
exhibition walls online. 

Roper’s “Graffiti” snapshot focuses on a comment by Mpho 
Scheeper, whose name suggests a local South African, who wrote 
on 23 June (no year specified): “Expresive Exposition. It could could 
not have told better. Deeply moving story of the struggle of the 
Azanian people. Mpho Scheeper 23/06”. Mpho Scheeper’s com-
ment has been corrected (probably by himself) by crossing out the 
redundant “could.” Interestingly, he uses the term ‘Azania’ and not 
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South Africa or the colloquial Mzansi. Azania is an ancient topo-
nym that refers to areas in Sub-Saharan Africa that in this context 
was most likely used to evoke a Black-ruled (South) Africa. Scheep-
er’s term figures prominently in philosophical and political pan-
African anticolonial liberation movements like the Panafricanist 
Congress of Azania and its armed wing, the Azanian People’s Lib-
eration Army, founded in 1959/60 in Southern Africa. Roper’s 
snapshot thereby also imparts knowledge about this important 
emancipatory term and ignites interest in the empowering history 
of Black South Africans’ struggle by literally giving Azania its own 
independent framed image: this snapshot.

Just below Mpho’s statement are parts of a comment from Aus-
tralians: “We have come from Australia to see your struggle. These 
wonderful photos capture the events that brought the changes we 
have seen in Soweto (…)”. In between these bigger comments writ-
ten with markers we find shorter ones like “the youth was our he-
roes” and “blacks for ever,” alongside a range of South African 
nametags like “PAPI MABE HEILBRON” (a town in Free State, 
South Africa) or “Sibahle Mabaso.” People from different places 

Fig. 2: Chris Roper, “Graffiti,” June 5, 2011.
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with different insights about this Soweto site enter a dialogue on 
these walls for future visitors to join in.

Judging from the name given to the published snapshot, the pho-
tographer was attracted by a specific recognizable shape in an unu-
sual place: he zooms in on (what looks like) ‘graffiti’ in a church, 
meaning that this is a rather untypical shot of a memorial (tourist) 
sight. What made Roper focus on that particular comment could be 
the straightforward and at the same time political statement and 
Mpho’s slightly unconventional orthography, which is indeed eye-
catching. People in general seem to be very attracted by individual 
comments on the wall and such photos make up the greater num-
ber of snapshots taken at The Story of Soweto.

The relationality of inscriptions and the actions we draw from 
them is one of surprises; The story told in the graffiti changes with 
our point of entry into the wall or via snapshot’s frame. The snap-
shots help me to decipher the comments on the walls –from the 
lower left corner of the wall in the snapshot to the upper right cor-
ner and back again – to see what and who has been involved in the 
visible layering of these walls. The size and frame make the differ-
ence: at first, a small photograph (which, in terms of its resolution, 
is at the same time large) seems to offer a more compressed way of 
entering the stories told on the wall than the wall itself. Visitors’ 
snapshots condense what is happening (what is at ‘work’) here for 
me (and for others) while also showing what interested the photog-
rapher, and, accordingly, what made up the event of the photo-
graph (Azoulay): they put the scribbles, images, and visitors to the 
site into relation with the viewers of the snapshot.

Conclusion
When we start to disentangle objects of cultural memory like the 
snapshot, we realize that a snapshot is neither simply a material 
image, nor is it merely what can be seen ‘in’ it; instead, it gathers all 
the acts and technologies that created it, alongside everything that 
was invisible at the time the photograph was taken, becoming vis-
ible when we later zoom in on it. We can even trace marginalized 
stories that are barely known on a global scale, like Mpho’s story 
about Azania. The photograph is the manifested associations made 
between these actors, a Latourian actor-network. Furthermore, it 
culminates as inscription: it leaves a view of this net-work for oth-
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ers to engage with it, adding to a visual cultural memory in an “in-
finite series of encounters” with the photograph (Azoulay 2011, 77). 
Visitors’ mundane photographic memories project the photographs 
and scribbled walls beyond the exhibition space, becoming proper 
agents, mediators, of memory themselves. Recalling Ariella Azou-
lay’s main claim (ibid), “the event of photography is never over. It 
can only be suspended, caught in the anticipation of the next en-
counter that will allow for its actualization”.
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“Here comes my son!”
On the underlying invisible work and infrastructure of a 
telepresence robot in a Danish nursing home

Abstract
The article uncovers the formation of an infrastructure made to fa-
cilitate the implementation of a telepresence robot in a Danish nurs-
ing home. Ethnographic fieldwork data illuminates how myriad of 
human and non-human actors, such as supporters, Wi-Fi networks, 
care workers and cameras, work together as a hybrid, socio-techni-
cal collective. This collective constantly coordinates and improvises 
in a joint effort to construct, maintain and stabilise the flexible infra-
structure, which facilitates the implementation of the new commu-
nication technology in the daily routines of staff and residents at the 
nursing home. The main argument of the article is that implementa-
tion of new technology is dependent on large amounts of work on 
the part of both of human and technical actors. Much of this work 
is normally invisible to and lack acknowledgment by decision mak-
ers. Thus, the article argues that a focus on infrastructure proves 
crucial in the uncovering of otherwise invisible work processes.
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Introduction
In recent years, politicians have brought an increased focus on digi-
talisation and welfare technologies in the Danish public sector. 
Concurrently, investments have been made to introduce welfare 
technologies as part of the existing welfare services (The Danish 
Government 2011, The Danish Government et al. 2013, KL 2014). In 
particular, the domains of health and elderly care have been high-
lighted as areas that would benefit from implementation of more 
welfare technology (The Danish Government 2011, 49). Often, poli-
ticians argue that new technologies will help older citizens become 
more independent which will thereby improve their quality of life. 
Furthermore, it is argued that influx of welfare technology will mit-
igate labour shortage in the care sector (The Ministry for Social Af-
fairs & KL 2010: 5). One of the explanations for the latter is that 
welfare technology is expected to streamline the ways in which 
tasks are performed, which would reduce man hours. Therefore, 
investments in new technologies are portrayed as a potential meth-
od for coping with the “elderly dependency ratio” in a future sce-
nario where Denmark has fewer workers in the elderly care sector.

The Danish concept of welfare technology is related to the Eng-
lish term assistive technology (ATiA 2016), which encompasses reha-
bilitation technologies and assistive devices aimed at people with 
function impairments such as handicaps. In Denmark, welfare 
technology is strongly linked to the public welfare system and so-
cial and health services. Thus, welfare technology is aimed at peo-
ple with addictions, older people, and other citizens with functional 
impairments who receive welfare services. A distinction is made 
between two types of welfare technology. The first type performs 
practical functions in e.g. nursing homes. An example of this type 
of welfare technology is robot vacuum cleaners, i.e. a technology 
that relieve citizens or employees of physical, routine tasks. The 
second type of welfare technology is information or communica-
tion technology such as intercom systems, surveillance cameras 
and GPS tracking devices, which relay information or allow people 
to communicate. In this article, we focus on an example of the sec-
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ond type; a communication technology in the form of a so-called 
telepresence robot that the manufacturer named “Beam”. 

The article investigates how a municipal welfare technology trial 
project plays out at Solbjerg Local Centre on the outskirts of Aarhus, 
Denmark. The municipality wanted to implement Beam based on 
the idea that it would facilitate conversations between nursing home 
residents and their families; thereby making residents less lonely. 

The central analytical perspective in our analysis of Beam is in-
spired by Geoffrey C. Bowker & Susan Leigh Star’s (1991) concept 
of infrastructure, which, with its updated version of the concept of 
network, emphasises the coordination work that is required in or-
der to implement new technology. The article’s data material shows 
that the implementation of this communication technology re-
quires the formation of an infrastructure made up of networks of 
socio-material elements such as Wi-Fi connections, webcams, care 
workers, mobile telephones, relatives and support staff. Together, 
these elements constitute a working, hybrid collective (Law & 
Callon 1997) that carries out a range of crucial micro-processes 
that may be visible or (initially) invisible. This hybrid collective 
continually coordinates and adapts itself to suit new practices 
while new supporting actors and functions are added to the net-
work to facilitate the implementation.

Infrastructure and invisible work
The published literature on Human Computer Interaction (HCI) in-
cludes several articles on telepresence robots aimed at older users. 
However, these articles are mainly concerned with robots in private 
homes of older people and focus on evaluating and testing this 
technology in practice (see for example Boissy et al. 2007, Moyle et 
al. 2014; Sumioka et al. 2014 and Kristoffersen et al. 2011). Thus, the 
HCI literature consists primarily of feasibility studies; i.e. quantita-
tive studies of whether the technology is successful in the tasks for 
which it is intended, based on predetermined parameters. This arti-
cle positions itself within the interdisciplinary field of Science, Tech-
nology & Society Studies (STS), in which technology studies is piv-
otal. The classic STS technology studies describe how technological 
artefacts are constructed as hybrids between the social and the tech-
nical (see for example Latour 1987, 1996; Law 1989; Bijker 1997). 
One recurring theme is the (mis)match that often arises between a 
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technology developer’s ideas about the practice, into which the 
technology will be integrated, and the actual situation (see for ex-
ample Akrich 1992). Therefore, this article points out the impor-
tance of not only studying the development of technologies but also 
their implementation in practice. A recent study discusses the care 
robot ‘Alice’, that is tested as a conversational partner amongst old-
er people, who live alone, with the purpose of preventing loneli-
ness. The study supports how micro-processes involved in the im-
plementation is key to the understanding of technology-in-practice 
and how care and technology are not necessarily opposites, but gets 
entangled in all sorts of ways in practice (Schwennesen 2016).

The key analytical concept in this article, infrastructure, is in-
spired by the technology approach in STS, as well as perspectives 
from symbolic interactionism. In symbolic interactionism, the em-
phasis is on how actors act and interact with other actors and ob-
jects, and particular attention is paid to the work that the actors in-
vest in specific situations. Focusing on the extensive work that is 
required for situations and practices to unfold and function brings 
about an analytical sensitivity to the (often unseen) extra work that 
actors undertake in order to make a specific situation succeed. Fur-
thermore, the classifications and standards that support practices 
become more readily apparent. Infrastructures are thus relational, 
hybrid networks, which act as facilitating systems that enable 
things (i.e. technologies) and practices to function. At the same 
time, infrastructure can be a challenge or a barrier and always re-
quires constant maintenance. Infrastructure should not be under-
stood as merely a substrate upon which something else functions, 
such as a road network or water pipes, but rather as an active, rela-
tional network, which requires on-going investments and coordi-
nation of work (Star & Ruhleder 1994, Star 1999).

In our analysis of the implementation of Beam, we see it as part 
of a larger socio-technical, infrastructural network made up of the 
relationships between human and non-human actors such as sup-
pliers, software, nursing home residents, care workers, supporters, 
spare parts, cleaning staff and instructions. The analysis describes 
how technological and social actors continually coordinate and un-
dertake adaptations to enable the technology to function within the 
daily life of the nursing home. In order for Beam to be implemented 
and have value for the residents, families and staff at the nursing 
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home, the socio-technical actors must work together to create an 
infrastructure that facilitates its function and embedding in the lo-
cal work routines and everyday practices.

Method
Our analysis draws upon empirical material generated through 
fieldwork at several nursing homes in Aarhus Municipality for one 
of the authors’ Master’s thesis. In this article, we focus primarily on 
one participant observation, a usage situation involving a female 
nursing home resident and her son, in which the telepresence robot 
Beam was used as a communication tool. The participant observa-
tion was coordinated by the nursing home’s welfare technology in-
structor, who was also present. It took place in a common area, an 
employee’s office, and in the citizen’s apartment at the nursing 
home. The observation was documented using the American an-
thropologist Clifford Geertz’ classic concept of ethnography as a 
‘thick description’ (Geertz 1973). According to Geertz, a thick de-
scription of a situation is a highly detailed description which in-
cludes factual circumstances and captures and interprets symbolic 
nuances as well as reflexive commentary - both from the ethnogra-
pher and the other participants in the situation. 

Thus, in the observation of a specific usage situation with Beam, 
the observer made comprehensive field notes, laden with as much 
meaning as possible. These field notes provide a detailed basis for 
mapping the numerous micro-processes that occur on the robot’s 
journey from its base in the docking station to the female resident’s 
apartment, where the conversation takes place. Along with the ob-
servation itself, this article also draws upon interviews with the 
welfare technology instructor and the resident’s son. The inform-
ants are anonymous but for readability we call the resident Edith, 
her son Hans, and the instructor Gitte.

The following analysis is structured chronologically; i.e. we fol-
low the entire process of the conversation from Hans’ call, to trans-
porting the robot to the Edith’s apartment, and the conversation it-
self. First, we briefly introduce the telepresence robot and the 
communication welfare technology trial project of which its pres-
ence at the nursing home was a part.
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Beam’s socio-technical arrangement
In January 2015, Solbjerg Local Centre received the telepresence ro-
bot Beam as part of the municipal trial project Telebesøgsvenner (Tele-
companions) (Aarhus Municipality 2015). The project was launched 
by the municipality with the aim of investigating whether this com-
munication technology could increase the amount of contact be-
tween residents and their loved ones. Furthermore, the care staff 
expressed hope that increased contact would reduce loneliness 
amongst residents. Beam was placed on the first floor of the nursing 
home and was solely used by residents on that floor. When the ro-
bot was not in use, it was placed in a docking station located in one 
of the centre’s corridors (see image 1). The relatives who were set 
up as users could call the robot to speak with the residents and the 
staff at the nursing home.

Telepresence robots like Beam are commonly known as ‘Skype on 
wheels’ as they are a technology for video communication reminis-
cent of the popular IP telephone service. However, in contrast to 
Skype, telepresence robots allow an external user (pilot) to navigate 
the robot in a remote environment (the nursing home) and interact 
with the people there. The videophone technology, which is called 
mobile robotic telepresence (MPR) connects two or more callers, 
who can see each other on their screens. Beam is also different to 
Skype, where the two callers use the same computer program to 
communicate, as it is only the ‘pilot’ (i.e. the user located outside of 

Photo by Marie Anna Svendsen

Courtesy of Penton Design, Engineering 
and Sourcing Group
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the nursing home) who interacts with the computer program Beam 
App via a user interface (see image 2). Beam App can be installed 
on the pilot’s computer, which must be connected to the internet. 
Using the program, the pilot can guide the robot around the nurs-
ing home with the help of two video feeds. The pilot steers the robot 
with his/her computer mouse or arrow keys. Beam is a box mount-
ed on two wheels, which is linked to two legs upon which a screen 
with a camera lens is positioned. The pilot can turn the cameras that 
send the two video feeds if he/she wants to see something out of 
range. From the local user’s perspective, there is no user interface to 
operate. Since the robot is connected to the nursing home’s wireless 
network, the pilot is connected immediately and can interact di-
rectly with people in the nursing home without anyone having to 
answer the call.

Arranging the call: the importance of support work

Gitte has arranged with Edith and Hans that Hans will 
call Beam at 2pm. First, Gitte finds Hans’ phone number 
under Edith’s profile on the desktop computer. She calls 
Hans to confirm our agreement and tells him that I am 
with her today. Gitte hangs up and tell me that Hans will 
call Beam in a moment. We walk from Gitte’s office to the 
corridor where Beam is located in its docking station. We 
are looking at the robot for a while and talk about how we 
hope that it will work today. There were some problems 
due to a software update the week before, Gitte tells me. 
However, Blue Ocean, the company that provides sup-
port services for Beam, quickly sent someone to the nurs-
ing home to replace a spare part. It is supposed to be 
working again now. Shortly after Hans’ face appears on 
the screen. He is a middle-aged, friendly looking man 
with grey hair. It looks like he is sitting in an office at 
home, which I am told is not far from the nursing home. 
Hans says hello, and Gitte responds (Excerpt from field 
notes, November 2015).

Hans’ sudden appearance on the screen, brings life to the otherwise 
‘dead’ robot. This is possible because of a vast amount of work hid-
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den behind the scenes, which only becomes visible when a problem 
arises, and support is summoned. Invisible work, such as the on-
going support in this case, maintains the infrastructure that is re-
quired for a technology like Beam to function within the everyday 
practice of the nursing home.

The infrastructure and accompanying support work consist of 
numerous actors and sub-processes, which unfold both before and 
after implementation of the robot. One example of this is installa-
tion of the wireless network to which Beam connects in order to 
send and receive information such as the video feed, sound, and 
navigation between the robot and the pilot’s computer. Practical 
knowledge is required about where to place routers, how to con-
nect wires as well as technical knowledge about bandwidth and 
range. The nursing staff does not possess this knowledge. The sup-
plier and support provider for Beam in Denmark is Blue Ocean, a 
company based in Odense while the developers of the communica-
tion technology are an American company called Suitable Technol-
ogies. However, it is crucial that the company responsible for sup-
porting Beam is based in Denmark, because maintenance of the 
robot involves repairing or replacing parts and thus requires the 
physical presence of a technician. 

Gitte described the working relationship with Blue Ocean as pos-
itive and unproblematic. She explained that Blue Ocean’s techni-
cians had quickly repaired the robot when it was out of service the 
week before the observation. She also said that she often received 
emails if the supporters noticed that the robot was offline because it 
had not been correctly placed in the docking station to recharge and 
had run out of battery. This rapid and on-going support is crucial 
when it comes to maintaining the relatives’ and residents’ enjoy-
ment of and trust in the service provided by the robot. Support 
work located behind the scenes may seem trivial, but it is decisive 
to the success of the technology implementation. If the support ele-
ment of the infrastructure does not work, the users’ experience of 
the technology will be completely altered.

The description above also provides an insight into the number 
of different technical and human actors that are involved in Beam’s 
infrastructure. Beam can only function if a relative has his/her own 
computer with Beam App installed, a stable internet connection, a 
webcam (preferably HD), a microphone, and a computer mouse or 
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mouse pad. Besides the aforementioned support worker, the hu-
man actors are Gitte, who, in her role as welfare technology instruc-
tor, orchestrates contact between the various users, i.e. Hans, a rela-
tive and external user and Edith, a resident and local user. Thus, an 
additional component of the infrastructure, that enables Beam to 
function in practice, is a heterogeneous network of actors, internal 
relationships, and an on-going allocation and distribution of tasks.

From the docking station to the resident’s apartment: 
ad hoc adaptations and technological goodwill

Gitte suggests that we – Hans with Beam, Gitte and I – 
move down to Edith’s apartment, situated at the other 
end of the nursing home. Edith lives in apartment 26, 
Hans says. Hans leads the way with Beam, rolling slowly 
down the corridor. Gitte and I follow. Gitte has told me 
that Hans is able to steer Beam using the arrow keys on 
his computer keyboard. On the way, Hans notices a prob-
lem with the robot. It suddenly stops and will no longer 
move forwards. It is something to do with the network 
connection. Gitte asks Hans whether the image on his 
screen is clear. Hans responds by saying that the image is 
sometimes unclear and that there are large squares on it 
like on a digital television. He explains that the connec-
tion is often poor in the part of the nursing home where 
Edith lives. (Excerpt from field notes, November 2015).

As described, the infrastructure only tends to become apparent 
when it suddenly fails to function optimally. The problem in this 
case is failure of the network connection, which prevents Beam 
from moving on its way to Edith’s apartment. This means that we 
have to stop and wait for the robot to work again, and interaction 
between Hans and the rest of us suddenly seems unnatural and 
awkward. We are no longer able to interact with Hans as though he 
is actually with us in the room. Instead, we are now forced to focus 
on Beam as a communication technology that is not functioning 
optimally. A stable wi-fi connection is crucial to the image quality 
and the pilot’s user experience of Beam. Depending on who is pilot-
ing the robot and the user’s knowledge of the nursing home’s lay-
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out, this can be more or less significant. Hans explains that at times, 
the connection has been so bad that it would have been hard for 
him to orient himself in the corridors if he had not been so familiar 
with the surroundings of the building. However, since he knows 
the nursing home well, because he often visits his mother in person, 
he can live with the quality being less than optimal. It would be a 
different matter if a relative, who was not intimately familiar with 
the layout of the nursing home, were to try to navigate in the blurred 
landscape of pixels. Hans has put in a great deal of work into in-
stalling Beam App and learning how to steer Beam in order to use 
it to communicate with his mother. In addition to this, he has also 
carried out the ‘work’ of visiting the nursing home in person, which 
serves him well now that he has to navigate Beam through a pixe-
lated landscape. These efforts of invisible work are significant to the 
practice that involves Beam. If Hans were unable to steer from the 
docking station to Edith’s apartment by himself, he would have to 
seek help from the nursing home staff or give up entirely. In the 
interview with Hans, it emerges that he has a personal interest in 
Beam and therefore has a great amount of goodwill towards the 
technology. This means that he is willing to find solutions when 
problems with the robot arise. According to Gitte, this interest is 
uncommon for relatives of the nursing home residents. However, 
it has meant that Hans was able to learn how to operate the Beam 
App user interface with ease. Gitte explained how a relative of 
one of the other residents had found it very difficult to learn how 
to use the user interface of Beam App, and that Blue Ocean conse-
quently had spent a long time training her. Indeed, such training 
may be necessary for relatives who are not used to using com-
puter programs. As well as proving that Beam can be complicated 
to learn to operate, this also shows that an investment of time and 
goodwill is required of the actors involved if the technology is to 
be used in practice.

On the way to Edith’s apartment, we meet a female resi-
dent, whom Gitte greets. She asks, “Who do we have 
here?” “It’s Hans, Edith’s son,” Gitte explains. “Aha, ok,” 
the resident responds, seemingly familiar with the situa-
tion. Gitte and I have to open a double door into Edith’s 
corridor so that Beam can enter. […] The door into num-
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ber 26 is open. One of the care assistants stands in the 
doorway. She tells us that Edith is in the bathroom. “Then 
I will wait a bit,” says Hans. Edith comes out into the liv-
ing room and says hello. Hans rolls into the apartment, 
and Gitte and I follow. Gitte explains to me how I should 
open the front door for Beam, when it has to roll out again. 
It is important that I press a button on the wall to keep the 
door open so that it has time to roll out. Afterwards, I have 
to press another button to close the door (Excerpt from 
field notes, November 2015).

Beam is not able to climb stairs or take the elevator and cannot open 
doors. This is a problem, both when Hans tries to enter Edith’s cor-
ridor which has a closed double door, and when he tries to enter 
Edith’s apartment. Since Edith finds it hard to make arrangements 
in advance due to her dementia and does not have a phone, it is 
impossible for her and Hans to plan when he will visit her with 
Beam. Therefore, the staff also become part of the infrastructure 
that supports Beam by opening the doors to the corridor and the 
apartment, pressing the button in Edith’s apartment to keep her 
front door open while Beam is inside and, finally, helping Edith to 
shut the front door again when she is unable to remember how the 
automatic door works. Hans explains that he has to call the nursing 
home using his phone if he does not meet any of the staff on his 
way to Edith’s apartment. Although it may not seem like a lot of 
effort to open a couple of doors, it does require the staff to be avail-
able on their cell phones and take their time to help out when they 
meet Beam in the nursing home corridors, even when they are on 
their way to help another resident. This is another example of invis-
ible work, which must be carried out by someone, but is transient 
and dependent upon who happens to be in the corridor at a specific 
moment and upon agreements between Hans and the staff, and 
their understanding of the technology and its limitations. However, 
despite the transience of this aspect of the infrastructure’s micro-
processes, it is nonetheless crucial if the technology is to function as 
intended. Another prerequisite for the success of the conversation 
between Hans and Edith is that the care workers are supportive of 
the technology and willing to interrupt other tasks to assist with it.
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In the description of the relatively short journey from the docking 
station to Edith’s apartment, it is apparent that a successful imple-
mentation of the technology is both dependent upon a multitude of 
actors and functions and upon a number of ad-hoc adaptations 
during the usage situation. In addition to this, the relatives, resi-
dents and staff must have a certain degree of interest and goodwill 
if the technology is to be included in a meaningful practice.

The conversation: coordination between 
non-human and human actors
The figure below is a visual representation of the main human and 
non-human actors involved in the conversation that Beam facili-
tates as well as how they interact with each other.

The pilot, Hans, is presented as a physical manifestation via Beam. 
From his home, Hans is able to operate the user interface to navi-
gate the robot around the nursing home. The local users can see and 
hear Hans via a video and audio feed, relayed from Hans’ com-
puter to Beam. Last but not least, Beam sends visual and audio in-
formation from the nursing home to Hans’ computer. 

Pilot interface
(computer 
program)

Local users
(Edith, Gitte, 

ethnographer +) 
+)

Telepresence-
robot 

(Beam)

Pilot
(Hans)
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Thus, successful communication between Hans and Edith re-
quires the coordination of a number of technical sub-processes 
and collaborations between technology and people. Some of these 
sub-processes can be described as follows: Hans’ computer and 
Beam must both be connected to the internet; Beam App must be 
installed on Hans’ computer and have a functioning webcam; 
Hans must be able to operate Beam App’s user interface in order 
to navigate Beam through the corridors of the nursing home with-
out bumping into walls, furniture and people in the local environ-
ment; the human actors who are present in the nursing home must 
be able to see Hans on Beam’s screen and hear his voice through 
the speakers, and they must then acknowledge Beam+Hans as a 
worthy conversational partner. All of these collaborative elements 
and relations make up an infrastructure that enables the conversa-
tion to take place.

I greet Edith and we agree that I will sit on the sofa next to 
Edith’s coffee table. Edith sits on the other side of the table 
on an armchair and Hans is positioned at the end of the 
table. I talk a bit about why I am here to see how Beam 
works today. Then Hans and Edith begin to talk to each 
other. The situation seems a little unfamiliar, and Edith 
asks whether there is anything in particular I want to see. 
I explain that Hans and Edith should just talk to each oth-
er as they usually do and that I want to see an everyday 
situation with Beam. It seems a bit awkward and unnatu-
ral that I am present, and the conversation between Hans 
and Edith is very short. Hans says that they sometimes 
talk for a longer time period. […]Then Hans navigates 
Beam out. I let him out of the apartment using the button 
on the automatic door opener that Gitte showed me. Sub-
sequently, I ask Edith about Beam. She seems very con-
fused when I say that Hans “calls her” via Beam. “But he 
doesn’t call though,” says Edith, “he just comes” (Excerpt 
from field notes, November 2015).

According to Hans, in the beginning it seemed foreign to Edith to 
talk to him via a robot, but in our brief interview, she seems to en-
tirely ignore the technology and focus on the fact that it enables her 
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to talk to her son. In an interview, Hans talks about Edith’s initial 
resistance to the robot:

It worked so well once she got used to it. The first time she 
said “I don’t want that rubbish in my room. Get that robot 
out of here.”… I mean, she is very much, you know, a ro-
bot sounds threatening…but when she heard that it was 
me talking from the screen, then it was allowed to come in 
(Excerpt from an interview, November 2015).

When Edith hears her son’s familiar voice, her fear and the feeling 
of having to interact with something foreign subside. Beam be-
comes a representation of a familiar person and, in this way, the 
technology is demystified and her resistance dissipates. In order to 
the fear of an unfamiliar technology can be overcome in this way, it 
is important that residents are given the opportunity to interact 
with the robot while piloted by a familiar person.

Gitte explained that, in an attempt to demystify Beam for both 
the staff and residents’, the nursing home manager had used the 
robot every day during a stay in the Philippines. The manager used 
Beam to participate in meetings, conduct job interviews, and also 
drove it round the nursing home talking to residents. In this way, 
the technology was introduced by someone with whom the resi-
dents already had a relationship. The idea was that a concrete man-
ifestation of the goodwill of the staff would rub off on the residents. 

The empirical excerpts above show two significant aspects of the 
invisible coordination work of the infrastructure. The first is the ex-
tensive work carried out by relatives, care workers and supporters 
to ensure that the arrangement of technical and human actors can 
function as a collaborative, hybrid collective, and that the conversa-
tion is a success. Thus, the successful implementation of the new 
communication technology requires a comprehensive and flexible 
infrastructure. The second aspect of the invisible work is the invest-
ment of goodwill towards the technology functioning in practice. 
This is undertaken by the manager, for example, who takes advan-
tage of the extraordinary situation of a trip to the Philippines to in-
crease familiarity with and goodwill towards Beam among both 
staff and residents in the nursing home. Therefore, it is important to 
note that the human actors’ goodwill and work efforts are crucial to 
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the success of the technology as a communication device. The tech-
nology only has worth when it is acknowledged as relevant by the 
human actors.

Conclusion
We have shown how the implementation of Beam takes place in a 
heterogeneous network of a (surprisingly) large number of human 
and non-human actors. Examples of these actors are care staff, mu-
nicipal employees, internet connections, support staff, automatic 
doors and telephones. The actors in this heterogeneous network 
must coordinate and work together in order to create and maintain 
the infrastructure that enables the relatives and residents to use the 
robot as a relevant communication tool. The heterogeneous net-
works’ collective work efforts consist of tasks both normally ac-
knowledged as work, such as installing routers and establishing a 
wireless network in the nursing home, and more invisible work 
tasks such as being available to answer a telephone call or open 
doors for Beam so that it can reach the intended destination. Fur-
thermore, it is important to acknowledge that the implementation 
is dependent on an infrastructure consisting of not only solid mate-
rials, but also goodwill and emotions. Beam is only able to demon-
strate its value as a relevant welfare technology if it is possible to 
mobilise and stabilise an infrastructure in the already existing prac-
tices into which it is released. Thus, the article’s detailed ethno-
graphic descriptions provide insights into how the implementation 
of new technology involves large amounts of work, some of which 
is familiar and visible and some of which is more surprising and 
usually invisible. With our analysis of Beam, we emphasize how a 
focus on infrastructure illuminates the micro-processes, coordina-
tion and ad-hoc adaptations that are necessary when a new technol-
ogy is implemented and adopted into everyday practices.
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Reconnection work
A network approach to households’ dealing 
with ICT breakdowns

Abstract
How can the concept of networks contribute to understanding the 
role of households in crises where ICT infrastructure fail? ICT infra-
structures are large-scale techno-material networks crucial to mod-
ern human social organisation and living. They play a role in con-
necting individuals to households and individuals and households 
to their wider surroundings. Drawing on fieldwork from a recent 
crisis in Norway, this article uses actor-network theory (ANT) as an 
analytical lens. The aim is twofold; firstly to show the effect of an 
ICT infrastructure breakdown on the concerns of households as a 
socio-material network, and secondly to suggest how these net-
works reconnect and are stabilised at a household level through 
strategies where people mobilise actants such as cars and intact 
pieces of ICT to establish new temporal associations of actor-net-
works. 
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Introduction
In the evening of January 18th 2014, a fire arose in Lærdal, a small 
village (pop. 2100) situated at the mouth of a fjord valley in Western 
Norway. Due to strong wind gaining speed between the mountains 
and a dry winter season, the fire spread rapidly. It took some time 
before the national rescue teams arrived, and in the meantime, vil-
lagers engaged in the rescue of people and in attempts to reduce 
material damage. Then, the ICT base station exploded. This caused 
a major disruption in services for large areas of the valley, and left 
computers, TV’s and discharged mobile phones inoperative (see 
also Heidenstrøm and Kvarnlöf 2017). The ICT services were not 
inoperative throughout all phases of the fire, rather they disap-
peared and reappeared at different times in different zones, and 
some technologies worked while others did not (Norwegian Direc-
torate for Civil Protection 2014). Mobile base stations ensured par-
tial mobile coverage after 40 hours, and some households had a 
fixed telephone line that continued to work throughout the event 
(NRK 20.01.2014). Internet access was generally unavailable for 
three days, but was also partially regained when Telenor provided 
mobile broadband units to their subscribers, and a local tele com-
pany offered mobile Internet coverage in a limited zone downtown 
(Sogn Avis 20.01.2014). 

The need to communicate was high for the families directly affect-
ed inside the village. As the crisis reached national news, people 
outside the village also had concerns for family and friends in the 
area. The instability in the ICT networks made communication and 
co-ordination of action difficult and added to the feeling of uncer-
tainty for the involved actors as they could not know what technolo-
gy worked, for whom, and when. Hence, they had to find alternative 
ways to reconnect to the various networks of which they were part. 
In this article, we draw attention to how the informal actors – indi-
viduals belonging to households – engaged to solve their concerns 
when the ICT infrastructure broke down. In so doing, we apply con-
cepts from Actor-network-theory (ANT) to shed light on the mobil-
ising of both human and non-human actors as vital to this reconnec-
tion work. 
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Networks and actor-networks
Network as a concept has a number of meanings that cannot be 
taken for granted. We distinguish between three different types of 
networks as ‘things’ that can be empirically studied: (i) the social 
networks that exists between people in the village, (ii) the techno-ma-
terial networks or infrastructures that ordinary life in the village de-
pend on, and (iii) the combinations of these into socio-material net-
works. To approach an analysis of the latter, we apply the analytical 
term actor-networks, seeking to illuminate how socio-material net-
works were disrupted during the fire and how associations of ac-
tors and actants made re-establishments of the social possible.

Disaster research has attended to social networks as a key dimen-
sion of community resilience (Cheshire 2015, Johansson and Linnell 
2012), turning focus towards informal actors as competent and ac-
tive participants in managing disasters. Recent research also gives 
valuable insights into how techno-material networks such as ICT can 
be used to strengthen social networks, and in what ways informa-
tion sharing and coordination of resources take place during and in 
the aftermath of disasters (e.g. Palen et al. 2007, Sutton, Palen, and 
Shklovski 2008, Wetzstein et al. 2014, Haataja, Hyvärinen, and 
Laajalahti 2014, Ewart and Dekker 2013). Disruption of ICT infra-
structure hinders these strategies to be carried out, and requires ac-
tors to seek alternative ways to communicate (Sutton 2012). To 
study disruption, the notion of ICT infrastructure as socio-material 
relationships has been taken as a point of departure (e.g. Al-Akkad et 
al. 2013, Semaan and Mark 2011, Sheller 2016). Bringing socio-mate-
rial networks into focus is important in several ways. The techno-
material networks that enable information to move are ordinarily 
invisible, something we take for granted, yet something our daily 
lives are heavily dependent on (Larkin 2013). The obvious reason 
for this is that these infrastructures are never ends in themselves, 
but are always used for a purpose (Shove and Walker 2014). For 
instance, we use available ICT’s because they are convenient when 
we want to send a message, talk to someone or find information. As 
we become accustomed to using techno-material networks, their 
materiality – e.g. wires, lines, servers, plugs, sockets, computers, 
phones – tend to fade into the background as something separate 
from us. Yet, they are not. Techno-material networks are fundamen-
tal for smooth societal functioning because they connect individu-
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als and surroundings. This interdependency of social and techno-
material networks points to a vulnerability important to reflect 
upon. The usefulness of looking into cases where otherwise em-
bedded techno-material networks break down, is that they are 
moved from ‘background’ to become visible for the involved ac-
tors (Star 1999). 

Thinking analytically in terms of actor-networks is one way of at-
tending to the socio-material relationships around ICT infrastruc-
tures. In ANT, the term network is “a concept, not a thing out there. 
It is a tool to help describe something, not what is being described” 
(Latour 2005, 131). A basic assumption in ANT is that events are al-
ways the effect of relations between many actors in a network. For 
ANT, a network is always an actant-network: a sociotechnical/het-
erogeneous assembly constituted through continuous interactions 
between actants (human and non-human elements that accomplish 
or undergo an act). For establishing connections in an actor-net-
work, actants have to be translated (changed) to fit. Delegation is one 
translation process where e.g. technology is used to translate a major 
effort into a lesser one, which in turn affects our actions (when we 
can make a phone call instead of visiting each other, and calling 
makes us visit each other less). To the extent something appears as 
pure or as a whole it is due to their actor-networks being black-boxed 
to take the form of a node in another network. A task for ANT driven 
research is to open up these black boxes to show the dynamics of the 
connections whereby material and semiotic actors are brought to-
gether in networks to act as a whole – how the social is assembled. 

According to Guggenheim (2014), the ANT toolbox can be used 
to disassemble disasters to understand their underlying techno-
scientific processes: what movement of actors produces these 
events and our understanding of them. Aligning human and non-
human actors furthermore allows the materiality of disasters to 
come to the foreground, and to reveal the processes in which dif-
ferent types of actors work together (e.g. Matthewman 2012, Brew-
er, McVeigh, and Meding 2013, Wilford 2008). Only a few empirical 
studies have employed ANT to understand how ICT plays a part 
in disasters. Wang and Li (2016) and Guldåker (2009) uses it to il-
luminate how people engage in resilience work, giving a broad 
overview of various active actor-networks during crises and disas-
ters. This article concentrates on the specific associations between 
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the ICT infrastructure and householders – an actor-network that 
often is black-boxed. 

Drawing on examples from the Lærdal case, and by using concep-
tual tools from ANT, we examine: (i) How socio-material networks 
were disrupted during the ICT infrastructure breakdown, and (ii) 
How socio-material networks were reconnected through new tem-
poral associations of actor-networks. By pointing to the instability 
created by the breakdown, we attend to how the ‘work’ to reconnect 
was enabled through the establishment of new connections between 
human and non-human actors. Our claim is that this example of an 
infrastructural breakdown seen through the ANT lens provide in-
sights into the complex processes whereby resilience takes form as 
an effect of the extent to which destabilised socio-material networks 
are re-stabilised through new actor-networks (Boin and McConnell 
2007, Byrd and Matthewman 2014, Perrow 2011).

Methods and data material 
It is seldom possible to study a crisis as it takes place, thus studies 
of crises usually involve various methods to re-trace the event (Kil-
lian 2003, 53). In the case of the Lærdal fire, we applied a multi-
methodological fieldwork.1 This entailed four field visits with site-
observations, interviews, and villagers ‘re-enacting’ their actions at 
home, at work or in the village (Pink 2007).These were partially 
photo-documented and audio recorded. The interviews concentrat-
ed on performativity, e.g. how and with what resources a task such 
as contacting a family member was done (Hitchings 2012). The aim 
of the re-enactments was to get an impression of processes, techno-
material surroundings and resources. We also collected and ana-
lysed media coverage, official reports and other secondary material. 
These techniques helped generate narratives of the event that could 
be linked to relevant physical surroundings and material objects. 
The analysis in this article is informed by the whole of this material, 
but will focus on the reconnection work done by nine households.
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Table 1: Household characteristics

* Main interviewees in bold

We use households as the primary analytical unit. First, because the 
data shows that households operated as units throughout the fire. 
Second, because household members form social networks, and are 
part of techno-material networks that were affected by the disrup-
tion, and thus represents resources beyond the individual that were 

Household no. Household characteristics

1 Woman (55)*, Man (55), two adult sons not living at home. Detached 
house inside the evacuation zone. Mother and father at the cabin out-
side the village, drove home but were not allowed inside the village.

2 Woman (48), Man (52), Daughter (17), Son (25). Detached house inside 
the evacuation zone. The family was at home, except the father who 
was in the mountains.

3 Woman (52), Man (52), two teenage sons living at home, one daughter 
not living at home. Detached house inside the evacuation zone. The 
family except the daughter was at home.

4 Man (45), Woman (unknown age), son (10), infant daughter. Farm out-
side the evacuation zone. The whole family was at home.

5 Man (69), Woman (66), son (30). Detached house outside the evacua-
tion zone. The whole family was at home.

6 Man (84), Woman (82). Detached house outside the evacuation zone. 
The couple was at home.

7 Man (72), Woman (73). Detached house outside the evacuation zone. 
The couple was at home.

8 Woman (17), living in an apartment with her mother inside the evacua-
tion zone. Woman (17) from household 2 who is her friend were inter-
viewed together with her.

9 Man (72), Woman (70). Detached house inside the evacuation zone. The 
family was at home together with their two daughters who live in the 
same street. The man did not evacuate together with his family, but 
stayed at home to extinguish the fire.
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essential to how the formation of new actor-networks could take 
place (Guldåker 2009, 73-77). 

Disruption of socio-material networks
The Lærdal fire was set in motion by a chain of reactions; it started 
as an effect of electrical connections in a house, and spread to other 
buildings due to the wind and the shape of the valley. These events 
affected ICT services, although it varied in what way and for how 
long, and the villagers faced unpredictable telecommunication in a 
dramatic situation where communication was crucial. This tempo-
rarily destabilised the socio-material networks, made them more 
visible (Star 1999) and thus un-black-boxed them as actor-networks 
(Latour 2005). 

For the affected households inside the village, the instability in 
the socio-material networks typically generated a new project: to 
ensure that all family members were safe, to come together, and to 
reconnect with those outside. For instance, in household 3, two 
teenage sons were at home with their parents when the fire broke 
out, and evacuated together. However, they had a daughter outside 
the village and once safe their priority was to inform her, but the 
ICT disruption made that impossible:  

We had been in touch with our daughter who was at a 
party in Bergen, but then we left our house and were not 
able to contact her again. We could not tell her that we 
were ok. She knew that her dad was outside packing, and 
then it became a bit scary right afterwards, they could not 
sleep and they got all the news all the time, but we were 
unable to get in touch. That was unpleasant; we had no 
mobile coverage, no Internet access.  

Moreover, as this family had to leave their home, they lost access 
to its material and social resources, and could no longer use the 
home as a meeting place and communication base (Palen and Liu 
2007). The evacuation increased the experienced severity of the 
event, along with the ICT disruption it hindered them from coor-
dinating their actions, find and alert family and friends, and help 
other villagers. 
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The story makes visible the socio-technical assemblies that nor-
mally facilitated connections in the social network of this house-
hold when members were apart. It shows the efforts that have been 
delegated to ICT: Whereas the mobile phone under normal circum-
stances is used to translate a major effort into a lesser one, for the 
household members to re-establish connections and re-assemble 
the social during the ICT disruption, they had to translate other 
available actants to make them fit the altered actor-networks in this 
new situation. Below, we look into the householders efforts to re-
connect and point to how this, given their established dependency 
on ICT, represented a translation from a minor to a major effort and 
thus the reverse of delegation.

Reconnection work
The strategies to re-establish contact between family members dur-
ing the Lærdal fire required both time and materials, social and hu-
man resources. Table 2 below gives an overview of the reconnection 
strategies used by the nine households, and figure 1 depicts the two 
main strategies that the rest of the analysis will focus on. 

Table 2: Reconnection strategies

Household no. Reconnection strategies

1 The husband used their car to look for coverage in the tunnel, but was 
unable to regain coverage. The couple drove to friends to borrow a fixed 
phone. The wife had Internet at the hospital where she worked, and 
wrote an email to friends and family. She sent imessages, and got infor-
mation through face-to-face conversations.

2 The wife was unable to contact her husband. She gathered friends and 
family at home before evacuation, but when evacuated they split up. 
The wife looked for coverage in the tunnel and nearby village. The hus-
band drove to contact points the next day to find his family. 

3 The family used their fixed phone before evacuation, and borrowed one 
from friends after. They looked for coverage in the tunnel to contact 
their daughter. When they were evacuated outside the village, they did 
not receive any more information.
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Figure 1: ICT infrastructure disruption and reconnections during and 
after the Lærdal fire

Household no. Reconnection strategies

4 The husband helped extinguish the fire, and was unable to contact his 
family until the next morning, but knew that they were safe at home 
outside the evacuation zone. He drove to a place where he knew he 
would get mobile coverage and contacted friends and family outside 
the village. 

5 The ICT breakdown did not affect the family until the next day when 
the couple drove to look for coverage in the tunnel and nearby village. 
They used the local radio to receive information. 

6 The husband used his fixed phone to call his family outside the village, 
and to connect it to an old modem to regain Internet access. The couple 
did not receive information from other sources.

7 The husband used a walkie-talkie to communicate. He could not use his 
fixed phone, and drove to the next village where he was able to regain 
mobile coverage. He listened to the local radio to receive information.

8 The family was evacuated to the hospital that had a power generator, 
Internet access and TV, and were visited by friends and family there. 
The daughter received messages and Snaps when the coverage returned.

9 The husband hitchhiked with friends to all meeting points to look for his 
family, and gathered information about them at each point. He re-
ceived calls and text messages from friends and family when he re-
gained coverage.
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Using the ANT-toolbox, we describe two main reconnection strate-
gies that worked to reconnect the households: (i) the use of cars to 
increase geographical and technical mobility, and (ii) the use of in-
tact pieces of ICTs to re-establish flow in the infrastructure. These 
strategies show in what ways new actor-networks came into play 
when telecommunication was destabilised, in order to re-assemble 
to social of the households in during and in the aftermath of the fire. 

First phase reconnection work: using cars to 
increase geographical and technical mobility
In the early stages of the fire, the affected families needed to estab-
lish contact with each other and other people inside the village. 
However, as mobile phones or Internet did not work, communica-
tion could only be re-established face-to-face. The story of house-
hold 9 illustrates how: The husband had stayed back in the village 
to help others extinguish the fire while his family evacuated. Later, 
he wanted to find them and make sure they were safe. This proved 
difficult as he had no information about their whereabouts and the 
phone did not work. He did have access to a car, but the keys were 
with his daughter who had evacuated. As he stood outside his 
house trying to figure out what to do, the fire chief drove by and 
offered him a lift to the main evacuation site. He did not find his 
family there, but met a villager who told him they were in another 
evacuation site. He then went out onto the main road, stopped a 
truck driver he knew, got a lift and finally found them there. 

The car functions here as what Guldåker (2009, 142) calls a ‘com-
petent actant’. It replaces the mobile phone as an information and 
communication central in the actor-network and helps expand the 
communication range that was limited by the disruption. The ex-
ample also portrays how the translations of new actors to make 
them fit in the actor-network involved an increased amount of 
work. The fire, the ICT outage and that he was separated from his 
family and without the car keys, altered the ordinary and stable 
socio-technological associations of everyday life and affected how 
the task of re-gaining contact could be completed. It required socio-
material resources (getting access to a car, talking to people, stop-
ping cars to get a lift) to accomplish reconnection, pointing to the 
complex intertwining of social and material networks. 
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However, the process of mobilising cars to communicate was 
also affected by the infrastructure disruption. For instance, when 
household 1 was evacuated the husband wanted to send a message 
to his parents outside Lærdal to tell them the family was safe. He 
had access to a car and planned to drive through the tunnel hoping 
there might be mobile coverage there. In need of diesel for the car, 
he went to the gas station only to find that the card terminal did not 
function. Thus, he had to drive back home to get cash before he 
could tank. Like ICT’s, the car itself is an actor-network connected 
to other actor-networks, some of which also lost their function dur-
ing the disruption. That the actants in the actor-network that ena-
bles driving (fuel and card terminals) ceased to function during the 
ICT outage, demonstrates the complexity and interconnectedness 
of these networks. 

The case of household 1 also points to the car’s varied functions. 
It was not only translated to establish face-to-face connections across 
distance (increased geographical mobility), it was also translated to 
function as an actant to replace ICT in the task of facilitating signals 
from base stations to mobile phones, by moving with the phone to a 
place where signals could be picked up (increased technical mobili-
ty). Reconnections through alternative actants were common during 
the Lærdal fire. Five of the nine households drove to locations they 
believed were still connected to functioning base stations, with the 
aim of regaining mobile coverage (see also Sutton 2012). 

However, the capacities necessary to reconnect by mobilising the 
car was not present in all households, as evident in this reflection 
from the wife in household 5: “What we did not know is that if we had 
driven towards Ærdal we would actually get coverage, because there is a 
base station at the other side of the fjord, we did not know that”. Lack of 
knowledge and information hindered this couple in restoring con-
tact with their relatives. Thus, for this car-enabled reconnection 
strategy to succeed, it required knowledge of geography and tele-
communication systems. Social networks provided a resource for 
such mobilisation, and several of the householders had talked to 
other villagers who had told them that it was possible to get cover-
age in or at the other side of the tunnel. This points to the complex-
ity and centrality of considering social and technical assemblies as 
interwoven processes to understand how these actor-networks 
were rebuilt (Wang and Li 2016).
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Second phase reconnection work: engaging with 
intact pieces of ICT to re-establish flow
In the days after the fire, household members continued to explore 
various ways to re-establish connection and communicate with 
people outside the village. In working on bridging the gaps created 
by the disruption, they mapped and used unaffected technologies 
and zones where infrastructure was intact. Regardless of their obso-
lescence, three households used their fixed line phone. The hus-
band in household 6 explains this as partly an outcome of experi-
ence and distrust of the mobile networks:

It took a day before we could use the fixed phone; it took three 
days before we could use our mobile phones, and we had Inter-
net access via adsl on our fixed phone as well, so I could use that 
(…) During the hurricane Dagmar [three years previous to the 
fire] the national broadcaster told us to find information about 
the situation online. That was a bit strange. That is why we 
have not disconnected the fixed phone. We do not trust the mo-
bile phone.

Although mobile phones and routers have replaced the fixed phone 
as means of modern communication in most households, this fam-
ily had experienced infrastructure breakdowns before, and decid-
ed to keep it as a preparedness measure. This technology enabled 
them to reconnect with social networks before the mobile networks 
did. Such creative employment of alternative resources has also 
been noted in other studies of ICT use in disasters (Shklovski et al. 
2010, Procopio and Procopio 2007). Al-Akkad et al. (2013), find that 
citizens use ‘leftover technology’ to communicate either by using 
zones of intact infrastructure, create new combinations of leftover 
technologies, or sharing private Wi-Fi networks. In Lærdal, the 
fixed line took on a renewed function within an actor-network of 
which it previously had been part in order to re-establish flow in 
the ICT infrastructure.

To make use of ‘loopholes’ or glitches in the unstable access to the 
ICT infrastructure was also common. Members from six house-
holds recount in various ways how they, through talking to other 
villagers, learnt that it was possible to find spots nearby where 
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sending and receiving text messages was possible. For example, the 
daughter from household 2 says that: 

The next day we had to drive to Ærdal to regain contact, 
and then I received a lot of text messages from people ask-
ing whether we were ok. It was not until then we got 
them, because in Lærdal we had zero contact with others.

It was not always possible to send and receive instant messages 
because of the instability in the ICT infrastructure. Hence, some 
used the messages as information storage, an intermediary station 
for information that would be unlocked when the mobile phone 
coverage of sender and receiver regained coverage (Shklovski et al. 
2010). As the wife from household 1 indicates, this was not neces-
sarily to establish a direct association between one sender and one 
receiver: 

I remember that Internet came back before the phone after the 
fire. At least where I was at the time, we suddenly discovered 
that we had Internet coverage on our phones. Then you could 
send imessages, but not text messages. Then, I could communi-
cate through my son’s girlfriend because she has an iPhone, but 
he did not. 

Other human actors, here her son’s girlfriend, were also mobilised 
and used as intermediary linkages, which facilitated an alternative 
way of information flow through the actor-network. This illustrates 
that altering the script of messaging both socially and technologi-
cally was a reconnection strategy used to adapt to the confusion 
and uncertainty of the range of mobile coverage and thus stabilis-
ing an unstable network. 

These are examples that suggests to how the ANT toolbox can 
help describe new temporary associations between human and 
non-human actors that were necessary to reassemble the social of 
the households during and in the aftermath of the fire. This also 
highlights the increased work this entailed, and that the resilience 
in households varied in this respect. 
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Conclusion
We have made use of concepts from ANT to trace how socio-materi-
al networks are destabilised and reconnected during a crisis where 
ICT infrastructure broke down. We have used examples from the 
Lærdal fire to show how crises open up the black box of these net-
works that normally functions as a whole. They consist of complex 
associations of mutually dependent actants that are part of processes 
to complete tasks. To re-assemble the social, other available actants 
are translated to fit into new temporary socio-material networks. 

During the breakdown, a key project for the families was to be 
together, ensure safety and share information. This work included 
mobilising both human and non-human actors to stabilise the ac-
tor-networks that could enable communication and aid informa-
tion flow. In the first phase, the car expanded the communication 
range in two ways: as an enabler of face-to-face conversations in an 
expanded area (increased geographical mobility), and as a recon-
nector of the mobile phone to other base stations (increased techni-
cal mobility). However, to function the car was reliant on other ac-
tors also affected by the disruption, creating new barriers and more 
work to complete the project. In the second phase, pieces of remain-
ing technology were given novel functions to enable communica-
tion with people in other areas in two ways: the fixed phone was 
restored as a carrier of mobile and Internet signals (re-established 
flow) and text messages were used as information storage. 

These findings are just a fraction of how the infrastructure break-
down affected households in Lærdal, and the strategies they applied 
to make reconnections. However, these small and seemingly trivial 
examples of their reconnection work provide important knowledge 
of the robustness of households facing infrastructure disruptions; to 
what degree we are able to cope without ICT in disasters. The ANT 
toolbox furthermore allows us to illustrate how disruption causes 
instability in a number of actor-networks. The extent to which the 
household was as a stable or unstable actor-network in the various 
phases of the event, affected the degree to which they could mobilise 
actants to deal with the crisis, and thus their degree of vulnerability 
for these types of events (Guldåker 2009). This perspective empha-
sizes the need to include how changing interplay between material 
and human actors works as response to, and is thus part of the man-
agement of crises and disasters.
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paredness of households for electricity and ICT breakdowns in Nor-
way, Sweden and Iceland. Six crisis events were studied and data was 
gathered through fieldwork, interviews, media analysis and a survey 
among households in the three countries (www.homerisk.no).  
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Networks of expertise: an example from 
process consulting 

Abstract
In this paper, we explore how expertise is configured and enacted 
in consultancy work in public sector organizations. By drawing 
on recent writings on a sociology of expertise, we analyse expertise 
as a distributed performative actor-network effect. Through an 
empirical example from a process consultancy assignment in a hos-
pital, we discern four modes of practice by which a network of ex-
pertise comes to work. Firstly, we explore a mode of extending a 
network of expertise to include more allies. Secondly, we observe a 
mode of activation where certain parts of the network are made ac-
tive and present. Thirdly, we explore a mode of brokering between 
top management ambitions and the everyday medical practice. 
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Fourthly, we see a mode of altering the content of the consultancy 
process to make it work with the client. Through this analysis, we 
move beyond viewing expertise as either an attribute to, or a sub-
stantial skill of the consultant and advance a heterogeneous so-
cial understanding of expertise in consultancy work.

Keywords: Sociology of expertise, Consulting, Actor-Network 
Theory, Management, Professions, Public sector 

Introduction
The expansion of management consultants within HR, strategy, ac-
counting and finances has led researchers within organization stud-
ies and sociologists with an interest in professional work to discuss 
consultancy as a new kind of profession or expert labour that pro-
vides influential knowledge on management to public and private 
organizations (Kirkpatrick et al. 2016, Mckenna 2006, Thrift 2005, 
Alvesson 2002). For instance, it has been argued that transient con-
sultants have replaced entrenched bureaucrats in the legitimation 
of management decisions (Sennett 2006). Whilst expert status ap-
pears as a raison d’être of consultancy work, the knowledge base 
and expert status of consultancy has been questioned (Schein 2006, 
1999, Alvesson and Johansson 2002). It has been pointed out that 
consultancy acts within situations without ‘institutional shelter’, 
which also makes consultancy expertise blurry (Sennett 1998, Muz-
io et al. 2016). Likewise, existing literature has argued that consul-
tancy, management and managerial knowledge fold into each other 
in contemporary organizations (O’Mahoney et al. 2015) and create 
a contested managerial domain where many different managerial 
occupations (consultants, politicians, managers, academics etc.) 
claim jurisdiction (Wylie et al. 2014). In turn, due to an often be-
twixt-and-between position, consultants need to assert their rele-
vance and expert status continually. We argue that this continual 
work makes consultancy work, not least in public sector settings, 
an apposite case for advancing our understanding of expertise in 
organizational settings. 

With regard to the role of expertise in consultancy, it is often treat-
ed as black-boxed concept that either become an attribute to the 
consultant or a substantial possession of the consultant (Clegg et al. 
2007, Heusinkveld et al. 2014, Schein 1999). For example, as an at-
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tribute, expertise has been described as something the consultant 
‘claims’ or ‘signals’ by asserting know-and-tell solutions and per-
forming in an ‘expert-like’ way (Wylie et al. 2014, Wright 2009, 
Alvesson 1993: 1004).  In contrast, Schein (1999) offers another more 
substantial perspective and considers expertise more as something 
the consultant possesses, and points out that expertise differs across 
different consultancy approaches. In this latter respect, the good 
consultant is argued to be an expert at ‘[…] sensing from one mo-
ment to the next what is going on and choosing a helping mode 
that is most appropriate to that immediate situation […]’ (Ibid, 21 
– 22). Although emphasizing the role of the client in the consult-
ant’s work, Schein (1999) portrays expertise as interior to the con-
sultant, as the ability to evoke a particular sensitivity. In turn, prior 
literature on consultancy has mainly captured expertise by dis-
cussing rhetorical and esoteric aspects of expertise and expertise as 
an attribute or individual possession. We argue that the under-
standing of expertise as a possession or an attribute of the consult-
ant – bestowing on the individual a status as ‘esoteric expert’ 
(Alvesson and Johansson 2002) – is problematic. These perspec-
tives leaves it under-theorized how expertise is accomplished in 
consultancy practice. 

Advancing another social understanding of expertise involves 
developing a more comprehensive approach compared to previous 
individualized studies of expertise in consultancy practice. We 
draw inspiration from an actor-network-inspired orientation, and, 
instead of seeing expertise as a personal possession or attribute, we 
see expertise as a distributed performative actor-network effect (Eyal 
2013, Gherardi 2012, Nicolini 2013). Thereby we advance the argu-
ment put forth by sociologist Gil Eyal (2013), who suggests replac-
ing the sociology of professions with a sociology of expertise. Ac-
cording to Eyal, the former encompasses an insightful although 
slightly narrow focus on the individual professional as the one who 
possesses a certain kind of expertise granted by significant others. 
The latter, could for instance be professional associations who li-
cense the expert or provide a mandate for jurisdictional claims. In 
contrast, a sociology of expertise focuses on how forms of expertise 
assemble in a broader sense through the performance of certain 
tasks. To paraphrase Eyal (2013: 868), a sociology of expertise sug-
gests understanding expertise as an arrangement of actors that as-
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semble and ‘create a network of expertise’; thus, expertise becomes 
a fundamentally heterogeneous social accomplishment. Whereas 
Eyal (2013) uses this analytic endeavour to make a historical ac-
count of how a network of expertise becomes institutionalized, we 
investigate how expertise is translated in consultancy networks 
that assemble and enable forms of expertise in action. 

We will focus on forms of expertise in process consultancy. The 
‘process’ consultant is described in the work of Schein (e.g. 1999) as 
an expert on human ‘process’ who typically works through ‘facili-
tative interventions’. This mode of expertise has gradually been in-
stitutionalized as a legitimate development approach in Danish 
public sector management (Elmholdt 2016).  In continuation of this, 
we raise the research question ‘how is expertise enacted in process 
consultancy practice?’ Through this question, we wish to contribute 
to discussions of expertise in organizational settings and the under-
standing of how process consultants, requested as kind of manage-
rial experts, assert influence in organizational settings. We con-
tinue by elaborating on the concept of expertise.  

Theoretical framework: expert performance 
and a sociology of expertise 
Eyal (2013: 869) finds that expertise derives ‘from the Latin root ex-
periri, “to try”’ and is often related to know-how and ‘the capacity 
to get a task accomplished better and faster because one is more 
experienced, “tried”’. Extant literature on expert performance has 
acknowledged the embodied and tacit dimensions of expertise and 
an inability to explicate all there is to an expert performance (Drey-
fus and Dreyfus 2005). This argument relates to the distinction be-
tween ‘knowing how’ and ‘knowing that’ introduced by Ryle (1949) 
and the later work of Polanyi (1966) on tacit knowledge (Kotzee 
2014). In this line of research the focus on expert performance turns 
towards an ‘epistemology of practice’ instead of an ‘epistemology 
of possession’ (Cook and Brown 1999). These descriptions empha-
size a focus on the situated aspects of expert performance and how 
a certain context and ‘background of practices’ is embodied and 
mastered by the expert, thus enable and explain expertise (Eyal 
2013). In turn, expertise is partially decentred and not only an at-
tribute of the individual but rather, as Lave and Wenger argue: ‘[…] 
mastery resides not in the master but in the organization of the 
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community of practice of which the master is part’ (Lave and 
Wenger 1991: 94). This prior literature largely present expertise as a 
substantive skill of practical knowledge, it emphasizes the embod-
ied, distributed and collective aspects of expertise and encourages 
one to look beyond what can explicated by the individual to study 
expertise (Gherardi 2012). 

Moving this further, Eyal (2013) suggests exploring expertise as 
an assemblage, which is ‘analysed as networks that link together 
objects, actors, techniques, devices and institutional and spatial ar-
rangements’ (Eyal 2013: 864). This actor-network theory (ANT)-
inspired orientation provokes a sensitivity towards the sociomate-
rial or entangled aspects of expertise. To look beyond individual 
performance, Eyal (2013) suggests not settling with expertise as a 
possession of the organization, an individual or a profession. In-
stead, a sociology of expertise must unpack the background of 
practices or network that assembles and enables expertise to hap-
pen. In turn, to apprehend expertise in process consultancy we are 
to focus our analysis on the actor-network that enables expert per-
formances. This mean a focus on the tools and devices that are 
used by consultants in their work, the organizational hinterland, 
the concepts and contributions made by other people, such as 
managers, in this accomplishment. 

[…] a network of expertise, as distinct from the experts, 
becomes more powerful and influential by virtue of its 
capacity to craft and package its concepts, its discourse, its 
modes of seeing, doing, and judging, so they can be graft-
ed onto what others are doing, thus linking them to the 
network and eliciting their cooperation (Eyal 2013: 876). 

In other words, process consultants are not only enabled by being 
suppliers of managerial expertise, but also by co-producing mana-
gerial expertise with their clients. Their clients may further be able 
to use the produced managerial knowledge to boost their own man-
agerial authority. Hence, it is by extending managerial expertise to 
other actors that it becomes powerful (Eyal 2013). This view makes 
it possible to see expertise not as a substantive skill of the individu-
al but as a performative effect of a network, which also provides the 
equipment to become a skilled performer. Latour (2005) suggests 
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using the term ‘plug-ins’ to describe how certain circulating entities 
work as plug-ins to ‘allow you to activate what you were unable to 
see before’ (Latour 2005: 207). This idea of plug-ins or entities that 
are activated and made present provides a helpful approach to stud-
ying how expertise is enacted in action (see also Cooren 2010). In 
this sense, expertise can also be considered as enabled because the 
consultant activates certain entities like concepts, managerial man-
dates, tools etc. that are circulating and enable the accomplishment 
of expert performances. However, these plug-ins do not remain un-
changed, like translation, activation also means ‘to set something 
in a new place’, which involves ‘to construct it anew’ (Czarniaw-
ska 2002: 7). This underscore a central concern to ANT, which is to 
focus on the momentary translation of diverse interests, agendas 
or other actors, which assemble to form a network of expertise 
(Callon 1986). In sum, an ANT-inspired orientation, as taken in this 
article, encourages a focus on opening up the background of prac-
tices and arrangements that must be in place to perform the task at 
hand and to enact expertise. 

Empirical case: introduction to the 
research site and methodology
We conducted an analysis of expertise in action during a consul-
tancy assignment at a Danish university hospital. The assignment 
took place from June 2013 to February 2014, when a medical depart-
ment undertook an organization development process driven by 
internal organizational process consultants from the central HR de-
partment. The development process was partly requested by the 
top management at the hospital as an overall management devel-
opment programme and strategy that were to address the difficul-
ties faced by clinical professionals occupying managerial positions. 
The declared aim of the development programme was ‘to mobilize 
the managerial resources’ at the hospital (internal document), part-
ly in response to an unsatisfactory psychological workplace assess-
ment, and to improve the psychological work environment. The 
top management had in advance pinpointed the front-line practice 
of professionals in managerial roles in each hospital department as 
the developmental target. 

The overall process consisted of several consecutive events. First, 
the top management had drawn up the overall strategy and re-
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quested a management development programme; thus, the top 
management could be described as the initial client. Subsequently, 
the managerial team of each department whose staff (professionals 
in managerial roles) the programme concerned had to assign their 
department to the overall program. Finally, the group of profession-
als in managerial roles who were identified as the main develop-
mental target became involved (this latter group ultimately ended 
up as the primary client) (see fig. 1 for an overview). As a result, the 
process the consultants were hired to lead was positioned between 
demands and expectations from top management at the hospital 
and the everyday practice and concerns in each department. The 
consultants’ role could be divided into two: firstly, their role was to 
identify current problems in each department and relate those to 
the overall program; secondly, it was to facilitate and lead a process 
that would address those problems in each department. This made 
the task of the consultants a balancing act involving enactments of 
diverse interests and agendas; thus, their ability to act with exper-
tise also was to be tested repeatedly.

The empirical material generated from the above-described process 
is part of a larger ethnographic account (Elmholdt 2016), which in-
volved approximately 200 hours of selective participant observa-
tion (Rubow 2003, Spradley 1979), 37 semi-structured interviews 
(Kvale and Brinkmann 2009) and document studies (Lynggaard 

Hospital top 
management

Department 
management 
team

Wards with 
patients

Units (Lab, 
outpatient clinic, 
secretariat, 
research unit)

 
• Initiates the overall management 

development effort, initial client  
 

 
 

• Consist of a charge nurse and a 
clinical director. They do not 
physically participate in the 
development process other than 
through meetings with consultants. 
 
 

• Led by professionals in managerial 
roles (doctors, nurses, secretary). All 
these professionals physically 
participate in the development 
process and become the primary 
client. 

 Figure 1: Simplified hierarchical overview of the hospital
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2015). In this article, we focus only on materials relating to the con-
sultant-client engagement that unfolded in the medical depart-
ment. This consultant-client engagement happened to exemplify 
very well the distributed conception of expertise that we want to 
account for. This process is, paraphrasing Cooren et al. (2006, 540), 
interesting, ‘not because of its representativeness, but because of 
its analysability’. 

We conducted the analysis by firstly examining the empirical ma-
terial (interview transcripts, observation notes and documents) to 
explore examples of how expertise was enacted in the consultant-
client relationship. In our preliminary analysis, we decided to cate-
gorize the empirical material according to how and through which 
means the network was extended and activated in the consultants’ 
work. Based on the preliminary analysis, we re-examined our em-
pirical material and were able to nuance the initial categories and 
establish four different, although entwined, modes of practice in 
the consultants’ work. These were respectively modes of:

1 Extending the network to include more allies;
2 Activating certain parts of the network by the means of  
 plug-ins;
3 Brokering between top management and the everyday med- 
 ical practice;
4 Altering content in collaboration with the client.  

We analyse these four modes of practice in the following empirical 
sections. Although the modes of practice are presented in a chrono-
logical order of time this divide mainly has a heuristic purpose. In 
turn, the different modes of practice were continuously at play 
throughout the process.

Extending the network: creating conditions for consultancy work
The first practice we will focus on is how the consultants become 
part of an extended network of allies that contributed to and dele-
gated authority to the consultants’ expertise. Although the hospi-
tal’s top management from the very start became co-contributors to 
the consultants’ work and expertise, our focus will be on how it 
unfolded in action in the medical department. 
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The process began with the medical department’s managerial 
team enrolled their department to participate in the overall develop-
ment process. A meeting followed this enrolment between the con-
sultants and the department’s management team. The purpose of 
the meeting was for the consultants to describe their further work in 
the department and to explain the request and what was expected of 
the departmental management team; thus, also to discuss the task 
and role of each participant during the process. As the overall initia-
tive from the top management was intended to target the 17 profes-
sionals in front-line managerial roles in the department (nurses, doc-
tors and secretary, fig. 1), it was decided that the departmental 
management would take no further direct part in the process. The 
consultants explained that the exclusion of the departmental man-
agement team ‘would make other conversations possible among the 
front-line participants’ (Interview). In turn, after having discussed 
current issues and ambitions with the departmental management 
team, the consultants continued their assignment by extending the 
process further to include expectations and agendas from the front-
line professionals in managerial roles. This part initially involved 
conducting individual interviews with each of the participating pro-
fessionals. As one of the consultants explained, these interviews not 
only provided knowledge about the department but also allowed 
them ‘[…] to make connections to the participants […]’ and ‘[…] 
prepare them for the further process’ (Interview). 

The initial part of the process, as just described, consisted of a 
background of practices that lend weight to the consultants’ exper-
tise. By including the hospital’s top management and the depart-
mental management team, and by conducting interviews with the 
front-line participants, the consultants extended the network or 
number of participants in the programme. In turn, several attach-
ments were created, which extended the number of providers of 
content to the process and allowed the participants to use and shape 
the expertise of the consultants. In other words, the expertise of the 
network also becomes the expertise of the consultant. All these at-
tachments provided an important background for the consultants’ 
further work in the medical department, which was to be outlined 
at a ‘thematization’ meeting. At this meeting, the issues derived 
from the interviews would be presented by the consultants. Many 
agendas were at play at this moment prior to the meeting, since 
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the programme was partially shaped by the top management at 
the hospital, the departmental management team and the profes-
sionals in managerial roles. We will see how this went in the sec-
tion that follows.  

Activating allies and acting as a broker 
In the following, we focus on how the different actors and prior 
activities were made active as plug-ins for acting with expertise in 
the development process. We will use two excerpts from the ‘the-
matization’ meeting where the consultants presented their findings 
and the further development programme. 

Excerpt 1:
The ‘thematization’ meeting took place in a meeting room 
at the hospital; the room was set up in an auditorium-like 
style, with chairs. The consultants arrived early to set up 
the projector and make sure the PowerPoint show would 
work. The professionals in managerial roles started to ar-
rive shortly afterwards. They sat down on the chairs. The 
consultants remained standing and started to introduce 
themselves by repeating their position in the HR develop-
ment department at the hospital while stating their edu-
cational background. In continuation of this, the consult-
ants continued by saying: ‘Firstly, we talked to the 
department management team to find out their objectives 
for this process, and secondly, we talked to you guys 
through the interviews, and what we hear, fortunately, fits 
rather well into the overall aim of the management devel-
opment initiative from the hospital top management’. 
(Field note, 2013). 

What becomes apparent in this excerpt is how the consultants acti-
vated different entities in the network, which were important to 
enact a legitimate mode of expertise. Their educational background 
and employment at the hospital were important plug-ins to the 
consultants’ initial positioning. Further, the request from the hospi-
tal top management and the departmental management were acti-
vated as collaborators lending weight to the programme. The con-
sultants thus enact through activation a larger network of allies that 
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delegate and translate the consultancy position into one of exper-
tise. In turn, the consultant must balance diverse agendas from the 
different entities in the network and act by brokering between those 
diverse agendas. This ability constitutes one of the important skills 
of the consultant: to activate and act as a broker between different 
parts, thus assembling a network of expertise. 

However, whereas sharing the activity with other entities was im-
portant at the outset, the interviews also worked as an important 
technology in enacting consultancy expertise. In line with their pro-
cess consultancy approach, the consultants underscored how the in-
terviews should ensure that the programme was ‘tailor-made’ and not 
an off-the-shelf kind of intervention. 

Except 2:
Bullet points from the interviews were included in the 
slideshow and appeared as condensed descriptions of the 
participants’ aims and concerns. Based on the interviews, 
the consultants inferred that currently the participants ex-
pressed a lack of knowledge about a ‘common task’ as a 
group of people in managerial roles. The consultants ar-
gued: ‘There is no doubt that you have a common en-
deavour to do the best for the patient, but you become 
more hesitant when we ask if you also have a common 
task’. The consultants continued to explain some of the 
suggested content of the programme and explained that 
‘the core task’ would be central to the development effort. 
This notion, ‘the core task’, had circulated at the hospital 
through an external management consultant and had 
gained wide acceptance as an essential concept of focus. 
(Field note, 2013)

The interviews worked as an important device to engage the par-
ticipants as collaborators; thus, the consultants positioned them-
selves as conveners of the participants’ interests. In addition, the 
interview allowed the consultants to question knowledge about a 
common task as a group and further invoke the ‘core task’ as an es-
sential plug-in to the process. The consultants problematized the 
current situation and indicated that the programme could translate 
into a solution to this lack of knowledge. In other words, by using 
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the interviews, the consultants could act knowledgeable about the 
organization and further actively position themselves in a particu-
lar line of delegates. 

Testing consultancy expertise and altering content
The response to the consultants’ presentation is our focus in this 
part. Being recognized as enacting expertise relies on being posi-
tioned legitimately in relation to the many different agendas of the 
client. It becomes very evident in this situation that to accomplish 
their task the process consultants require collaboration from the 
professionals in managerial roles. The professionals need to recog-
nize what the consultants are saying as representing legitimate 
knowledge to enact expertise in the situation – a part that happened 
to be difficult.

Except 3:
The consultants had introduced the programme, which 
would consist of three seminars of three days each that 
would take place at a conference facility. The consultants 
underscored the flexible aspects of the programme and 
their work by saying: ‘The programme must provide val-
ue, so we are making adjustments as we know what you 
are requesting’. In continuation of this, the situation 
changed and the participants started to question the pro-
gramme outlined by the consultants; one asked: ‘What do 
you usually see departments like ours get out of this’? The 
consultants questioned the ability to provide any prom-
ises in advance; however, this answer did not satisfy all 
the participants. The consultants continued and explained: 
‘The problem is that this [the outcome] is something we 
cannot control; we can help you [participants] to increase 
the likelihood that what you initiate succeeds and is real-
ized. However, because there are so many things in play 
[…] we cannot control all this from here […]’ One of the 
participants then asked; ‘but what will your role be in this 
process?’ The consultants explained that their role was to 
act as ‘process consultants’ providing facilitative assis-
tance, thus the certainty the participants requested was 
impossible according to the consultants. (Field note, 2013)
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Some of the participants acted as if they expected the consultants to 
be accountable for their contribution in exact terms. In contrast, the 
consultants presented their process-consulting role as different and 
seemed to downplay their authority. This kind of contribution was 
not recognized by the participants as the right kind of expertise, as 
the excerpt below shows. 

Except 4:
The participants started to question the lack of direct par-
ticipation from the departmental management. One of 
the participants asked: ‘Does this mean that the depart-
ment management are not a part of the nine days? So it 
could be that what we decide during the nine days does 
not get carried out?’ Without the departmental manage-
ment, the participants seemed to doubt that this kind of 
development effort would be able to change anything. 
(Field note, 2013) 

After the meeting, the consultants decided to temporarily call off 
the programme, as they did not consider there to be ‘sufficient trust 
in the process to proceed’ (Interview, consultants). This lack of trust 
was apparent in several interviews with the participants after-
wards. One participant argued: ‘but what is the purpose of all the 
interviews? […] From the interviews, they could have said we have 
ten suggestions for things you should work with in the department 
[…] But that was just like nothing […] it was really like the clash of 
two different worlds […]’ In turn, the participants did not accept 
the expertise performed by the consultants, which also relied on 
their recognition and engagement as client. This proved a lack of 
‘trust in the process’, which, according to the consultants, was es-
sential for the process to proceed (Interview, consultants). The con-
sultants further argued that changes had to be made. Indeed, ad-
justing along the way and the ability to be ‘flexible as a consultant’ 
(Interview, consultants) was an ongoing concern to the consultants. 
In continuation of the new situation, the departmental manage-
ment team decided to renegotiate the programme with the profes-
sionals in front-line managerial roles. After a meeting between the 
consultants, the participants and the departmental management 
team, they jointly decided to alter the focus of the programme and 
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to repeat the programme in a changed format. This appeared as a 
mobilizing move since now both the consultants and the depart-
mental management team would be physically present in the pro-
cess. In sum, this final part shows how the network of expertise  is 
fragile and easily become destabilized. For instance, it becomes vis-
ible when the participants expresses confusion about the purpose 
of the interviews, and the consultants has to engage in a mode of 
altering the content to re-establish a position of expertise.

Discussion and conclusion: consultancy 
and networks of expertise
Drawing on our case, we can now start to unravel some of the dy-
namics involved in enacting expertise through our theoretical posi-
tion. Although our case unfolds with only partially anticipated out-
comes, we do get an understanding of how expertise is enacted in 
process consultancy practice and how diverse interests are at play, 
which must be translated in a legitimate way. By deploying an ac-
tor-network-inspired orientation, we indeed see how the consult-
ant activates different plug-ins and how the network of expertise 
extends beyond the consultant. It is the consultant + the hospital 
management + departmental management team + professionals in 
managerial roles + concepts, interviews and tools etc., which enact 
expertise (see also Callon & Law 1997, Law 1997).  

In our case, we analyse how consultancy expertise is enacted and 
comes together as a network effect through four different modes of 
practice – extending, activating, brokering and altering. Although the 
four modes of practice are not separable as such but rather add to 
each other, the four modes have some specific characteristics. First-
ly, enacting expertise partially depended upon extending the net-
work. Extending concerns how participants are included as co-shap-
ers of the consultants’ work. The consultant does not act as the 
single provider of expertise, but rather relies on the expertise of the 
professionals in managerial roles. Through the interview and dia-
logue, the consultants extend and thereby strengthen the network 
of expertise, and the professionals in managerial roles start to act as 
co-experts. In continuation of this, the practice of activating concerns 
how the consultant puts the network of allies to work and increases 
or decreases the number of agencies supporting the consultants’ 
work. In turn, the practice of activation underscores how the net-
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work orientation opens the black box of expertise instead of making 
it a matter of mostly tacit knowledge or substantial skills (Polanyi 
1967). A network view of expertise might seem to downplay the ac-
tions of the consultant or the psychological or human aspects of 
expertise; however, this is not the main point. The consultant does 
make choices; they activate attachments and detachments to vari-
ous allies and figures, such as ‘the core task’ (excerpt 2). Hence, the 
consultants actively perform an important role in the enactment 
and strengthening of expertise by becoming a node in the network 
(Cooren et al. 2006). In turn, activating also relates to the third mode 
of brokering as it is also about translating and connecting issues of 
the participants to concepts, knowledge and organizational inter-
ests. Brokering, however, specifically happens when the consultants 
alternate between — or exchange — the ambitions of the top man-
agement and the ambitions of the department. For instance, the 
consultants argued that the concerns voiced in the interviews by 
the professionals in managerial roles were well aligned with the 
purpose of the overall management development effort expressed 
by the hospital management and the ambitions voiced by the de-
partmental management team (excerpt 1). In this situation, differ-
ent ambitions are turned into combinable managerial matters of 
concern. The translation involved in brokering thus can be outlined 
as the  consultants expressing in their ‘own language what others 
say and want, why they act in the way they do and how they associ-
ate with each other’ (Callon 1986:19). In turn, this underscores how 
the consultant performs a network and acts as a spokesperson for 
other agents (top management, the hospital, departmental manage-
ment team and each of the participants), which provide viable 
claims to expertise. However, in the end, if the consultants’ work is 
not recognized as a legitimate attempt at development that invokes 
collaboration from the participants, the intervention is likely to 
backfire. We see how this is the case in the end (excerpts 3 and 4), 
which also accentuates the fourth practice of altering. Altering is 
about engaging in changes to the content and the trajectory of the 
consultants’ work. In our case, altering the content of the pro-
gramme proved to be an important tool for enacting and strength-
ening expertise, in turn, to make the programme work. In sum, the 
four modes of practice that we have established encapsulate how 
expertise was enacted and strengthened in the consultant-client re-
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lationship in our empirical case. The modes shows how expertise in 
consultancy, not only requires inputs from various actors it also 
contain exploitation and alteration of various agendas and knowl-
edges to be positioned within a legitimate set of delegates.

Two main contributions emanate from our case study. Firstly, by 
unpacking expertise in consultancy practice, our study contributes 
to recent discussions of the role and enactment of expertise and 
skilled performance in organizational settings and contemporary 
work (Wylie et al. 2014, Gherardi 2012). Although consultancy has 
been considered as relying on expertise (Wylie et al. 2014, Schein 
1999), there is a dearth of research exploring how expertise is ac-
complished in practice; thus our study advances this underdevel-
oped field of interest. Secondly, our study contributes to practice-
based studies of expertise and a sociology of expertise by not only 
prolonging the research agenda put forth by Eyal (2013) in another 
context, but also by showing how expertise may be assembled and 
enacted in action. Although Eyal (2013) is inspired by actor-network 
theory, he ends up portraying expertise as relying on a stabilized 
institutional set-up. Our focus relies less on a certain institutional 
set-up as explaining expertise. In contrast to Eyal, we explore how 
expertise is enacted in action, which underscores how a network of 
expertise is anything but static and requires being continuously as-
sembled and re-enacted. Through our study, it becomes apparent 
how expertise is a heterogeneous social accomplishment situated in 
different modes of practice that contain relevant concepts, devices 
and arrangements. 

While our focus has been on aspects of process consultancy at a 
hospital, we imagine this research focus to be relevant, not only to 
other forms of consultancy expertise. A general doubt in expert sta-
tus (Callon et al. 2009) and a turn towards more facilitative ap-
proaches in professional services, for instance in new public gov-
ernance and post-NPM regimes (Lindberg et al. 2015), do not 
necessarily mean that expertise vanishes, but that expertise become 
enacted differently.
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Social Reproduction and Political Change in 
The Wire

Abstract
This paper examines a core tension in the political television serial 
The Wire (2002-2008). While several critics have argued that this 
show is both “bleak” and “systemic”  in its portrayal of contempo-
rary society, this paper argues that it is useful to understand these 
textual elements as building blocks in The Wire’s attempt to create a 
coherent and consistent political argument. The paper argues that 
had The Wire been structured as a more uplifting and redeeming 
story, the systemic nature of its societal criticism would be undercut 
and the show would not embrace the logical consequence of the 
politics it espouses.

Keywords The Wire, David Simon, political television serials, sys-
temic analysis

Introduction
In an oft-quoted turn of phrase, David Simon, showrunner of HBO’s 
The Wire (2002-2008), lists the major governing forces that shape 
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and restrain the lives of the characters that inhabit The Wire’s fic-
tionalized rendition of Baltimore, Maryland:

But instead of the old gods, The Wire is a Greek tragedy in 
which the postmodern institutions are the Olympian forc-
es. It’s the police department, or the drug economy, or the 
political structures, or the school administration, or the 
macroeconomic forces that are throwing the lightning 
bolts and hitting people in the ass for no decent reason 
(Simon in Hornby 2007, NP).

Simon’s mention of “the old gods” reveals how he sees The Wire as 
being indebted to ancient Greek drama which, to him, is a proper 
frame of reference in terms of understanding and underscoring 
how the characters of The Wire are at the mercy of structural and 
institutional forces that are beyond their control. Noting on this cen-
tral aspect, Jason Mittell argues that on The Wire “characters’ agency 
is rarely able to make a difference in broader institution systems” 
(Mittell 2015, 222) and the show’s characters are surely overmatched 
when facing the force of institutional and socio-economic struc-
tures. Indeed, it has been argued that The Wire’s portrayal of Balti-
more politics is one that leaves very little hope for positive change. 
Peter Dreier and John Atlas criticize The Wire for failing “to offer 
viewers any understanding that the problems facing cities and the 
urban poor are solvable” (Dreier & Atlas 2009, 332, italics in the orig-
inal). Similarly, Baltimore poet Ta-Nehisi Coates labels it a nihilist 
show (Coates 2008, NP). Certainly, conceptualizing institutions as 
“Olympian forces” suggests how the characters of The Wire are all 
but powerless in their attempts to solve crimes, change the domi-
nant political culture or alleviate the social ills that affect this Balti-
more. For these reasons, Marsha Kinder (2012) argues, in one of the 
early academic analyses of The Wire, that the show presents a sys-
temic characterization of the contemporary American metropolis. 
This article examines these networked institutional forces and sub-
sequently considers what this conceptualization entails for the pol-
itics that The Wire espouses. For if a show focuses on the dysfunc-
tional aspects of a society, it – at least implicitly – calls for change. 
However, The Wire’s portrayal of institutional networks seems to 
preclude any notion of individuals or groups having the needed 
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power to change their circumstances. What, then, does this conun-
drum mean for the way that The Wire is a political television serial? 
That is the interpretative question that is at the heart of this article.

In Jason Mittell’s view, the central formal element of today’s in-
novative strand of television is its “complexity”, which, however, 
takes on many forms. He argues that The Wire is characterized by a 
distinct “centrifugal complexity” that relates a “complex web of in-
terconnectivity forged across the social system rather than in the 
depth of any one individual’s role in the narrative or psychological 
layers” (Mittell 2015, 222).1 Thus, the narrative complexity of The 
Wire is a formal feature that facilitates a portrayal of social complex-
ity. Erlend Lavik notes that whereas several contemporary televi-
sion serials are marked by, in Mittell’s terminology, their “narrative 
special effects” (Mittell 2015, 45), The Wire’s appeal lies more in its 
content. Lavik writes that “if narratively complex TV-series invite 
us to assume the role of amateur narratologists, we could say that 
The Wire invites us to assume the role of amateur sociologists” (La-
vik 2014, 133).2 This sociological gaze is to see all social phenomena 
in relation to one another.

In the fifth season, journalist Gus Haynes is in a heated debate in 
the editorial office of The Baltimore Sun. He argues that “I think you 
need a lot of context to seriously examine anything”, (5.2) which 
can be seen as a method statement for the politics of the entire se-
ries. In this sense, the formal complexity of how the narrative is told 
reflects the social complexity of the diegesis it contains, where insti-
tutions themselves are portrayed in their societal context. Large in-
stitutions such as the police force, the school system, city hall etc. 
are thus all seen as elements within the larger systemic level that 
Kinder identifies. In this perspective a school is not just framed as 
an educational institution but is also a site of struggle for teachers 
and children, which, in the vision of The Wire, can only be appreci-
ated and understood in the context of the loss of jobs, unemploy-
ment, and the war on drugs. It is in this way that The Wire makes 
full use of the ever-expanding 60 hour long narrative to paint a so-
cietal portrait that would be difficult to accomplish in other art 
forms, except for maybe the novel.3
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“The king stay the king”
In his 2012 video essay “Style in The Wire”, Erlend Lavik points to a 
central scene where D’Angelo Barksdale explains the game of chess 
to two of his subordinates in the drug trade. D’Angelo emphasizes 
how pawns stay pawns and that “the king stay the king”4 which, 
adding to its semantic centrality, is also the epigraph of that very 
episode. The parable is not lost on his subordinates and one of 
them, Bodie Broadus, tries to reject the notion that the stratified “so-
cial structures” of chess should be applicable to his life. Believing in 
the notion of social uplift, Bodie accepts that pawns will only stay 
pawns “unless they some smart ass pawns” (1.3). It is only much 
later, in season 4, that Bodie realizes that “this game is rigged, man. 
We like them little bitches on a chessboard” as he puts it to Detec-
tive Jimmy McNulty (4.13). Bodie’s character arc is in and by itself 
a long narrative portrayal of how different social phenomena, when 
seen in relation to each other, compound a network that is so hard 
to escape for a character such as Bodie. This scene, then, is synec-
dochic for the series’ systemic portrayal of contemporary urban re-
alities. This is a world of social reproduction rather than of social 
uplift and change.

An important part of Lavik’s analysis, however, is how it points 
to another scene in the series that builds on the parable that 
D’Angelo makes in the pit in the low rises of Western Baltimore. In 
this other scene, Detectives Lester Freamon, Bunk Moreland, Kima 
Greggs, and Jimmy McNulty are standing in a square discussing 
and venting their frustrations over being forced to push a case pre-
maturely due to pressure concerning clearance rates (1.6). “Just as 
this institutional dysfunction is most pointedly exposed in the con-
versation that ensues,” Lavik argues, “the mise-en-scène alludes to 
the previous discussion between D’Angelo, Bodie, and Wallace 
about chess” (Lavik 2012). In the foreground of the shot, two hands 
move pieces around a chessboard making the detectives in the 
background of the shot look “like pieces in the game” (Lavik 2012). 
These two chess players in the extreme foreground, then, “resemble 
Olympian Gods pulling the strings from above, making the charac-
ters mere puppets, victims of forces beyond their control” (Lavik 
2012).5 This scene is thus the visual representation of how these 
characters are moved rather than movers. Indeed, The Wire’s por-
trayal of the untoward elements of this socio-political situation does 
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not present Baltimore’s problems as solvable in any obvious way 
and the show portrays a political and institutional reality that seems 
to be unable to change due to the interrelated problems of different 
social strata that compound this bleak reality.

The detectives, while trying their best to do their jobs, are met 
with an institutional logic that runs counter to their professional 
logic. Their efforts are counterproductively thwarted by the very 
institution they operate within. They then come to serve an institu-
tion that fails to adequately serve the society it is supposed to pro-
ject. The institution’s focus on clearance rates is thus berated for 
going against the detectives’ ambitious efforts that might bring 
about change. Consequently, this narrative arc is tied in with the 
synecdochic chess scene in the low rises and the mise-en-scène of 
the dialogue in the square, which, seen in relation to one another, 
makes for a rather eloquent way of criticizing the “Olympian” om-
nipotence of institutional logic.

Patrick Jagoda argues that “oscillating between episodic and se-
rial form, post-1990s programs not only are able more regularly to 
convey linearly delivered narratives but also can suggest complex 
communities, cities, and universes that ground social networks” 
and, mirroring Mittell’s analysis, further argues that “The Wire’s 
aesthetic makes sensible associations among its featured social ac-
tors and the networks they form” (Jagoda 2016, 105-106). This argu-
ment parallels David Bordwell’s notion of the network narrative. 
Bordwell argues that such narratives present characters with con-
verging fates and, he writes, “the very overtness of the converging-
fates strategy can make the plot cohere” (Bordwell 2006, 99). In this 
sense, it is useful to view The Wire as a network narrative. Bordwell 
elaborates his point, switching the term “network” for “multiple-
plot”, by stating that “[w]hen a multiple-plot brings strangers to-
gether, the more that the narration emphasizes their separate lives, 
the more we expect significant encounters among them” (Bordwell 
2006, 99). However, where a series like Heroes (2006-2010) is almost 
teleological in how it sets up different narrative lines that the view-
er will expect to cross at some point, it is a different case with The 
Wire where the networked structure is presented more as a side ef-
fect to the show’s sociological gaze; its network is systemic in its 
sociology but not neatly systematic in its narrative structure. A per-
haps particularly poignant scene in this respect is when Major Bun-
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ny Colvin and drug addict Bubbles happen upon each other at the 
site of the former Hamsterdam project, sharing thoughts about 
whether Hamsterdam had been a good thing (3.12).

Systemic Logic
As Kinder rightfully notes “an urban focus doesn’t guarantee a sys-
temic analysis” (72). Kinder also stresses that it is the viewer’s emo-
tional engagement with the show’s characters that makes the view-
er care about these issues (76); in doing so, Kinder zeroes in on a key 
aspect of how the politics of The Wire is directly connected to its 
aesthetic appeal. For with The Wire it is important to distinguish 
between a societal criticism and a systemic one. Whereas the former 
refers to the broad scope that such a criticism advances, the latter 
term refers both to the breadth of scope as well as an interrelated-
ness of seemingly disparate elements, and considering how The 
Wire tries to tie both deindustrialization, the war on drugs, as well 
as political culture to the living conditions of urban dwellers, the 
show’s criticism is surely a systemic one. At one point, Bill Rawls 
lectures McNulty about the importance of so-called clearance rates, 
i.e. a quantitative way of measuring the effectiveness of the police 
force (1.6). Making clearance rates the guiding principle for police 
work hints at how a political focus on accountability and measura-
bility affects the priorities of law enforcement, which, the viewer is 
called to understand, is to the detriment of the important case that 
McNulty is working on at this point in the series. And because the 
viewer is aligned with McNulty rather than Rawls the show is very 
clear in whose point of view the viewer is to side with. Donald T. 
Campbell, the American social scientist, once described how meas-
ures created to ensure a positive outcome of a public institution’s 
efforts can have directly adverse effects. In Campbell’s words:

The more any quantitative social indicator is used for so-
cial decision-making, the more subject it will be to corrup-
tion pressures and the more apt it will be to distort and 
corrupt the social processes it is intended to monitor 
(Campbell 1976, 49).

The problem that Campbell identifies here is all but a precise mir-
roring of the criticism The Wire presents, i.e. the conflict that can 
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arise in the interplay between people trying to live up to the overall 
mission of the institution and how that work is measured and con-
sequently (mis)managed and how quantitative ways of monitoring 
police work can, in effect, “distort and corrupt” the very work that 
it was intended to improve upon. The issue that is at the heart of 
Campbell’s objections is that, faced with certain quantitative social 
indicators such as clearance rates, the police force is barred from 
living up to its overall purpose.

In the simplest of terms, the overall purpose of a police force is to 
prevent and solve crime just like the overall purpose is to socialize 
and teach children to their best of the school’s ability. The criticism 
that Campbell and The Wire point to, however, is that certain meas-
ures within these institutions encumber such functionality. In The 
Wire, the overall purpose of public institutions is undercut by cer-
tain measures that originally were supposed to assist the institu-
tions in living up to their intended purposes. Film scholar Linda 
Williams points to how episode 4.1 contains “an intricate cross-cut 
of very short beats comparing a PowerPoint presentation given to 
teachers with a PowerPoint presentation given to police” which to 
her is a way of suggesting how similar the challenges that these in-
stitutions face are (Williams 2014, 71). The quantitative logic of 
measuring, however, effectively redirects the efforts away from the 
highest of goals to goals which are more easily measurable. As a 
consequence, the efforts of a public institution are directed not at 
their overall objective (i.e. teaching kids and solving crimes), but 
are rather aimed at living up to the measurements which have been 
imposed by a political logic. As Lawrence Blum correctly notes 
“[t]he rules of the institution are constantly at odds with construc-
tively addressing any of the issues with which the institution is 
meant to engage (crime, education, governing the city)” (NP). 
This logic is what so frustrates McNulty in the above mentioned 
scene, and which also frustrates Pryzbylewski in season four when 
working at Edward Tilghman Middle School. The way that season 
four introduces the school system as a main setting serves to illus-
trate how educational institutions, police enforcement and social 
realities are interrelated and to draw this connection is very impor-
tant for The Wire’s systemic analysis.
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Scope
This political portrayal of networked institutions thus ties in with 
The Wire’s centrifugal complex narrative format, which, when seen 
as whole, presents a general and ambitious social portrayal whose 
scope, incidentally, is broader than much academic research. Soci-
ologists Anmol Chadda and William Julius Wilson argue that part 
of The Wire’s accomplishment lies in how it “demonstrates the inter-
connectedness of systemic urban inequality in a way that can be 
very difficult to illustrate in academic works,” which tend to focus 
on in-depth analyses of individual factors which are only “implic-
itly understood among scholars” as being intertwined (Chadda & 
Wilson 2011, 166). In contrast to such approaches that aim at under-
standing different social ills, the scope of The Wire is thus to be seen 
as an ambitious synthesis that examines the intertwined and net-
worked nature of these different phenomena. Historian Robert 
Rosenstone argues that film excels at showing historical develop-
ments as “a process of changing social relationships in which po-
litical, personal, and social questions and categories are interwo-
ven” (i.e. not examined separately) (30) and though The Wire is 
neither a historical drama nor a film, this long serialized narrative 
excels superbly in showing social connections. As such, it is through 
its format as a sociological network narrative (a formal trait), that 
The Wire successfully demonstrates its political point of showing 
“the interconnectedness of systemic urban inequality” as Chadda 
and Wilson put it (Chadda & Wilson 2011, 166). In a classroom dis-
cussion on drug dealing, middle schooler Zenobia stresses this rela-
tionship when she says “[w]e got our thing, but it’s just part of the 
big thing” (4.8), which is also the epigraph of that episode. To Zeno-
bia “the big thing” is probably the drug game but – through the use 
of dramatic irony - the viewer understands “the big thing” as the 
entire socio-economic structure that shapes the lives of the students 
of The Wire’s fourth season.

Television scholars Murray Smith and Jason Mittell argue that by 
following certain characters more than others, viewers gain attach-
ment and access to these particular characters and when both of the 
elements are in place viewers may come to feel aligned with and 
even allegiance with said characters (Mittell 2015, 129-134). Mittell 
defines the latter term as “the moral evaluation of aligned charac-
ters such that we find ourselves sympathetic to their beliefs and 
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ethics and thus emotionally invested in their stories” (134). Draw-
ing on Murray Smith and Jason Mittell, one could argue that when 
these characters (that the viewer is aligned with) explicitly criticize 
the institutional logic, the show is, in effect, inviting the viewers to 
see things from the perspective of these police officers. In keeping 
with Mittell’s terminology, it seems that the viewer’s allegiance 
with, e.g., Kima Greggs and Lester Freamon is the textual feature 
that invites the viewer to align his/her point of view with that of the 
Major Crimes Unit and, in turn, calls for the viewer to see the insti-
tutional logic as a destructive element in the storyworld of The Wire.

A Form of Politics
But how does all this answer the question of how The Wire express-
es its politics; i.e. the issue that arises from being a political serial 
that calls for change but which presents a situation as all but unal-
terable. When Omar dies he is replaced by Michael and when Bub-
bles cleans up Dukie is just the next addition to the ‘dope fiends’ as 
Bubbles would say (Nannicelli 2009, 201). When the Barksdale or-
ganization crumbles the void is filled out by Marlo. Similarly, the 
idealistic mayor Carcetti is faced with the harsh reality that the role 
of the mayor is to “eat shit” and not really change anything as his 
predecessor tells him (4.7). Though these observations could be 
seen as justifying Dreier and Atlas’s criticism that The Wire is defeat-
ist, I believe it is more productive to view this as part of The Wire’s 
argument that incremental reform will not suffice in this situation.

Overall, the series is more prone to point out problems and try to 
influence opinions by creating sympathy for various groups of peo-
ple rather than forwarding concrete solutions but The Wire’s circu-
lar logic of social reproduction nonetheless shows how it seems 
impossible to change one thing, say the schools, without attending 
to unemployment, loss of jobs, and the war on drugs at the same 
time. Jakob Isak Nielsen rightly notes that the serialized format of 
The Wire is integral in presenting the individuals as being fixed in 
structures. He also argues that if one were to adjust something at 
one point in this circuit it would influence the state of affairs at an-
other point in this circuit (Nielsen 2012, 86-87), but I argue that this 
“circuit” is structured in a way that probably makes it very difficult 
to change anything at one point in the circuit as these different phe-
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nomena are structured in a way that ensures that this state of affairs 
reproduces itself. It is a gridlocked situation.

Due to the networked roadblocks that keep this untoward sys-
tem in place, it follows that the systemic nature of this situation is at 
the heart of the problem. It would go against the politics of The Wire 
to suggest that the source for a positive change is adequately pow-
erful to change things in the current situation. Positive forces are 
indeed there – Bunk, Kima, Colvin, Carcetti, Waylon, Cutty etc. – 
but with them being overpowered by their institutions as they are, 
the show’s politics rejects the notion of a positive outlook; i.e. “it is 
all going to work out eventually.”

Because in the networked narrative format that The Wire embrac-
es so fully, viewers get to see how social catastrophes are intercon-
nected and in this sense we see both cause and effect of a great 
many plotlines. This textual feature is, by extension, intricately con-
nected to the social portrayal that The Wire puts forth. As such, it 
can hardly be overstated how much the formal choices found in The 
Wire are connected to its politics. In most episodic police procedur-
als the viewer is only privy to the information that has to do di-
rectly with solving a crime – not what the background of the crime 
is. In The Wire, however, “the “social factors” excluded from most 
procedurals are promoted to centrality” (McMillan 2009, 53). It is 
because The Wire is presented as a form of sociological network nar-
rative that it presents the viewer with both cause and effect in a way 
that sets this show apart from more traditional forms of police 
procedurals. In this serialized narrative, the viewer is presented 
with both the effects of institutional mismanagement at the street 
level but also how and why this institutional logic is reproduced 
politically, which is a key element in season 3. It is in this sense that 
the show’s politics stresses the point that, at a basic structural level, 
the institutional realities are so crippled that what is needed is a 
systemic change.

That The Wire is interested in making a case about systemic vio-
lence and not individual cases is something that is suggested rather 
subtly in the very first scene of the series, which, then, comes to 
stand as a form of mission statement for the ensuing series (1.1). In 
this scene, McNulty is talking to a witness in order to figure out 
why a young African American nicknamed Snot Boogie has been 
killed. With a police officer trying to get information from a witness, 
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the sound of sirens, a murder victim lying on the street and the blu-
ish lights from police cars, the scene invokes many of the classic, 
generic elements of a police show and the viewer would not be 
completely off the mark if she expected that the ensuing narrative 
would follow a police investigation focused on finding and trying 
Snot Boogie’s murderer. But no. There is no further mention of Snot 
Boogie and in this sense the opening scene invokes the elements of 
the police procedural – with its focus on guilt and blame – but the 
ensuing narrative omits the investigation of Snot Boogie’s murder. 
As such, the dialogue and mise-en-scène of the opening scene sug-
gests that the show is a crime case – but not about an individual case.

Learning that the murder victim, Snot Boogie, had been known 
to repeatedly steal the pot at a craps game, McNulty asks his un-
named witness why they would continue to let him play. The wit-
ness replies: “Got to. This America, man.” The case that The Wire 
investigates is thus not the case of Snot Boogie but in the exact 
words “This America, man.” Not another America, but the one 
found in ghettos of Western Baltimore. Linda Williams argues that 
this scene suggests that “the solution to an individual crime, such 
as “who shot Snot,”” is not the real point of the episode. Rather, 
“The Wire is on the trail of a much larger crime than street-level 
homicide. That crime is the failure of American social justice” (Wil-
liams 2014, 85-86). That reading follows how Snot Boogie stresses 
the second word of the sentence. However, copula deletion, a char-
acteristic feature of African American Vernacular English (Trotta & 
Blyahher 2011, 21-22), is used for maximum effect as the omission 
of the verbal phrase allows for this potently ambiguous statement 
in terms both (1) invoking America as both a spatial category with 
several Americas and, as Williams argues, (2) America as “both a 
place and an idea” (Williams 2014, 84-85). The opening scene, then, 
works as a political method statement for the scope of The Wire’s 
social diagnosis and thus serves as an inkling of how it will look to 
examine the roots of “This America”.

Exit
It then follows that there really is a point to The Wire’s bleakness. 
That bleakness is inherent in its politics – had it been more hopeful 
it would betray the systemic character of its societal criticism. Fre-
quently drawing on Greek mythology and other canonical figures 
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from literary history, David Simon often contextualizes his work 
on The Wire as being parallel to or in opposition to other narrative 
formats and writers and in this seemingly off the cuff remark be-
low from a 2007 interview conducted by David Mills, Simon uses 
the genre of the western to discuss the power of the individual in 
relation to structures:

“The Wire” has not only gone the opposite way, it’s resist-
ed the idea that, in this post-modern America, individuals 
triumph over institutions. The institution is always bigger. 
It doesn’t tolerate that degree of individuality on any level 
for any length of time. These moments of epic characteri-
zation are inherently false. They’re all rooted in, like, old 
Westerns or something. Guy rides into town, cleans up the 
town, rides out of town.

There’s no cleaning it up anymore. There’s no riding in, 
there’s no riding out. The town is what it is (Simon in 
Mills 2007).

The bleak outlook of The Wire is thus related to how ‘the town’ is all 
there is. In the systemic logic of this television serial, all the charac-
ters are interlocked within institutional constraints which stop them 
from really affecting change on their surroundings. Simon’s men-
tion of “epic characterization” seems to speak to how characters on 
The Wire do not transcend their surrounding environment; they do 
not rise above it. What Simon thus implicitly argues is how The Wire 
is consistent in its systemic analysis. Thanks to The Wire’s interest in 
social ills and its focus on class as an explanatory category, some 
critics likened the show to novels of Charles Dickens, which, how-
ever, to Simon “fell badly on us.”6 In Simon’s view, Dickens “would 
make the case for a much better social compact than existed in 
Victorian England, but then his verdict would always be, “[b]ut 
thank God a nice old uncle or this heroic lawyer is going to make 
things better.” In the end, the guy would punk out” (Simon in Pear-
son 2012, NP). Simon is thus saying here that Dickens was not con-
sistent in the societal criticism that he otherwise presented in his 
novels; his plotlines would eventually create more hopeful ending 
which, Simon’s suggests, actually wound up undercutting his po-
litical argument.
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In this sense, it becomes clear why it is important that The Wire 
paints such a bleak picture, for if there were a potentially redeem-
ing element in this defunct system, viewers would be invited to 
believe that the potential for improvement was already embedded 
in the current state of affairs. And The Wire avoids letting the viewer 
think like that. So in this sense, Dreier and Atlas are correct in their 
characterization of The Wire, but I believe that they nonetheless miss 
the purpose of why The Wire paints such a bleak picture in this par-
ticular way. Because had it been a more uplifting and redeeming 
story, the systemic nature of its societal portrayal would fall away 
and then the show would, in Simon’s words about Dickens, “punk 
out”, i.e. not embrace the logical consequence of the politics it es-
pouses. So because The Wire’s portrayal of society is marked almost 
solely by reproduction at an institutional and structural level, its call 
for change seemingly becomes almost paradoxical or quixotic. But it 
is precisely in doing so that it remains argumentatively consistent 
in its call for change. The show’s “bleakness”, then, is thus at the 
very heart of The Wire’s call for a paradigmatic, political shift. So 
while Kinder correctly identifies the systemicness of The Wire’s crit-
icism she does not connect it to the bleakness that Dreier and Atlas 
point to, yet it is only by tracing how these two textual elements are 
connected that one sees that this is the way that The Wire’s social 
criticism achieves a coherence and consistency in its argumenta-
tion. The Wire is not a flawed call for change; on the contrary, it 
remains consistent in arguing that such change must address the 
systemicness of the current situation.
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Notes
1 To Mittell, The Wire’s centrifugal form of complexity stands in opposition 

to the centripetal complexity of Breaking Bad in which a focus on a single, 
central protagonist works to “create a storyworld with unmatched 
depth of characterization” (Mittell 2015, 223).

2 “Hvis narrativt komplekse TV-serier inviterer oss til å innta rollen som 
 amatørnarratologer, kan vi si at The Wire inviterer oss til å innta rollen 

som amatørsosiologer.”
3 See Nielsen 2012 for a comparison of the contemporary television serial 

and the novel.
4 Joe Trotta & Oleg Blyahher explain that “Non-standard subject-verb 

agreement is a typical aspect of AAVE [African American Vernacular 
English] which is frequently used in The Wire” and they even use this 
very line by D’Angelo to illustrate that point (Trotta & Blyahher 
2011, 20).

5 Other than Lavik’s video essay and the present essay, at least eight oth-
er peer-reviewed publications refer to Simon’s paratextual comparisons 
with Greek mythology – and that does not even consider the journalis-
tic comparisons: Etheridge 2008 (155), McMillan 2009 (50), Sheehan & 
Sweeney 2009 (NP), Love 2010, Vest (173), Crosby 2013 (7), Williams 
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2014 (4), Lister 2015 (69). It thus seems clear that this statement – this 
authorial paratext – seems to have made its mark in terms of framing 
the discussion about The Wire. Tore Rye Andersen (2012) has traced how 
there is a circuit where – in his example literary – works are discussed in 
a way that is affected by such authorial paratexts. He shows how a 
work subsequently is read through a cultural context that is, in part, 
constructed by the creator of the work, or, in the case of film and televi-
sion series, one of the creators. With paratexts functioning as thresholds, 
i.e. a certain vantage point from which viewers and critics engage with 
texts, it is important to note that this is, in fact, a possibility and more-
over one needs to acknowledge how this may come with certain perils; 
i.e. that criticism may mirror the paratextual analytical remarks made 
by any number of creators rather than engage in a critical examination 
of the text in question. In any case, this methodological issue is one that 
the critic must be aware of and not overlook the chance that s/he mere-
ly parrots paratextual claims. 

6 See also Schelstraete & Buelens 2013 for a discussion of The Wire’s rela-
tion to Dickens. Interestingly, David Bordwell notes that Dickens’ 1864-
65 novel Our Mutual Friend is also structured as a network narrative 
(Bordwell 2006, 100).
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Networks as a case of distributed cognition

Abstract
Within the development of recent theories of epistemologies, no-
tions of situated, embodied, extended and distributed cognition has 
been objects of study. Cognition is here seen as instantiated within 
different relationships, or networks, obtaining among humans 
and the world. However, what is shared by participating in a net-
work is seldom addressed. This article will analyse and sketch the 
possibility of understanding a cognitive network, exemplified by a 
crime scene investigation, involving shared cognition understood 
as distributive ampliative cognition.

Keywords macrocognition, CSI, distributive ampliative cognition, 
material inference 

Introduction
This article will analyze networks as involving distributed social 
cognition, and will base this description on the development of the 
extended mind approach. Overall this approach focus on the con-
tribution to cognitive processes by structures and things external to 
the mind (Wheeler 2005; Robbins and Aydede 2009). Thus, net-
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works can be characterised by distributed cognition, e.g. humans 
and non-human artefacts like mobile phones are related through 
central cognitive processes being distributed among them. Recall 
that not long ago remembering phone-numbers was a distinct and 
important everyday discipline. Presently, however, all of this mind-
consuming behaviour has nearly been off-loaded to everybody’s 
respective smart phones replacing what was done in the mind be-
fore. The mind is, in Clark and Chalmers memorable phrase, ex-
tended (1998), with objects in the environment sometimes func-
tioning as part of the mind. Though this is similar to developments 
within sociology (see Latour 1995; Hutchins 1995, 1995a) and an-
thropology (see Ingold 2000), the limited space of this article pre-
vents the engagement with these other developments. Instead the 
purpose of the article is addressing how participating in a network 
is committing to something macrocognitive, involving a norma-
tive relation between a communality both presupposed and pro-
jected. The aim is describing this commitment as involving a spe-
cific ampliative inferentiality. First, I will present a short history of 
the extended mind hypothesis locating a problem in understand-
ing what we actually share when we partake in a distributed pro-
cess. Next, I will use a crime scene investigation for addressing 
this problem. This will lead to some criteria for understanding the 
distribution, and lastly, a sketch of networks as a case of distributed 
cognition involving ampliative inference will be made. 

A short history of the extended mind hypothesis 
Following Cash (2013) the extended mind hypothesis comes in 
three phases. The first phase is Clark and Chalmer’s original po-
sition (Clark and Chalmers 1998), claiming that certain objects 
separate from us nevertheless function as part of our cognition, 
i.e. the environment has an active role in driving cognitive pro-
cesses. Clark and Chalmers argued for this stating the parity 
principle claming: 

“If, as we confront some task, a part of the world func-
tions as a process which, were it done in the head, we 
would have no hesitation in recognizing as part of the 
cognitive process, then that part of the world is (so we 
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claim) part of the cognitive process. Cognitive processes 
ain’t (all) in the head!” (Clark and Chalmers 1998, 8)

Thus, since there is a functional similarity or equivalence between 
remembering a phone number in the head and by using the phone, 
the phone counts as part of the cognitive process. Obviously, pro-
cesses “in the head” function as paradigm for what cognitive pro-
cesses are, and as Cash claims (2013, 62) this creates an individual-
ist point of departure for Clark and Chalmers. In addition, the 
parity principle seems to imply the limitless of extending my cog-
nitive processes. They could, in principle, involve every person I 
talk to, every book I read and multiple internet sites I visit, etc. on 
equal footing.    

The second phase, related to Menary (2010, 227-243), tries to limit 
the extension of the mind, claiming that the external processes 
doesn’t duplicate processes that could take place in the head, instead 
they complement or integrate with the cognitive processes of the 
mind. Thus the cognitive system has a boundary including only 
those external resources forming an integration with the internal 
process. Here the mobile phone is not part of my extended mind, but 
the phone augments the mind so both become an integrated whole 
– it complements my remembering. The problems here are, first, this 
is still is an individualist way of understanding the cognitive pro-
cess. How a group of people could be augmented by technological 
devices, for example in a multiplayer computer game, would, if it 
was touched upon, probably be described as an aggregation of the 
people involved. But the group, as a category in itself, might display 
other characteristics when augmented, characteristics not capable of 
being modelled on the augmentation of an individual. Second, the 
mobile phone is severed from the cultural practices in which it is 
used, hence as Cash (2013, 63) claims, attention to the social and 
cultural aspects of distributed cognition is bypassed. 

The third phase, therefore, emphasizes these social and cultural 
aspects. One example here is Gallagher’s (2013) focus on the insti-
tutional character of distributed cognition. His example is the legal 
system forming a system of individuals, tools and cultural practic-
es. This way, it enables cognitive processes to emerge, for example 
decisions in particular court cases, impossible without the engage-
ment between the institution and the individuals who are connect-
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ed with it. For Gallagher (2013, 7) this goes beyond the parity prin-
ciple, because the legal system as a case of distributed cognition 
could not, even in principle, be done in one or two person’s heads. 
Rather, the individual cognitive actions are both derived from and 
contribute to the cognitive and normative practices making up the 
legal system which we collectively partake in. 

Now the problem here is, how this normative process of contrib-
uting to something we partake in actually happens. How can the 
process be both shared and distributed, hence more than what is 
happening in either of our heads, but at the same time something 
individuals as the individuals they are, can contribute to? In the fol-
lowing a crime scene investigation will be used as an example for 
discussing this question. 

CSI as an example of distributed and macrocognition 
Crime scene investigation is a particularly interesting case since it 
involves cognition on many levels and displays many, if not all, of 
the characteristics presented above. Departure here will be Baber et 
al (2006) and Christensen (2013) showing the distributed nature of a 
crime scene investigation, and expressing a sort of macrocognitive 
process. Let the murder scene taken from Christensen (2013, 67) be 
an example: a body has been found on the floor in an apartment, 
the carpet around the body’s head is soaked in blood coming from 
what looks like an open wound, an empty purse and a wine glass 
lie on the floor, and drawers are open with clothes scattered around. 
Ostensibly this is a robbery turned into a murder crime scene, which 
the CSI documents by correlating different kinds of representations 
of the crimes scene. 

The overall process of a crime investigation can be described 
through, first, a crime scene being reported, second, the apprehen-
sion of a perpetrator or the investigation of all other lines of inquiry, 
and lastly, the crime being filed. Baber et al (2006, 357-358) outlines 
the following sequence of events as most likely taking place: 

1. “Crime committed, crime reported, incident created.
2. Scene investigated, evidence retrieved.
3. Offender caught or identified and charged.
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4. File compiled by File preparation, receive all information 
on the enquiry, from the Police: Witness statements, Crime 
Scene notes, Forensic reports, etc. 

5. File sent to CPS (the persecution service), decision made 
whether to prosecute.

6. Decision made to continue, file made available to defence 
barrister.

7. Defence or prosecution may request additional examina-
tions during the course of the trial.

8. All information, used and unused should be made availa-
ble and declared using an “unused evidence” form (sub-
mitted with the statement).

9. CSI, Police, etc. are requested to submit a statement of ac-
tions to the court.

10. On some occasions if counsel has questions concerning the 
evidence they will call the witnesses to court, along with 
the relevant evidence.”

Differing people and things are here involved in specific actions 
taking place on different locations, but still with an interconnected-
ness appearing. First, policemen arriving at location, judging what 
occurred, and requesting the crime scene investigators to arrive. 
The CSI then documents the crime scene taking pictures, collecting 
and recording evidence, decide additional investigations, and fi-
nally disseminate the evidence to the next link in the investigative 
chain, the prosecutor’s office (CPS). They prepare and eventually 
go to trial making a case against the defence barrister, persuading 
the court of the alleged offender’s guilt. Important to notice here is:

First, each link in the investigative chain is dealing with the world 
in an engaged and committed fashion. The CSI team, for example, 
knows how different kinds of evidence collected at the crime-scene 
are not only properties of the crime-scene, but express also a certain 
propriety, i.e. they afford being placed within proper crime techno-
logical and judiciary justifications, what Thevenot (2007, 411) terms 
an order of worth, a specific evaluative inferential space. Hence, the 
collected evidence function as material inferential resources for ac-
tion, both in a physical sense of picking up and bagging the crime-
scene purse in the example above for additional DNA and finger-
print searching (Baber et al, 358-359), and in a more communicative 
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sense by creating different representations of the actual and possi-
ble role of the purse by taking pictures and notes entering into the 
final crime report (Baber et al 2006, 363; Christensen 2013, 64-65). 

Second, the work done by each link in the investigative chain 
serves purposes transcending their specific investigative and con-
textual behaviour, by projecting the knowledge procured onto the 
good of the investigative communality as a whole (Thevenot 2007, 
418). The purpose of the CSI team, for example, is not only docu-
menting the specific crime scene, but also being part of grander 
purposes, like cooperating for finding the guilty or establishing 
new criteria for crime scene investigation. 

Combining both points each team or link is organised around, or 
held together by, a specific crime scene case as presupposing a sense of 
communality: each team knows how to align their efforts with the 
other teams: documenting evidence must be made in such a way it 
can be used by the prosecutor in court, and the prosecutor makes 
his case using the specifics of the different representations of the 
crime scene investigation. In addition, each team is also working 
towards establishing a sense of communality: making the best possible 
case in accordance with the purpose of a joint macrocognitive ef-
fort, i.e. realising the investigative communality as a whole, but al-
ways facing the uncertainty of not necessarily being successful. 
Hence, the ongoing experience this joint effort provides is not nec-
essarily frictionless. The knowledge procured need not be based on 
straightforward conditions among the members of the different 
teams: instruments might be calibrated in wrong ways, evidence 
might not be found or might be understood in the wrong way, and 
people might work against each other without necessarily compro-
mising the investigation as a whole, etc. 

Furthermore, as List and Pettit (2011) has argued regarding deci-
sion making through a sequence of events, the decisions made by 
each party in the investigative process and on a macrocognitive 
level might be different, the latter even going against the recom-
mendations or interpreted findings of all the parties in the investi-
gative chain. As a relevant example of this, Lackey (2014, 2-3) de-
scribes a murder trial where “Each member of the jury is privy to 
evidence that the defendant was seen fleeing the scene of the crime 
with blood spatter on his clothes, but it is grounded in hearsay that, 
though reliable, was ruled as inadmissible by the judge.” Thus as a 
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group the jurors believe the defendant is innocent, but individually 
many of the group members do not, since they trust the reliable 
hearsay evidence. Hence, as Ballet et al (2006, 380) claims, without 
elaborating upon though, inquiring into what is shared by partici-
pants across the investigative chain is highly relevant. So how are 
we to understand this dynamic not necessarily harmonious macro-
cognitive communality shared, i.e. both presupposed and project-
ed, by the CSI and CPS?

The challenges of macrocognition
Before indicating how this sharedness could be understood, let us 
via negativa and based on the example just described, provide some 
plausible criteria for how this sharedness ought to be characterised. 
First, one obvious understanding of this macrolevel should be by-
passed, namely that it is made up of one or more people represent-
ing all the people involved as well as the result of their total effort – 
the no singular representation thesis. In this sense, the CPS (the 
prosecutors) represents the effort of all people involved in making 
the case, and manifest thereby the definite prosecutorial authority of 
the judicial decision-making as a whole. The problem here is, obvi-
ously, that this ignores the network of relations and many different 
representations serving as the conditions for the prosecutors to func-
tion in the first place. Hence, the notion of a group, or collective 
comprising this macrolevel is not addressed in a serious manner. Put 
more bluntly, it simply bypasses the communality in question, i.e. 
the macrolevel is nothing but a single representation of the concert-
ed effort of the involved parts. Now certain forms of network might 
function like this, or aim to, for example religious groups with pow-
erful leaders, but in the case above this seems somewhat nebulous.

Related to the singular representation thesis is what we might 
call the non-aggregation thesis, a group is not equal the sum of its 
members (see Lackey 2014, 2). This is one consequence of the exam-
ples by List, Pettit and Lackey presented above, that what happens 
on the macrolevel can be divergent from what happens in each of 
the parts making up the macrolevel. Take two people walking 
down the street, most people will claim a difference between walk-
ing together and walking beside each other, despite the physical 
appearance can be identical. So to put it another way, the macrolev-
el, two people walking together, cannot be reduced to the aggrega-
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tion of its parts, i.e. walking beside each other (Gilbert 1990). Hence, 
the team-effort of both the investigative and prosecuting team is 
more than the sum of the individual members’ respective effort, 
thus we say they work together and not just with each other. Even 
if we supply their individual efforts with some sort of descriptive 
common knowledge like knowing how to collect and interpret evi-
dence in such a way to be best transferable among the links, this still 
doesn’t capture the exact sense we are looking for. First, because it 
is still adding up, and second, a substitute with the same training 
could do the same job without really being part of the collective. 
Third, there is something engaging and compelling about working 
or walking together, not captured in sharing some piece of common 
knowledge. A group is not a property of individuals only, but a 
propriety in its own right. Hence, there is a normative dimension to 
being part of a group not captured by just postulating some shared 
common knowledge. At least not without understanding how this 
knowledge is committing in a proper sense.   

Lastly, the no reification thesis that even if we grant that the mac-
rolevel is different from each individual part connected to it, we 
cannot reify this macrolevel as something separate from the parties 
involved, like a group mind (see Schmid 2009; 2011). Saying “We 
solved the crime” this “we” is not something over and above the 
parties involved but must, in a meaningful way, be ascribable to 
each of the parties involved in their own distinctive ways. The CSI 
uttering the sentence enacts a partaking of this we in a different 
manner than the prosecutor, thus “we” means partaking in some-
thing bigger than each party but in their specific ways. 

Now meeting these challenges seems to indicate that what is 
shared is not only distributed but also of an ampliative nature, it 
presupposes a relation to a non-reified communality extending be-
yond the distributed parts. Using Robert Brandoms’ notions of ma-
terial inferentiality and normative pragmatics, will provide a first 
preliminary sketch of this sense of ampliative.        

Macrocognition as distributive ampliative cognition
Etymologically ampliative comes from latin ampliatio connoting a 
sense of broadening, enlargement or exceeding of something al-
ready existing or known (Will 1988), and has been used within phil-
osophical logics since medieval times. Important precursors in-
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volve inter alia Immanuel Kant’s notion of synthetic judgment, 
where the act of predicating implies some piece of objective knowl-
edge is added to our knowledge of something. An addition which 
below will be understood as understanding what it is one commits 
oneself to by using a concept (predicating is using a concept of 
something, placing it in an inferential space of implications) This is, 
for Kant, in contradistinction to the analytical judgment where the 
predicate merely describes what is already implicit in a subject. A 
second example is C. S. Peirce who in his studies on abductive rea-
soning claimed that the conclusion in certain forms of inductive 
inferences, like concluding from some x are y to all x are y, exceeds 
the content of the premises. Hence, concluding has more a character 
of an informed generalisation than a strict logical validity. In the 
CSI-case this would be uncovering the best account of the evidence 
in each link (like the premises), and projecting this onto the common 
good of the investigation (the conclusion). So ampliatio indicates the 
combination of presupposition and projecting in the sense de-
scribed above.  

Now the kind of reasoning involved in our case study can hard-
ly be understood or described as a pure formal logical process, in-
stead it contains relationships and dynamics between people and 
things which cannot be formalised without losing the significance 
of these dynamic relations. Thus, the notion of ampliative cogni-
tion involving a certain kind of inferentiality might seem mis-
placed. However, I will present Brandom’s non-formal notion of 
material inference understanding inferring as a kind of correct do-
ing (his normative pragmatics) a inspiration, but without doing a 
fully justification to his complex thought1 (Brandom 2000, 52-55). 
This is congruent with our case and the challenges above, and will 
contribute to our understanding of the sense of adding or enlarge-
ment, ampliative implies. 

An example of a material inference would be inferring from “Aal-
borg is north of Odense” to “Odense is south of Aalborg”. Brandom 
(2000, 53) claims that no specific logical competence is involved in 
this kind of inference, instead knowing how to use the central con-
cepts of the sentences, and especially how the content of north and 
south is related to the world of Danish geography, is what matters. 
So we are dealing here with non-formal kinds of reasoning, express-
ing an engagement with the world (people and things), expressed 
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through communication (see above, page 4). Now imagine the com-
plexity of material inferences related to the CSI at the crime scene. 
Understanding “This glass is a piece of evidence”, relates both to the 
contextual procedures of the different people processing the crime 
scene: asking questions like was it used for drinking, and acting like 
bagging and labelling which is communication to the laboratory etc. 
Hence, it relates to the next link in the investigative chain: if this 
glass is evidence, then the DNA analytics want us to handle it this 
way and they, then, handle the evidence in a form suitable for court 
hearings. As soon as the glass is denoted evidence, it is placed with-
in a web of material inferential relations acting as a compass for 
what to do, and not to do, and how people relate to each other. The 
glass, so to speak, structures how the people are supposed to act 
around it, both in terms of concrete handlings and in terms of how 
other related concepts are used – lipstick on the glass is transformed 
from an everyday nuisance to investigative significance of who put 
it there. So the inferentiality here is not about logical form, it denotes 
the material connections between the content of the concepts, i.e. the 
communication, used throughout the chain between the CSI and 
CPS. Hence, predicating evidence of the glass adds something new 
to our knowledge of this glass’ significance, and by committing to 
this predication we commit ourselves to the enlarged network of 
material inferences this glass is then placed in. 

Furthermore, Brandom relates this sense of commitment, the in-
ferentiality connected with holding something a piece of evidence 
with “…the sort of entitlement that is in question when we ask 
whether someone has good reasons for her commitments.” (Bran-
dom 2000, 43). Hence two commitments can be incompatible, e.g. 
claiming this apple is red all over and green all over, and we can 
therefore also hold what we later discover as incompatible beliefs, 
e.g. the suspected felony might actually not be the one who drank 
from the glass. What we realise upon this discovery is the lack of 
entitlement holding both commitments; we had the wrong reasons 
(what we were committing ourselves to through the material infer-
ential relations comprising the glass and the felony) to suspect that 
the assumed felony was the same person drinking from the glass. 

In parallel we can understand how people can contribute to the 
overall process of convicting the felony, but resist, knowingly or 
unknowingly, working as a team relating to the different links in 
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the chain. This can be understood as two possibly incompatible be-
liefs (commitment to contributing to the overall team effort and 
commitment towards specific team members), of which we can ex-
press worry about the entitlement to both, or eventually discover 
one of the entitlements as justified. 

Either way the inferentiality thus depicted is part of ampliative 
cognition, creating a connection between presupposing a commu-
nality and establishing a new communality described above.

The view on ampliative cognition just presented goes against the 
singular representation thesis by focusing on the concrete material 
inferential relations dispersed in the investigative chain. We cannot 
understand this in an aggregative sense either, because the content 
of the concepts used is not totally convergent. The content related to 
using the glass as evidence is, for the CSI team, primarily related to 
documenting the crime scene (e.g. it is inferentially related to bot-
tles or other containers used for pouring liquid stuff, perhaps poi-
son, into the glass, as well as specific DNA techniques for handling 
lipstick). The CPS for their part understands the glass as one of 
many interrelated kinds of evidence, some not from the crime scene 
itself, building the case as a whole. So what the CSI and CPS do and 
their understanding of the significance of this doing is related and 
different at the same time. The material inferential relations making 
up the content of the glass as evidence are connected but shifts be-
tween the two teams as well. Hence, pace the reification thesis each 
part contributes to something bigger in their own specific way, but 
pace a sense of aggregation there is a sense of committing, a norma-
tive dimension directed or projected at the whole, being more than 
the sum of the parts. 

So to conclude ampliative cognition holds a significant part of the 
key to approaching the sense of sharedness sketched. It connects 
the specificity of the material inferential relations with a sense of 
wholeness, that what each do is committed to or projected onto a 
larger sense of saying we.       
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Note
1 As Brandom connects his normative pragmatics to a semantics, I would 

also have to show how ampliative cognition is expressed through com-
munication among the links in the investigative chain, as well as 
through the projection to a common level. This will involve tracing the 
expression of inferential connections between us, they, and we in the 
different speech acts and dialogues among the agents in the network.


